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CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE ---------

Roland Gibson MSc PhD, 28February1917 -1 March 2001 

We have learned with great sadness that our Founder, Dr Roland Gibson, died on 
the day after his 84lh birthday, following a brief illness. 

Rodney Meadows has recorded that the fitst meeting of The Delius Society 
look place on 14 April 1962; 35 members attended. This had come about as a 
result of Roland's letters lo a number of publications suggesting the formation of 
such a Society. I myself recall that I responded to a letter that appeared in Radio 
11111£'5. 

The early years had their administrative difficulties and Roland's resolution was 
smcly tested, but he remained a member of the Committee until 1967 and 
accepted Vice-Presidency thereafter. He continued lo wtile and lecture on Delius 
and, with his wife Jean, was often seen al AGMs and the London meetings. 

At last June's Birmingham AGM weekend l talked with Roland about 2002, the 
40lh anniversary yeat of lhal first meeting, and the celebration, cent1ed on him, 
that I was planning. Though modest, as always, he seemed delighted with the 
idea. 

A formal obituary will appear in the next issue of this }oumal. Meanwhile, as 
the Chairman of your Committee I pay lr ibulc lo Roland, a man of great 
intellectual rigour, originality and humour, who laid the Society's foundation stone 
fou1 decades ago. 

Meanwhile, the work of the Society continues to strengthen and widen, as 
Roland would have wished. As a culmination of this season's activities, we 
anticipate a splendid ACM weekend in Gloucester in August, culminating in a 
performance in the cathedral of A Mass of Life. Your Committee looks forward lo 
welcoming you the1e! 

Rolnnd .md Jenn Gibson in Scptembrr 2000 
Phntogra11/1 /1mr A• r1w111 Clre/11 
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Aslam putting the finishing touches to this edition, it is obvious that it is going to 
prove to be as big as the last. Several members have remarked on the size and the 
range of content of DSJ 128, as if it was by design. In fact, it is the membership as 
a whole that should be congratulating themselves. The fouma/ is a reflection of the 
increasing involvement of you all in the Society, and also an indication that interest 
in the music nnd life of Delius is as sltong, if not strnngcr, thnn ever. That this 
should be the cnse almost forty years after the foundation of the Society by Roland 
Gibson is in itself a tribute to him. TI1e next edition of the joumal will be dedicated 
to his memory. Roland will be sorely missed. 

I hope there will be something in this issue for everyone. Members who attend 
meetings in London may recall some years ago the talk given by Robert Matthew 
Walker on the subject of BriK._C: Fair. Unfortunately, I was not there; so for me, and 
the numerous members who missed out on this fascinating nnd informative talk, 
the script of the evening is included. Abe1deen member Ray Inkste11 has .-ilso sent 
an interesting a1 tide on the painte1 Alf1ed Sisley; and for membe1 s who may not 
have visited Delius's grave, our Treasurer and Membership Secretary, Stewat t 
Winstanley, has revisited on their behalf. The final article, which I have researched, 
came about because of information received from Edward Dax in the USA The 
ensuing discoveries I made as a result just go lo prove that there is still more to 
discover about the music of Delius. 

I would especially like to thank those who have sent in miscellaneous items via 
email to me. The website is attracting more and more attention, and messages 
arrive from all over the wmld. This increase in communication between us all will 
undoubtedly ensure that the Journal continues to contain items to interest 
everyone. 

My sincere thanks to all who have contributed lo this Joumal I couldn't have 
done it without you. 
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DELIUS'S BRIGG FAIR IN WORDS AND MUSIC 
Robert Matthew Walker 

PART I - THE WORDS 

Frederick Delius was 45 years old when he completed BriJ?g Fair in the second half 
of 1907, subtitling it A11 L11glish Rhapsody. This was his first puiely orchestral work 
since Paris of 1899, and was the first of three consecutive rnchesltal compositions 
to which he gave, or appended, the title of Rhapsody: the others were 111 A Summer 
Garde11 and the Da11ce Rhapsody No 1, both of which were w1 ilten in 1908. 

HriJ?g Fair takes it name from the Lincolnshi1e folk song on which it is based, a 
song collected by Percy G1 ainger in 1905. ll was Grainger who brought the song 
to Ddius's attention, as he recalled when w1 iting of the provenance of the work in 
a programme note for a performance he conducted at the Hollywood Bowl on 
August 7th, 1928: 
'In 1905 I noted down from the singing of Mr Joseph Taylor, of Saxby-All-Saints, 
Lincolnshire, England (the most perfect English folk-singer I ever heard, whose 
illuminating renderings of English rural songs and singing traditions have been 
finely recorded by the London Gramophone Co.), a model melody of singula1 
archaic charm, enlitled"Brigg Fair", the words of which nm as follows: 

"It was on the fift' of August, the weather fine and fair, 
Unto Brigg Fair I did repair, for love I was inclined. 

I rose up with the lark in the morning, 
with my heart so full of glee, 

Of thinking there to meet my dear, long time I wished to sec. 

I looked over my left shoulder lo sec whom I could sec, 
And there I spied my own true love, 

come tripping down to me. 

I took hold of he1 lily-white hand, and merrily was her heart, 
And now wc'1e met togcthc1, I hope we ne'e1 shall part. 

for it's meeting is a pleasure, and parting is a grief, 
But an unconstant lover is worse than a thief. 

The green leaves they shall withe1, 
and the branches they sh<lll die, 

If ever I prove false to her, to the girl that loves me." 
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I ka1 ing my chm nl setting of 'Brigg Fait' and falling in love with its ingratiating 
underlying melody, Delius asked my permission lo use il ns the basis of an 
orchestral rhapsody. The present work is the outcome .... .'. This note is significant 
in another regard: Delius dedicated his Brigg fai1 to Percy Grainger. 

II 
One may pertinently ask why it was that Grainger showed Delius this tune in April 
1907, al what was either only the first or second occasion that they had met; after 
all, Delius was not a folk-song lover in what might be called the gcne1ally accepted 
sense of the term. It seems that the English compose• Roger Quilte1 (five years 
older than Grainger, having been born in 1877) was present at the meeting, which, 
given the circumstances, was more likely lo have been the second occasion that 
Delius had met Grainger. 

The main subject that Delius and Grainger had in common al that time was 
their mutual ft iendship with Edvard Grieg. We should note also that, speaking al 
his home just outside Bergen in the lost weeks of his life a few months after this 
same meeting between Delius and Grainger - Edvord Grieg was to comment 
favourably on the music of Roger Quilter, with which the Norwegian master had 
been much taken. So we can imagine, with little difficulty, Delius asking Grainger 
with what he had recently been musically occupied, and the young Australian 
replying by mentioning his folk-song collecting in Lincolnshire, but more 
importantly showing Delius what he had done with this material. Grainger, 
therefore, did not show Delius the folk-song'Brigg Fair': he showed him his setting 
of it. Delius's response is significant - "But our harmonics arc identical". He was 
not ref erring lo the harmonics of the song, of course; he was referring to the 
similar harmonic language they used - for, as Delius also said to Grainger, "we 
think alike." 

lll 
Joseph Taylor was 72 years old when Grainger took down the song from him in 
1905; Taylor died in 1911 at the age of 78, and is buried in the churchya1d of the 
little village of Saxby (Saxby All-Saints, to distinguish it from another Lincolnshire 
Saxby, 19 miles due south). Saxby lies a few miles south of Rcad's Island, on the 
mouth of the Humber, near a weir dyke canal that straddles the Ancholmc river. 
Taylor not only recmded the folk-song Under Brigg Fair fo1 Graingc1 on location in 
Brigg in 1905, but also as G1ainger's programme note says recorded it 
commercially in London, along with several other folk songs, between July 9th 
11 th, 1908. These latter recordings took place four months after Dclius's Brigg Fair 
had been given in London for the first time, undc1 Thomas Beecham. 

The text of the song, as we con sec, refers to the fair held annually in the old 
English market town of B1 igg, which is situated on the northern edge of the 
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Lincolnshit c wolds, in an at ea of the county known 
as Glanford, in the larger region of Lindsey. In turn, 
this is wughly in the middle of the massive Eastern 
Plain of England, which stretches from -
approximately - Hartlepool south-west to Bury St 
Edmunds. 

The ancient name of Brigg comes from the 
town's location on the Ancholme River, 'a situation 
il shores with Ferriby and Brandy Wharf to the 
north and south respectively', as the publication 
River Trade i11 Brigg states. It further mentions that 
the'market charter of 1236 hints al times at a role of 
market town, and yet the Ancholme Valley would 
have been unable to support much arable tenure for 
its pastures would have flooded regularly.' The 
publication continues: 'Various attempts had been 
made to improve the navigation, and in 1635 Sir 
John Monson drained the valley with a new 
straight cut, creating the two rivers seen today .... to 
the town the river offered a vital link with Hull and 

Joseph Taylor 

beyond. The town relied upon keel traffic to ferry in and ferry out a great variety 
of produce.' 

Such produce included bricks, oil seed, sugar, seed and feed, and later vast 
quantities of South Yorkshire coal, which was needed to power the town's 
gasworks. There was also a daily packet service, with additional packet services to 
Leeds and Wakefield. Some of these packet boats were horse-drawn. 

Brigg, therefore, was by no means an average English country town by the time 
Percy Grainger came for his first visit, which was to attend the annual North 
Lincolnshire Musical Competitions, and, hopefully thereby, to begin to collect 
folk-songs of the area, although why Grainger found himself at that time in the 
town of Brigg at all requires some explanation. 

IV 
Percy Grainger, an only child, had been born in Melbourne in 1882. His father left 
his wife and son when Percy was eight years old. Thereafter, Percy and his mother 
were rarely scparoted, and her influence upon her son was very strong. An 
intensely musical child, Percy received lessons from several teachers and gave 
several recitals in Melbourne when he was only 12 years old, the proceeds from 
which largely financed his f w thc1 musical studies in Frankfurt, in which city he 
and his mother arrived in 1895. 

Whilst al Frankfurt, he first encountered the embryonic folk-song movement 
that had then begun to inspire several younger European composers, even if the 
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Brii;g Manor I louse 1906 Percy Grainger (stantlin~ centre) ond Joseph Taylor (s<'illl'd left) 
Plwto11rnpl1 North Uncn/11,/111'1' Mu't•um~ Srr1.11cr 

1oots of this movement go back rather further. As an isolated, but by no means 
irrelevant, example of this, in 1891 Edvard Grieg had begun collecling Norwegian 
folk-songs, and continued to do so more systematically two years later; a meeting 
in London in 1906 between Grieg and Grainger began a furthe1 lasting influence 
on the young Australian. It may well have been during Grieg's visit to London in 
1906 that the Norwegian had encountered the music of Roger Quiller: in turn, in 
1887 in Leipzig, Grieg had met and had greatly encouraged the young Delius. 

In 1901 Grainger and his mother had settled in London; they organised 
musical evenings al theil home, and one of Percy's friends was the Hon. Everard 
Feilding, the brother-in-law of the tenor Gervase Cary Elwes (not then as famous 
as he wns later to become, as Gervase Elwes). In 1889, Elwes (himself the 
grandson of nobility) had married Lady Wtnefride Feilding, a daughter of the 
eighth Erul of Denbigh. The address of the country residence of Gervase and Lady 
Wtnefride Cary Elwcs was: The Manor I Iousc, Brigg, Lincolnshire. 

By this time, the early 1900s, the embryonic folk-song movement in Great 
Britain had begun to be put on a somewhat more systematic footing. As John Bird 
says in his masterly Percy Gminger:'It is very probable that Grainge1 first met Lucy 
Broadwood at the London home of Gervase and Lady Wtncfride Cary Elwes, who 
were particularly interested in the folk culture of Nm Lh Lincolnshire. In March 
1905 Grainger was invited to n lecture given by Lucy 13rondwood for the Musicnl 
Association which she illustrnted with some examples of her [folk song] collecting 
and arranging. I le later temar ked that though hct hru monisations were very 
simple they were very touching and he was sufficiently moved to npproach her 
after the lecture to say that he wanted to do some collecting. This was easily 
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ananged, for Lady Wincfddc and her brolhe1 had already organised musical 
fcslivtils each spring for the previous six years at Brigg in North Lincolnshire, their 
country home .... ' 

With his arrival at Bi igg, on luesday April 4Lh 1905, Grainger had taken a fateful 
step towards his intense first- hand involvement with folk song collecting, which 
was to bear such rich fruit. That same year, a folk song class had been instituted 
<it the Festival, al Lhe behest of Grainger and Everard Feilding; the first prize, half
a guinea, was awarded to Joseph 'faylor. 

The winning song was not Under Brigg Fair - it is not clear ifTaylor had elected 
to sing this song al lhal lime but Creeping Jane. Grainger had been deeply 
impressed, and not solely by Taylor, for both the second and third prize-winners 
also proved to be valuable sources in Grainger's later folk-song collecting. 
I Iowcvcr, il is cc1 lain that Taylor sang Under Brigg 1-'ait to Grainger during his first 
visit, for Grainger made a note that it was taken down from Taylor on April 11th, 
and, soon after returning to London, Grainger'bcgan Lo make settings of what he 
felt were the mosl suitable items for chorus and voice and piano' as John Bird has 
wrillcn. Among the'most suitable items' Grainger set was the haunting Brigg Fair 
- as he now called Lhc song. 

Grainger returned lo Brigg lhe following August and stayed rather longer 
researching first- hand sources of folk-songs for himself al various singers' homes, 
at their places of work, or in the Brigg workhouse. It is also clear, from surviving 
c01respondence, that Grainger had struck up an immediate rapport with his 
singers. Practical results of his folk-song collecting were heard al the Brigg Music 
Festival the following year, 1906, when he conducted the first performances of six 
of his settings of Lincolnshire folk-songs. As John Bird further writes: 
' I Jis setting of Brigg Fair for tenor solo (Gervase Elwes) and chorus turned out to 
be the highlight of the evening's entertainment. It is one of the most haunting and 
supremely lovely folk-song sellings ever written and he was happy to give its first 
performance in the Lown whence it took ils name.' 

v 
English folk-song has a rich provenance, made essentially more cosmopolitan by 
the successive invasions following the lasl Roman lroops leaving Britain in 436 
the invasions of Saxons, Vikings, Danes and Normans, and the settling of later 
immigrnnts. 

Owing lo the closer proximity to Scandinavia of Eastern England, and its 
unvaried level terrain on Lhc massive Easle1 n Plain, lo which we have already 
refcrTed, this part of the country had always been prey to lhe Northmen. We can 
see much evidence of their invasions, even today, principally in the physiognomy 
of the local people, and also in the place names of many towns and villages. lt 
may well be that if Percy Grainger was initially attracted by the purely musical 
qualities of the songs he heard dwfog Lucy Broadwood's lecture, those wholly 
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Nordic chan:1cteristics of what arc considered to be typical of the l'lhnic; people of 
Eastern England, in particular their physical qualities, which marked both thl' 
Gaelic Continental Cclts tall and fan, with light eyes and also the Danes from 
Jutland, who arc tall, blue eyed and blond, would have strnck an equally 
responsive chord in him. They worked mostly on farms, and were of a taciturn and 
practical disposition, keen on sport and much delighting in physical achievements. 
Joseph Taylor was a farm bailiff, and although the only photograph of him taken 
with Percy Grainger (in a group of folk singers) shows him sitting down, he is 
clearly a big man, thick set, with a shock of white hair and with Dundreary 
whiskers which, in earlier years, might well have been fair. 

ln the case of place names, we can find the suffix'-by' in very many eastern 
English towns and villages. This'-by' docs not have exactly the same meaning as 
the modern English 'by' meaning 'near' 01 'at' unless we use it in its more 
convincing meaning of 'close by'. However, the modern English 'by' is reasonably 
similar, for in turn it emanates from the Anglo Saxon 'by', 'big' or 'bei', being 
pronounced 'bee', not 'bye'. The meaning 1s almost idcntic.-il to, as 1s the root of, 
the modern German 'bei', where it is now pronounced as 'bye'. 

In the Saxon, 'bi' meant 'of', or 'belonging to', and 'by', more closely, for our 
purposes, means 'village' or 'settlement': the moment we grasp this, the 
provenance of 'Saxby' should become clear as 'the sclllement of the Saxon', or of 
'Grimsby' - 'the settlement belonging to Grimm', or of 'Coningsby' - 'belonging to 
the King', and so on, throughout the large areas of eastern and northern England 
which were subject to Danelaw. 

The name of'Brigg', although it very probably derived from the Scandinavian 
'brygga' Getty), may also be considered as a Lt ansfotmalion of'big', from the largely 
obscu1c Scandinavian root 'byggja', which is considered by some linguistic 
historians to have given rise to such terms as'brick' or'bridgc' these nouns being, 
of course, names for two of the literal foundations of European habitation, with the 
singular meaning of'acrnss'. Less than four miles due cast from Brigg is the small 
village of Bigby. 

Early in the twentieth century, the wo1d 'big' was still in use in par Ls of Scotland 
as a verb, meaning'to build'. Jt would seem, however, that the'B1 igg' of'Brigg Fair' 
refers to'bridge': which is to say,'by' or'across'thc River Ancholme, the largest and 
most important river from the mouth of the T lumber, cast of the 'Irenl. 'Ancholme' 
is itself of Anglo Saxon m igin, from the root mcaning'bend' from which derives 
'angle', describing the river's winding course. The word 'anchor' also em•motes 
from the same root, as docs 'Anglo' itself from a variant, confirming the ;:intiquity 
of this important rivet. 

Much of eastern English folk song has, consequently, an important 
Scandinavian provenance and by Scandinavian we should include culturally not 
only Norway and Sweden, but olso historically the whole of Denm.lt k including 
Bornholm, the Faroe islands, Iceland and even parts of Finland. 
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Studies 111 English folk song huve <.lone much lo identify the 1 acial 
characteristics cont<Jin1.:<.l the1l'in, and although there is much work still to be done 
in this regard, lhcrc is lilllc doubl that a number of the folk songs Grainger 
collected in Lincolnshire had their mots in Scandinavian folk-song. ll wos surely 
these roots which appealed most strongly to Grainger (a lover of all things 
Scandinavian) and which, in turn, would have caused him to bring the song, in 
particular albeit unwillingly with regard to its probable provenance to Delius's 
attention. Delius's love of Scandinuvia was surely also an important ingredient in 
the matter. I Iowevcr, we have to consider Joseph Taylor's comment to Grainger, 
which was that he learned the song many years earlier from some gypsies. 

This brings a somewhat different aspect to our considerations: Jean Markale 
has demonstrated in his maslt!rly Les Celtes et la Civilisation Celtique, the nomadic 
Romany people, of ancient Celtic strain, anived in England about 1500, and whilst 
travelling gypsies in England were relatively common until quite recent limes, 
having an annual series of stops during their travels to coincide with old
establishcd fairs, their racial characteristics were unlike those of Anglo-Saxon or 
Scandinavian peoples. The Fair at Brigg, as we shall see, would have attracted the 
nomadic gypsies for specific reasons, and, notable for their musical gifts as much 
as for their other skills, they would have brought their own songs to whichever 
event they temporarily visited. 

Yet the song Unto Brigg Fair itself poses a puzzle, for another significant aspect 
of English folk-song is that early ethno-musicologists would often find variants of 
the same song in different parts of the country. In this regard, the travelling 
gypsies would have played their part in carrying songs and variants of them 
throughout the eastern plains of England (there was, of course, virtually no gypsy 
travelling in the hillier or more mountainous regions); yet the haunting Unto Brigg 
Fair is unique to Lincolnshire and no variants of it arc to be found anywhere else 
in the British Isles. 

Whilst it is true that some have claimed to have found similar tunes to that 
which Joseph Taylor sang as Unto Brigg Fair in other parts of the country, such 
connexions as have been pointed out arc quite tenuous, and - musically, at any rate 
- unconvincing. 

The extraordinary fact remains that this song appears to have existed solely for 
the celebration of the Fair al Brigg, certainly with regard to the detail of the words 
(those that Joseph Taylor sang, in any event) and, more su1 ptisingly, the music. 

As we shall demonstrate in Part II, the key of the song that Delius took as the 
basis for his work is indeterminate in relation to Western tonality. The melody 
clearly is of modal 01 igin. Modes existed long before the west European system of 
keys and key relationships developed. Modes had their origins in Greece and the 
Balkan peninsula, the region from which the Romanics first emigrated. Pwcly on 
musical evidence, then, it would seem that Joseph Taylor's claim to have learned 
the song from gypsies is correct. If it may at first appear that we have no reason 
to doubt his word, we shall sec that his memory was unreliable, and il is significant 
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that the ancit•nt provenance of this modal Fnglish folk song (like many others) 
had its origin amongst Romany nomadic folk, which would confirm his 
recollection. 

But we have two other aspects to considet. The first, which is as yel 
unanswered, it that the song Unto Brigg fair 1s unique: it stayed where it was, in 
the region for which it was originally'composed' - if we can use such a term with 
regard to folk song, and it stuck fast lo a region which was rich in Scandinavian 
influence. The other aspect is that if Joseph Taylor had learned the song from 
gypsies, then so could have other folk singers. This latter aspect is almost certainly 
the case, for we know that variants of this song were also collected, much latct, in 
parts of Lincolnshire. Joseph Taylo1 was not, therefo1c, the first folk singer of this 
song, the first lo have learned it, as it were, from the travelling gypsies, but he was 
the first to have been able to copture it fo1 ever, through the media of dictation to 
Grainger and recording it for the gramophone. 

Unto Brigg Fair is almost certainly therefore not an English folk song of 
Scandinavian origin, other Lhan in the mosl general terms of Anglo-Saxon 
language and geographical location, bul Lhe connexions between a folk-song 
unique to Eastern England, with ils nonetheless important Scandinavian history, 
the folk-song collecting of Percy Grainger, and Lhe composer Frederick Delius, arc 
not so unusual as might initially appear. For the strain of modality in English folk 
song is considerable, and not confined to melodics of Romany provenance, and 
what might be considered to be a 'typically' English folk song was just as likely to 
have appealed lo an Australian musician al the dawn of the twentieth centuty as 
to any other Colonial. 

VI 
The annual Fair at Brigg forms part of the Chartet of King John, granted, as we 
have already noted, in Lhc year 1236. The Charter slates that: 

'Ersinius Neville, he and his heirs may have for ever one market every 
week on Thursday at the bridge of Glanford [Brigg] and one fair there in 
every year during four days, viz: St James's Day, and the three days 
following, so that it be not to the nuisance of neighbouring fairs, and 
neighbouring markets.' 

The SL Jamcs's Day Fair wns initially held for the sale of cuttle and of sheep. As the 
publication Brigg's Fairs explains: 'The Brigg Fair, long prnver bial in North 
Lincolnshire, was a time when everyone enjoyed a full houssc, with friends, 
relatives or customers all descending on the town to enjoy the holiday. 
Amusements were held in the White I lorse paddock and expanded in the 1870s 
with fireworks and the Elsham Band in the evening. Athletics and aquatic sports 
events were held in the County Bridge area with boat races and greasy pole 
walking. A travelling theatre came to town and some of the local inns held dances, 
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Brigg Market Square c. 1890 
l'lwl<lx1<1J1h Nnrl/1 l.inrolnsh111• Mu<r1m1~ Servicr 

though the galloping horses showing their paces down a crowded Wraby Street 
created a hazard. On the whole the crnwd behaved well, though there were still 
pickpockets, 'blacklegs' and drunkards to prey on the crowds and add colour to the 
spectacular. A tremendous amount of painting and colour-washing went on in the 
weeks before Brigg Fair ..... The August Foi1 hod become mainly a sheep and horse 
foir. The ho1 ses were brought in by early morning troin, as were many of the other 
animals. Young lads from Brigg and the sun-ounding area would gather at Brigg 
station lo help bring the animals to town and earn themselves pocket money, by 
holding the horses, whilst the owners went about their business.' 

The Fair at Brigg had therefore been held annually for 597 consecutive years, 
prior to Joseph Taylor's bil th, and the folk song Unto Brigg Fair had been passed 
down by gypsies, who with their tradition of horse trading would have regarded 
Brigg Fair as an important date in their travelling calendar, until rcoching the form 
in which Joseph Taylo1 was to sing it to Percy Grainger. Such an oral tradition 
like everyday speech is in a constant state of flux. 

T lowcver, we may be sure that if the tune changed little over the centuries, the 
words of Unto Brig;: Fair, os sung by Joseph Taylo1, and faithfully recorded by both 
Percy Grainger and the Gramophone Company, have to be much more recent in 
date than the lune to which they were sung. The comparative newness of the 
words together with their different scansion had to have a direct bearing on the 
vc1y shape of the tune on which Delius based his English Rhapsody. 
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VII 
How can we state with cc1 tainty that the words arc much more recent than the 
tune itself? The reason dillcs from the change of Lhe calendars in use in England 
in the middle of the 18Lh century. In 1751, an Act of Parfoment settled January lst 
to be the first day of the year; in 1752, Great Britain (and consequently America) 
adopted the Gregorian calendar, a calendar which entailed dropping eleven days 
after September 2nd, thus m.iking the next day not Septcmbe1 3rd 1752, but 
September 14th. 

Apart from the not unexpected rioting in London and elsewhere "Give us 
back our lost days!" - <10d the difficulties experienced in celebrations, for example, 
by those whose birthdays fell between those dates (including the composer 
William Boyce), amongst the other consequences of the change in the calendar 
were enforced changes to the dales of lr aditional events, which encompassed 
several enshrined in law or ancient custom, including those which took their cue 
from so many days (in terms of number) after Easter. Other annual events were 
reckoned 365 days following the previous commemoration, milking such events, 
so for as the calendar was concerned, appear after 1752 to fall eleven days later 
than before. Brigg Fair came into this latter category. 

As we have seen from the song's text as quoted by Grainger in his notes, the 
Brigg Fair Joseph Taylor knew began on August Sth, the date sung in the first line. 
However, up to and including 1752, Brigg Fair began on the 25th of July - the day 
on which St Jamcs's Day was celebrated in the Julian calendar. 

With the bcsl will in the world it is impossible to sing the words, 'lt was on the 
twenty-fifth of July' to the identical notes that begin the Brigg Fair tune as recorded 
by Grainger, 'It was on the fift[h] of August' - for there arc two extra syllables. 

Joseph Taylor had been born in 1833. The earliest he could have encountered 
the song Unto Brigg Fair would have been before the year 1840: certainly, he could 
easily have been aware of it by 1850, but equally he could have heard it from the 
gypsies much later than that. His son, John Taylor, was also to become a folksinger, 
as was his granddaughter, Marion Hudson, who in 1950 sang a version of Unto 
Brigg Fair to the Scottish cthnomusicologisl Francis Collinson at Grimsby. Il is 
more than probable that Joseph would have learned this song from gypsies who 
were older than he was. The grandfather of the singer from whom Joseph Taylor 
learned the tune could in turn have learned the tune from people who were living 
when the change in the date celebrating Brigg Fair occurred, which event forced a 
change in the text of the song itself. 

There is a clue to this change in the words as printed by Grainger. We can sec 
that the scansion of the Lext remains virtually constant throughout typical of 
much European folk -song and that, rn considering each verse as a quatmin, the 
second and fourth lines rhyme. However, the opening verse as sung by Joseph 
Toylor breaks this rule. As he sings the wo1ds, it is the only verse oul of the six that 
docs not rhyme in this way for he has the second and third lines rhyming, not 
the second .ind fourth. In considering this ob1ectively, we cannot but conclude that 
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soml'lhing h.is happenl'd lo th1..· text of this fi1st Vl'ISl'. 

Whal h,1s happened? What would have been the original lcxl, and would this 
have meanl lhal lhe 011gin,1l lunl! was c.liffotcnl from that known to Joseph 'faylor, 
anJ lhe1 efore both lo G1 .linger and Delius? Before 1752, a folk song of this 
scansion and tune-type and this song in particular - would surely have begun 
wilh the linc'On the lwenty fifth of July' so making eight syllables, as we have in 
Taylor's version. To change the dale lo the fiflh of August would have meant 
adding two extra syllables, two extra words in fact -'It was'- a phrase which forms 
a familiar narrative opening in English folk song. Thus to preserve the eight 
syllables, 'On the twenty fifth of July' would have become 'It was on the fifth of 
August.' 

Assuming, for the moment, that the text of the song originally began in this 
way, how do we explain the rhyming inconsistency? This is surely because that Jt 
some time in his tradition of singing the song, Taylor reversed the words in the 
second line. Instead of singing 'The weather fine and fair', had he sung - as 
doubtless would have been the original text 'The weather fair and fine' this 
would have caused the second line to rhyme with the fourth. 

Thus: ' ... fair and fine' would rhyme with ' .. was inclined', and thereby restore a 
textural rhyming unity to the entire song. The original text was merely transposed, 
no doubt inadvertently, bul this transposition became sanctioned in Taylor's mind 
through long usage. 

We have Percy Crainger's own evidence lo support such a conjecture. When 
writing of Joseph Taylor's singing, he said 'Taylor's memory for words was not 
uncommonly good'. If Grainger noted Taylor's shortcomings lhcn, how much 
more likely docs our conjecture appea1 to be true? The song, originally, would 
have to have had the date, 'The twenty-fifth of July' in the opening line, and, with 
the original prefix 'On', the narrative begins. 

There is one other point in our reconstruction of the original text that must be 
mentioned, but this remains entirely conjectural. We should now consider the 
musical metre of the tune, as sung by Taylor and as set by Grainger, and see how 
- in purely musical terms - Delius's theme reverts to what must have been the 
original shape of the folk-song itself. This is a wholly remarkable example of art 
transfiguring life back into folk-art - of which, we may be sure, Delius was entirely 
unaware. He was led, it would seem, purely by his instinctive genius. 

VIII 
We have shown th1.1t the O! iginal opening !me of Brigg Fair had to have been 'On 
the twenty-fi~h of July'. The tune itself begins with an anacrusis of half a bar in 
6/8, a crotchet followed by a quaver, leading to the first emphasis. The words 'on 
the lwenly fifth of July' in modern English infer natural emphases on the two 
syllables 'twen-' and' ly': lhe word 'July' having the emphasis on the last syllabic, 
not the first (although an emphasis on the first syllabic of the word for the month 
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is found in all Scandinavian kmguogcs) - so the phrase 'On the', as the opening 
setting of the narrative, fits the melody's anao usis exactly. 

Speaking aloud the words 'twenty fifth of July', to a 6/8 pulse, emphasizes the 
'twcn 'and'-ly'syllables as noted earlier which foll naturally on the first quaver 
beats of successive bars. 1b take this a stage further: the natural emphasis on 
'twen ' makes this part of the opening line fit naturally a musical pattern of 
crotchet quaver ('twen ty') and dotted quaver semiquaver quaver ('-fifth of 
Ju-'), all within a whole bar of 6/8, a natural smaller emphasis falling on' -fifth' 
which in turn demands a natural smaller musical emphasis of the dotted 
quaver (the emphasis lengthening the note, which naturally falls on the first beat 
of the second half of the bar). 

Of course, that is not what Joseph Taylor sang, yet it is precisely what Delius 
wrote, and Delius, we may be sure, did not consider the possibility of a far more 
recent change to the words of the song. Additionally, it would appear that another 
word might well have formed part of the onginal text, if the syllables arc to fit the 
scansion of the tune perfectly. The later words 'It was on the fifth of August' have 
the second syllabic of 'August' sung to two notes, yet, as the month was originally 
July, the emphasis on the first syllable of 'Ju ' would mean, if' ly' is sung to the 
same two notes, an awkward similar emphasis on each syllabic that docs not 
reflect the natural emphasis of the spoken word. 

'lb reflect that natural emphasis, the syllabic' ly' should be sung to only one 
note, and, to accommodate the shape of the lune al that point, an additional word 
would have to be inserted, for the following word, 'The', could not possibly be 
advanced by one note. The additional word would most likely have been "with", 
to make the original text of the first two lines read as follows: 

'On the twenty fifth of July, with the weather fair and fine' 

The music would run thus: 

(§7·, ! I !; 1 t r H · 0 C I j J': 

-- ..--::~ ,----------
) ftJ··r 'i; :1; t J \It 

-
oil , 

Such a solution fits all the known criteria, and would appear to be the most likely 
shape of the original folk song prior to 1752. Indeed, the first line of the second 
verse would seem to confirm this precisely. 
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We must not lose sight of the fact that thl' 
folk ~song Unto Brigg fni1 came to Delius 
second-hand, as it were, through Grainger's 
own selling, and not direct from Joseph 
Taylor or any other singer of folk-songs. In 
the first published edition of Grainger's 
selling, he listed the provenance of the six 
verses he reprinted in his note quoted at the 
beginning of our observations; not all of 
them came from Joseph Taylor or were sung 
by him, nor were the remainder allachl'd lo 
the song by others. Although Grainger set 
all six verses in his first version, published by 
Forsyth in London in 1906, in his revised 
1911 edition - the one invariably performed 
today - published by Scholl, Grainger cut out 
the third verse, leaving just five of the six 
verses. Graingcr's revised omission of the 
original verse three may very well have been Frederick Delius in 1914 

done as, in his selling, the first three verses 
were set identically, and the original verses 
four, five and six were each set differently. lt is probable that Grainger considered 
that three verses the same was just one too many. 

Delius appended the text of all six to the head of his Brigg fair score, from the 
first printing by Leuckart in Leipzig in 1910. This was the year before Crainger's 
five verse revised version appeared. Why would Delius print these verses? And 
what significance could they have with regard to the orchestrol score? Surely, 
Delius intended them to act as a pointer Lo the music, and, in a notably fascin;;iting 
way, we can observe Lhal the six· verse text actually helped shape the form, if not 
the detailed structure, of the orchestral Rhapsody. 

PART JI -THE MUSIC 

IX 
The world premiere of Delius's Brigg Fair took place in Liverpool on January 18th 
1908, by the Liverpool Orchestra conducted by Granville Bantock. In the same 
programme at Philharmonic Hall was I laver gal Brian's C11g/isli Suitr No 1 - the two 
composers, Delius and Brinn, sat next to each other during this concert. The 
second performance of Brigg Fair took place in Birmingham, when it was given by 
the l lallc Orchestra conducted by Landon Ronald, on Pebruary 19th 1908. The 
London premiere took place during the following month, al the Queen's Hall, 
when the New Symphony Orchestra was conducted by Thomas Beecham. In the 
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<iudicncc al the Queen's I Jail were both Percy Grninge1 and Joseph Taylor; it had 
to have been the first orchestral concert that Taylor had ever attended. During the 
performance of Brigg Fair, 'Ibylor, on hear ing'his' lune, spontaneously stoo<l up and 
sang with the orchestra. This surely was both a thrilling and touching experience 
for all concerned. 

x 
In about 1921, the German firm of F.E.C.Leuckart, the first publishers of Brigg Fair, 
ceded their rights in the work to Universal Edition ofVicnna, who, in 1923, were 
to appoint the 37-year-old musician Erwin Stein to their staff as editor. Stein left 
Austria for England after the Anschluss in 1938, where he joined the staff of 
Boosey & Hawkes, and he was the father of Marion Stein, the first wife of the Earl 
of Harewood who is now marTied lo Jeremy Thorpe. Whilst, just after the First War, 
Stein was a friend and champion of the Second Viennese School, and had joined 
with Schoenberg, Berg and Webern in the noted Society for Musical Private 
Performances - which excluded critics from attendance he was also editor of the 
Philhrumonia Edition of pocket scores, which were famous for their prefatory 
analyses of the work in question. One of Stein's first tasks was to oversee the 
publication of the pocket score, which was re-engraved for the purpose, of Brigg 
Fair, and for which he provided a detailed structural analysis. 

Stein's 1923-4 analysis of Brigg Fair demonstrates, as clearly as anything does, 
Dclius's mastery of structure. Stein, who numbers all the bars in his analysis, 
shows that the work is made up of 

1. Introduction 
2. Theme and Variations 1-6 
3. Middle Section 
4. Variations 7 12 
5. Transitional Passage 
6. Variations 13 - 16 
7. Transitional Passage 
8. Variation 17 
9. Co<la 

Stein also points out thal 'the variations are frequently in the manner of a 
passacaglia', and refers lo Philip I Iesellinc's (as he called him) then recently
published 'excellent biography' of Delius, which appeared in 1923. 

So far as it goes, Stein's analysi:; - as one might expect from a follower of 
Schoenberg - is detailed and thorough, and we might suppose that it constitutes 
just about everything that everyone might wish lo know about Brigg fair with 
regard to its structure. Yet there remain two aspects of this analysis which ought 
to be commented upon. 
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The first is that Delians hardly ever mention it. It is surely the case that a 
detailed analysis of Delius's Brigg fai1; made by a distinguished musician and 
admirer of the work of the Second Viennese School in 1923 -4 should have put 
every writer on Delius on notice that there was rather more to this composer than 
generally seemed to have penetrated most commentators' cars. ls it not su1 prising 
that Etwin Stein's self evident, strnightforward and masterly analysis should be 
ignot ed? Perhaps it wils thJt, with Stein's flight lo London in 1938, four years afler 
Delius's deJlh, he was considered in some circles to hilve been merely an emig1 c 
Viennese Jew, who could not possibly understand Delius's music. In fact, Stein's 
analysis shows that he understood Dclius's music far better than those later 
English writers against whom Deryck Cooke was to rail with such vindication in 
1962 in his Delius anrl form analysis. Those and there arc some around today 
who airily dismiss Dclius's music as being 'unintclleclual' or 'formless' might pause 
to consider just wh<1t it was and is, as the music has not changed lhat great 
performers and musical thinkers of the past found in Dclius's work. 

The other point is that Stein's analysis is, in a sense, too analytical - or, rather, 
not analytical enough. For it avoids three things the first two being tonality and 
form. The third is that, in true Schocnbergian style, Stein's analysis avoids any 
mention of the poetry in the music. It is to these aspects of the work that we can 
find pointers in the six verses with which Delius prefaced the score. The words, in 
fact, have helped shape the poetry of the music. 

XI 
There can be no doubt whatsoever that Dclius's decision to preface his score with 
the text of the song (as first set by Grainger) was done with the intention of 
providing some indication to the listener of the nature of Brigg fair. 

It is my conclusion that the work itself echoes these vc1ses in a formal, rather 
than st1 uctural, sense. There is a subtle tliff erence. The outline structure of the 
work - its overall shape and detail was, as we have noted, clearly revealed by 
Erwin Stein's analysis in 1924, but the form the pacing, or, rather, grouping, of the 
va1 iations and the tonal basis of the work in a mor c general and poetic sense - was 
to a large degree set by the verses. 
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Bms 1'1tal Bars Tonalities 
i11 'Verse' 

Inlrnduclion 1-19 19 (i) B flat (minor) 
Vc1sc 1 20-109 90 D minor/Dorian/C major 
Verse 2 110-193 83 (F)/D minor/ 
(lines 3 & 4 
begin at bar 148) F major 
Verse 3 194-213 20 (ii) Dorian/G minor 
Verse 4 214-304 90 D minor/C major 
Verse 5 305 390 83 Doriun/G major 
Coda 
Verse 6 391-413 21 (iii) B flat (major) 

Bar Groupings: 
I - Three passages: (i) Introductory (ii) C'cntrnl (iii) Coda 
Of virtually identical length - one bar added each time: 19+20+21 

II - 1Wo passages: Verses 1 & 2 and Verses 4 & 5 
Of identical length: 90 + 83; 90 + 83 

1bnal Sequence: 
T - Verse 1 & first half ofVcrsc 2: -

B flat - D minor - Dorian - C major - (F) - D minor -

II Second half of Verse 2 and Verse 3:
F major - Dorian (on C) - G minor -

lll - Verses 4, 5 and 6:-
D minor - C major - Dorian - C major - B flat 

Thcrefore:-
The work is basically founded upon a B flat tonality (beginning in B flat minor -
Introduction - and ending in B Oat major - Coda). 

The Dorian mode (on C) is particularly strong, coming in the middle of the first 
five tonalities (I), in the middle of the second three (ll) and in the middle of the last 
three (III). 

The opening B flat minor (I) is followed by D minor: a third above. 
The closing B flat major (III) is approached by G majm: a third below. 
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BRIGG FAIR 
Erwin Stein's SYNOPSIS OF STRUCTURE (1924) 

Introduction 1 19 

I. Theme 20 35 
1 st Variation 36 51 
2nd Variation 52 67 
3rd Variation 68 87 
4th Variation 87 108 
5Lh Variation 109 124 
6th Variation 125 147 

II. Middle Section 148 193 

III. 7Lh Variation 194 202 
8th Variation 202 213 
9th Variation 214 - 229 
10th Variation 229 253 
11 th Variation 254 - 264 
12th Variation 265 273 

Transitional Passage 274 - 288 

N. 13th Variation 289 306 
14th Variation 307 322 
15th Va1 ialion 323 - 339 
16th Variation 340 359 

Tt ansitional Passage 359 - 372 

17th Variation 373 - 390 

Coda 390 413 
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PART III - POSTLUDE: A POSSIBLE PROVENANCE 

XII 
As we have seen, Brigg Fair was Dclius's first solely orchestn:il work for eight years 
- since Paris of 1899. Eve1y one of Lhe works he had written during the intervening 
period, apart from a few songs, held used the orchestra - in choral works, in oper<ls 
or in Cl concerto, and during this period he had composed the greatest of his largc
scale vocal works. No doubt, with his new-found and complele mastery, his muse 
hankered afler expressing itself in a purely orchestral composition, which, as it 
transpired, became a part of a series of such works - the three consecutive 
rhapsodies mentioned ear tier, alLhough not one of them is on the scale of A Mass 
of Life, Appalachia or even Sea Drift. The orchestral rhapsodies arc comparatively, 
but only comparatively, short - Brigg Fair plays for about 15-16 minutes, 111 A 
Summer Garden for about 14 (although the original version took three to four 
minules longer), and the Dance Rhapsody No 1 also plays for around 15 16 
minutes. Even if Delius was perfectly capable of expressing himself in solely 
orchestral terms within a longer time-frame, as he had done in Paris and was also 
lo do so later in the North Cowrtn; Sketches, the fact remains Lhat in several ways 
these three works form a fascinating group whose linking characteristics have 
been barely touched upon in studies of Delius's music. 

I Iowever, the firnt of these was Brigg Fair, and our final comments on this work 
concern its likely provenance. All kinds of extra-musical, as well as purely musical, 
events can (to ust: somewhat gTandiose terminology) inspire a composer's 
creativity - but what specifically might have triggered Delius's imagination to the 
extent that he found himself compelled to write a set of orchestral variations of 

Gr<Jingcr ond Delius 
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such intet twined complexity on an F.nglish folk-song? To a casual observer, there 
would seem to have been nothing particularly remarkable about the fact; he had, 
after all, written an earlier set of v01riations on an old slave song, Appalachia, so why 
should he not romposc a complementary, purely orchestral set? There was no 
reason not to, of course, but why, al that particular time? 

We have learned how it was that Percy Grainger had introduced Delius to the 
song Under Brigg fair 01, rather, his setting of it - early in 1907, and almost all 
commentators have assumed that, from that moment on, Delius was inspired to 
write his first set of orchesh·al variations. But we have also learned of another, 
oldc1, figure who loomed large in musical innucncc upon both Delius and 
Grainger Edvard Grieg, and, although we have no direct evidence lo support the 
assertion, it would appear more than likely that it was the Norwegian master who 
had initially fired Delius's imagination along those lines. 

XIII 
On August 11th, 1890, Grieg had written to Delius telling him that he had 
completed a 'new piece for 2 pianos'. Delius replied on September 9th: 'You have 
wiillen a piece for 2 pianos. You spoke some time ago about it; Dr Abraham 
(Grieg's publisher) also spoke about it when I was in Leipzig. Is it a fairly long 
piece? I am looking forward to getting to know it this winter, I hope. Dr Abraham 
was eagerly awaiting it.' 

The work in question was the original version of what was published in 1891 
as Old Norwegian Melody with Variations, Grieg's opus 51. This magnificent 
composition, upon the folk-song Sigurd and the Troll Bride, which folk-song Grieg 
had included in his Six Norwegian Mountain Melodies that he assembled no later 
than 1875, is sadly neglected. It is a virtuoso piece, lasting about 25 minutes, and 
in some ways is a companion work to Grieg's Ballade opus 24 for solo piano of 
1875 6, which is a set of continuous variations on a folk song. We may be certain 
that Delius got to know the Old Nonvrgian Melody wit/1 Variations upon its 
publication. 

Jn 1900, Grieg telur ned to his opus 51, and began to make an orchestral 
version. This was largely completed by the end of 1903, and was first performed 
in February 1904 under Johan Halvorsen; Svendsen also performed it in 
September 1905, but the consensus of opinion was that in its mchcslral guise it 
was too long. The new orchestral version was eventually published in 1906, soon 
after Grieg's return from London and his first meeting with Percy Grainger. The 
published score, however, is no mere orchestration of the earlier work that Delius 
knew. In its new orchestral guise Grieg omitted two of Lhe var ialions nnd 
shor tcncd the vast coda, thereby producing a mm e tightly constructed work in the 
process. He also changed the title, lo Olrf No1wegian Romance with Variations for 
l,aige Orchestra, but, nonetheless, it may well have been the very title redolent of 
a faded Victorian era which militated against performances of this work. There is 
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every reason lo think that if the wmk had been given what some may regard as its 
proper Litle of Symphonic Variations for Grieg's orchestral opus 51 is precisely 
such a set this would lw.ve hcl pcd cnsu1 e more peifrn mances. 

We know lhal G1 icg mcl Percy Grainger in London in 1906. Did Grainger show 
Grieg his setting of Brigg Fair? It would seem so, for Grainger had, a matter of only 
weeks before, completed his selling of the song, and on June 30th, Grieg wrote to 
Grainger: 'Your conception of English folk song is full of genius and contains the 
seed of a new English style in music.' Clearly, this letter proves that Grainger had 
shown Grieg something of his folk-song settings, and it is inconceivable that Brigg 
Fair was not one of them. 

Within the next six months, Grieg's orchestral version of his opus 51 was 
published - the ve1y work that, in its original version, Delius said he was ' looking 
forward to getting to know'. Was Delius sent a copy of the score of the orchestral 
version? This may have been the case, but equaJly il may have been unlikely, 
although Delius may have seen an advertisement for the new publication. We 
cannot be certain if Delius had seen Grieg's score 01 nol, bul il is a curious 
coincidence that within several months of Grieg's orchestral variations on an old 
Nmwegian folk-song appearing Delius himself was to write a set of orchestral 
variations on an old English folk-song. In short, may it now not appear that it was 
Grieg's work, not Grainger's, that would have first planted the seed in Delius's 
mind to write a set of orchestral variations, and that coming across Brigg Fair 
provided him with the additional spur, the ve1y tune itself, on which to base such 
a work? 

Edv.:ird Grieg. Percy Grainger, Nina Grieg and Julius Rontgen, Troldhaugl'n July 1907 
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The facl remains that this kind of w01k was, as we might s<1y, 'in the air' around 
Delius at the time he must have planned to write the first of his mchec;Lral 
rhapsodies. 

ln a leller lo Grainger of June lOth 1907, Delius wrote: 'The feeling of nature I 
think is what I like so much in Grieg's best things You have it too and I think we 
all 3 have something in common. I wont swear that I shant turn up on the steamer 
when you go to Bet gen [lo visit Grieg].' The following month, wt iling to Thcodor 
Szanto on July 11th (who was lo premiere the revised version of Delius's Piano 
Conce1 to three months later in London), Delius said he had 'finished an English 
Rhapsody'; this would have been, of course, Brigg Fai1; although the use of the 
word 'finished' in this context must remain somewhat relative, in so far as n 
composition is entirely 'finished' - certainly with regard to a w01 k prior to its first 
performance, or publication, or even, in some instances, after lhal. This is 
confirmed by Delius's letter to Granville Banlock of November l 6lh, in which he 
says 'I am just finishing Rrigg fair and in two days will hand it over. .. ' On Fcbr uary 
1st, 1908, that is, after the first pc1formancc, which was conducted by Bantock, he 
wrote again to Bantock saying lhal ' I want to make a slight allcralion in the score 
of Brigg Fair.' - which he then goes on to detail. 

Grainger visited Grieg in the summer of 1907, which trip greatly pleased the 
ailing composer; on parting, Grieg gave Grainger a copy of the score of his 
orchestral opus 51, for Grainger wrote in his copy'Given to me by Grieg on leaving 
ltoldhaugcn, Summer 1907'. Grieg and Grainger had planned to perform Grieg's 
Concetta at the Sheffield Festival in September, but Grieg died in Copenhagen, 
soon after setting out on the journey to England. Learning of Grieg's death from 
the newspapers, Delius wrote to Grainger, and, in reply, Grainger said that Grieg 
'was always talking of you, affectionately & admiringly, & told me lols of jolly 
anecdotes of your trips together in the High Hills'. Jn 1912, Delius completed The 
Song of tf1e l ligh l lills, effectively a large scale wordless Symphony for chorus and 
orchestra, the music of which contains several references to, if not direct 
quotations from, Grieg's music, and may therefore well have been Delius's musicol 
tribute to the Norwegian master. 

The first performance in Great Britain of the orchestrol version of Grieg's opus 
51 was given on October 16th 1907 at the Queen's Hall under IIenry Wood, 111 
Memoriam Grieg, six days before Wood conducted the British premiere of Delius's 
Piano Concerto; as the Deliuses had been staying in London since the beginning 
of October, in readiness for the performonce of the Concerto, it is more than 
probable that Delius attended Wood's Grieg memorial programme, although we 
possess no documentary evidence to support this assertion. We must assume 
this was so, for the evening following the ptemicrc of Delius's Piano Concerto, 
October 23rd, saw a second Grieg 111 Me111oria111 Concert at the Queen's Hall, of 
chamber music and songs, and il is impossible to imagine that Delius and his wife 
did not attend this programme, for the artists involved included Percy Grainger 
himself and the Brodsky String Quartet. The first performance in Getmany of 
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Ciieg's orchest1 al Vm iations was given at a sirnilat memonal concert in Beilin on 
October 28th under Arthur Nikisch. Almost exactly three months later, on January 
18th 1908, Delius's Brigg fair was first performed, in Liver pool, conducted by 
Grnnvillc Bantock. Although Delius, in a letter to his wife Jclka, reported that the 
public reception to this premicre was somewhat muted, Peter Warlock stated in his 
Delius (1923) that following the first Continental performance at the 
'IOnkunstlerfest in ZUiich in 1910, 'so great was its success that in that year alone 
it was played by thirty-six different orchestras in Germany' a point surely not lost 
on E1win Stein. 

From a distance of almost a century, we might ask what other English work, 
either before or since, has had so great a success in Germany, or had been so 
immediately printed by a German publisher. We might find it difficult to name a 
work by any other composer, of whatever nationality, at any other stage in musical 
history, which enjoyed such a triumph. 

Editor's note 
Thanks to Pamela Abbey of Brigg Tourist Information Centre and David Taylor of North 
Lincolnshire Museum for their assistance in finding the photographs of Brigg nnd Grainger 
with Taylor. 
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FREDERICK DELIUS AND ALFRED SISLEY 

Ray Inkster 

'711i11/y painted, drlicatr sce11rs along the rivet; ofte11 111isty or in rve11i11g s1111/iglit, evoke 
the 111ood of Delius's rlrgiac music, composed at Grez, a fl'W 111i/rs downstream from 
Moret'. 

So says Richard Shone (l) and hence, as a lover of the paintings of Alfled Sisley, I 
wrile Lhis brief article which, leaving aside the differences, noles some of the 
inleresling similatilies between Sisley and Delius, including those touched on by 
Sir Thomas Beecham (2) and Christopher Palmer (3). Those acquainted with the 
biography of Delius will hear the echoes in what follows without unnecessary 
prompting. 

Career 
Delius and Sisley were both Englishmen but of an unusual kind. Sisley's father, 
like Delius's, was in the textile business and, although based in London, spcnl 
much of his life in Paris, where Alfred Sisley was born in October 1839. During his 
sixty years of life, Alfred made only three trips to England, but retained British 
citizenship throughout. 

I lis first visit was in 1857, when he was sent to London to prepare himself for 
a career in commerce. Sisley, however, spent much of his lime visiling art galleries 
and 'neglected what was supposed to be his initiation into business' (4). After his 
return to Paris around 1860, he managed to persuade his father Lhal he should be 
allowed to study painling. 

He did not enter the Ecole des Beaux Arts, the 'proper channel' for aspiring 
artists, but enrolled in the studio of Charles Glcyre, along with some other 
' Impressionists-to-be', who rejected many 01 most of the traditions, values and 
practices espoused by Lhc academic establishment, and chose to go their own way. 

Around 1866, Sisley began living with Eugenic Lcscouczcc, although they did 
not marry unlil 1889, during his third and final visit to England. Parental 
disapproval of this 'arrangement' contributed to a cessation of financial suppmt, 
and a breakdown in family relationships. 

Sisley left !-\iris and, after the Franco-Prussian war of 1870 71, lived a few miles 
nrn th of the city, along the banks of the Seine, successively at Louvccicnnes, 
Marly-le-Roi and Scvres. From 1880 onwards he lived to the south of Paris, both 
in and around Morel sut Laing, where he died a distressing and painful death 
from Lhrnal cancer in January 1899, just three months after the death of his wife. 
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Alfred Sisley by Renoir 18M 

Character 
Nol a g1cat deal is known about Alfred Sisley, because he gave very little away. Tn 
particular, he said and wrote next to nothing on the subject of painting. What little 
can be gleaned f1om others suggests that he was noted for'a certain correctness of 
appearance and impeccably white collars' (5). In his younger years, il seems that he 
could be highly companionable, both charming and witty. According to Renoir, 
'He was a delightful human being' and, of special note, 'he could never resist a 
petticoat (6). 

Around 1870, there was a sudden rapid growth in Sisley's development as an 
artist. Thereafter, as with Delius at the turn of the century, there came a decade of 
successive masterpieces. Shone's judgement is that ' his progress was astonishing' 
(7). 

In late1 years, however, there was a change. T le increasingly cut himself off 
f1om the 1est of humanity, and from many of his former friends, and became more 
unpredictable in his moods. As already noted, he withdrew lo the seclusion of 
Morel, a village on the banks of the river Laing, close lo the Forest of 
Fontainebleau. A visitor to his final home there, however, was still able to describe 
his 'resigned dignity, good manners and cultivated conversation' (8). 
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If Delius had a love for painting, then Sisley had a love fot music. When he was 
a young man, 'he went assiduously to Lhc Pas de Loup concerts and . . music was 
an obsession wilh him' (9). It seems that he had felt a 'sensallon of unforgettable 
ecslasy' on hearing the Lrio from the scherzo of Beethoven's Septet, (one wonders 
what Delius might have said on that subject), and felt that this music answered so 
exactly to everything at Lhe very depths of his being, thal he hummed it as he 
worked, and it never lcfl him (10). 

Art 
From around July 1897, to January 1899, Sisley and Delius lived a short distance 
from each olhet. There is no evidence I am aware of that Lhey ever met although, 
according to Richard Shone, Delius owned one of Sisley's paintings (11). 

Sisley was almost exclusively a landscapist, a painter of nalurc, of quiet 
countryside, of changing skies, of boats, bridges and riverbanks, and of every 
season of the year. In his work we experience the breezy freshness of spring (Small 
Meadows i11 Spring, 1881), the wilting heat of summer (Bridge at Ville11eiwe-la
Garc1111e, 1872), the rich colouring of autumn (Se11tier de la Mi-cote, Louvecie1111es, 
1873), and the white stillness of winter (Snow on the Road, Louveciennes, 1874). Like 
Delius, he knew his capabilities and his limitations, and stayed within them. His 
work varies in quality, but at its best ranks with the finest paintings of his century. 
Since his death he has suffered critical neglect, being ranked by some as little more 

Village Street in Marlottc • women going to the woods - 1866 
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th,in ,1 'pol'lic chat mL't with <1 nire line in snow scL'tWs and floods' ( 12) (or cuckoos 
m sp11ng!). Also like Delius, however, 'nothing deflected him from an inner 
conviction that what he was doing was right and impo1 tant, and would eventually 
be accepted' (13). Perhaps the new century will sec a more just and generous 
reappraisal of the achievement of both men. 

Sit Thomas Beecham and Christopher P<ilmer have identified some of the most 
'Sisleyan' of Delius's works, such as A So11g brfor£' Simrise, Jn a Summer Garden, 
Su111111rr Night on fhl' Rivet, 011 l Tearing the first Cuckoo, and Late Swallows. Perhaps 
I can focus on just one of these - /11 a S11111111er Garden and, in particular, on the 
central section suggesting the flow of the river Loing at the bottom of Delius's 
g<uden al Grez. Richard Shone says of Sisley that 'his treatment of water is both 
descriptive of the lapping, undulating surface of a flowing river, and a way of 
desc1ibing its ceaseless reflections broken <Jnd refmmed by the current' (14) . In 
that central section, the former is what I sense in the flowing strings, the latter 
what I sec in the sinuous woodwind, and both arc what I experience in so many 
of Sisley's depictions of the rivers Seine and Loing. Little wonder to me, then, that 
Christopher Pt1lmcr is moved to remark that 'Delius stands closer to Sisley than to 
any other Impressionist' (15). 

To the Delius pieces identified by Beecham and Palmer, I would a<ld Idyllc de 
Pli11tc111ps, Summer Evening, Spring Momi11g, and the North Country Sketches. The 
latter contains one of Dclius's few invocations of winter landscape (a genre in 
which Sisley excelled) and, like so many Sisley paintings, it is devoid for the most 
part of significant human presence. /\s Eric Fcnby suggests, in such music (mid in 
such painting), 'Man is nothing! Nature alone recurs!' (16). 

A concluding point of interest lies in two paintings, both entitled A Village 
Street in Marlottc, dating from 1866. Christopher Palmer records how the road 
between Grez and Marlottc was one of Delius's favourite walks, one on which any 
number of his works had been pondered. I le was also wheeled along the same 
road in his invalid can iage in his latter years. /\s one looks at that village street in 
Marlolle in either of Sislcy's paintings, it is an intriguing thought that the feet, or 
caniage wheels, of Frederick Delius might well have passed that very way. 
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LIMPSFIELD REVISITED 

Stewart Winstanley 

A recent visit with my wife Jean to our son in the South of England saw us out on 
a bright and breezy Sunday morning heading for Churchill's house at Chartwell. 
ll had been Len years since I last jomneyed to the Delius Grave at St Peter's Church 
in Limpsficld, Surrey, but our route took us past Limpsfield and so provided a good 
opportunity to call in. Without much difficulty I again found the High Street which 
runs down from the village past the church on its rise, and disappearing eventually 
towards Lhe distant North Downs. From the road, we made our way up the gently 
sloping pathway towards the medieval Iychgate; the reds and golds of autumn 
scattered around our feet as this ancient church came fully into view. lt was at the 
lychgate, that the Rector of Limpsficld, Reverend Charles Steer, had met the coffin 
of Frederick Delius around midnight on that Saturday night of 25 May in 1935. 
The lychgate was built by the Brasier family, in memory of John Brasier the local 
unde1taker; ironically his descendants, together with Eric Fcnby, had brought 
Delius to Limpsficld on the last stage of that poignant journey. 

Following his death on 10 June 1934, Delius had lain in a temporary grave in 
the village of Grez-Su1-Loing, in France, his home with his wife Jclka for over 
thirty years. His original hope had been for a burial in their garden but a change 
in French Jaw prevented it so he then made il known to Jelka and his friends that 
he would like to be buried in a counl1y church in the south of England, where the 
churchyards reminded him of those he had loved in Norway. He also liked the 
sunnier climate of southern England and felt there might be some who would 
wish to visit his grave and place wild flowers there. 

SL Peter's Church is constructed of ironstone and sandstone rubble and was 
built around the year 1180 on the site of a Saxon church mentioned in the 
Doomsday Survey of 1086. It has a certain Scandinavian look to it, and reminds 
me of medieval architecture I saw in Oslo some years ago. Along the ironstone 
poithway leading toward the main door, stand weatherworn gravestones of two 
centuries ago, including those of the Outtrim family bearing a rather startling and 
slightly macabre skull and crossbones. Thomas Oullrim was the churchwarden at 
the time of Waterloo but on this November morning, freshly laid wreaths of 
Flanders poppies now adorned the nearby memorial to the dead of later and 
greater conflicts. As we passed this oldest part of the churchyard, no sound 
emanated from within the church, but unsure if a service was in progress I led the 
way around to the north side. During the inte1vening years since my last visit, 
there have been changes at St Pcter's. There is now n large new vestry 
sympathetically built on lo this side of the main building and this part of the 
churchyard has received even more musical'personalia'laid to rest. Following their 
parents, all the Harrison sisters lie there and in 1991 Lhe remains of Sir Thomas 
Beecham were re-buried with a grand epitaph inscribed upon his headstone: 
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St Pcter's Church Llmpsficld with the graves of Norman dcl Mar and 
Sir Thomas Beecham in the foreground. 

Plwt11grr111l1 St1w1111 Wrnst1m/t·_y 

'Nothing can cover his high fame but heaven; no pyramids set off his memories 
but the eternal substance of his greatness'. On either side of Beecham, and with 
rather more modest inset iplions, lie that other notable Delian conductor, Norman 
Del Mar CBE (d.1994), and the concert pionist Dr Eileen Joyce CMG (d.1991). 

Passing alongside the church building I looked over to my left, seeking out the 
quite distinctive headstone of the Delius grove. It was easily spotted; a solid grey 
monolith of Westmoreland slate, and even from a distance the large gold-leaf 
emblazoned letters, DELIUS, sparkled in the watery sunlight. Shading this spot 
still stands sentinel the centuries old yew tree that sheltered the singing blackbird 
of the re internment service. The headstone, commissioned by The Delius Trust 
from the Gloucestershire calligrapher Alex O'Sullivan, replaced the original in 
1988. 

Walking the pathway to approach the front of the grove, we nodded and smiled 
gently at two ladies tidying and tending graves away to our 1 ighl. To our amused 
surprise we found we were not the first visitors lo the Delius grave this Sunday 
morning. Right in front of the headstone, as close as could possibly be, thc1 c arose 
a fresh mole-hill. Quite clearly some dete1mined mole had bur1owed along the 
length of the grave only lo hit his hcnd upon the sublenanean part of the 
headstone then surfaced to discover the cause of his collision! This mammalian 
intrusion aside, we sow thJt the headstone had wcathctcd just a little over the 
years but still looked fine and the inscription more of a burnished gold than when 
I first saw it. We, the members of The Delius Society, contribute an annual 



donation tow<11ds the upkeep of the chmchyard and care of the Delius Grave. 
Sadly, it was the wrong time of the yc<11 for us to be able lo lay some of those'wild 
flowers' frn Delius. 

Why Delius, an atheist of the first orde1, should come lo be buried al Limpsfield 
or indeed in any churchyard was a source of regret to some who were close to him 
during his lifetime, and even today it must seem surprising to many who have 
learned of his Nietzschean philosophy on life. There is no doubt though that this 
was his expressed wish during the final phase of his life. There is no documented 
' living-will' to this effect but the facts cannot be denied. Eric Fenby and Delius's 
closest friend, Balfour Gardiner were the two nearest to him who thought it was 
wrong but neither have disputed the fact that Delius wished it. According to 
Fen by, he was even persuaded that it should be Limpsfield (and though it is a local 
ma! tradition that he did), it is doubtful that Delius had ever been lo the church. 
Though he had visited Surrey and the I Iarrison family in 1921, when they were 
living at 'The Waffrons' in Thames Ditton; Limpsfield is not particularly in that 
locality and only became known lo the I Iarrisons when they moved to 'Foyle 
Riding' close by al Oxted in 1922. 

Furthermore Delius actually agreeing to Limpsfield does not quite fit with May 
Harrison's account of her visit to Jelka, three months after Delius's death where 
she found her'very lonely and full of worries and anxieties. She told me that for a 
year before Delius had died, he had insistently expressed a wish to be buried in the 
South of England (as some of the little English Churchyards reminded him of 
Grny's £legy, one of his favourite poems, and upon which his last'ccllo work, 'Elegy' 
was based) - not at Bradford, which he sa id was too bleak and cold, but 
somewhere in the South - and she was at a loss to know where to go. I suggested 
the sweet little Churchyard at Limpsfield, (which Sir Thomas Beecham later 
described in his memorable and beautiful oration at Delius's graveside as 1 this 
fairest spot') and where our own Mother lay, for whom Delius had had such a real 
affection and admiration. 

Mrs Delius thought the idea a perfect one, and she loved the thought of his 
being among real friends. That was the whole point and reason - among friends, 
and not, as Eric Fen by says in his book, among strangers. I le had no friends at 
Grez, and never liked the French, though he lived there. 

It was arranged that Mrs Delius should visit Limpsfield when she came over to 
England, which she did with my sisters, Beatrice and Margaret, about two months 
later. She was enchanted with the place and lovely surroundings. The Rector of 
Limpsfield, whose kindness and forethought were all through remarkable, 
smoothed away every difficulty for her, and when she asked the inevitable 
question about buying the ground, he replied that there would be no question of 
that, as it was to be the gift of Limpsficld to a great man, and that they offered him 
the hospitality of the Church. Mrs Delius was deeply touched. As is known she 
was herself laid lo rest there only three days after he was brought over, and a few 
months later our dear father was also laid there'. 
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Delius of course, docs indeed now lie ;m\Clng friends but the assl't tion that he 
disliked the French and had no friends in Grez is perhaps a generalisation that 
Joes not stand up. After all, he had mJde his home in France for amund 40 years 
and in his early days, he was deeply involved in the social life of Pans, being well 
acquainted and on excellent terms with French artists and musid<ins not to 
mention the female popu!Jtion! Furthermore, there still lived in Grcz, such people 
as Philip Oyler, Joe Heseltine and not ll'ast, Alden and Hilma Brookes and their 
family of whom he was very fond. Perhaps Delius sensed such friends would not 
be there too long after his death. But, quite apart from the question of being 
among friends, there is Grez Sur Laing itself, that idyllic place where he lived fm 
those many years and the nurturing place for the creative pmccsses of his finest 
works. 

None con have put the case in a more hear tfolt way than Eric Fenby in speaking 
of Delius being buril'd <ll Limpsfield. 'For me, it was all wrong. If the shJdc of 
Delius looked down from the Elysian fields, he too must have seen that it was all 
wrong and that he had blundered. Belter that he had been left in that cold 
graveyard at Grcz, over there by the wall amongst the peasants whom he had 
known, than that he would rest with strangers in a strange place even in his native 
land. They buried his bones at Limpsfield, bul his spirit will evet remain al G1ez, 
the home of his life's work and the country round which was his chief inspiration. 
Whatever feeling he may have had for England, Florida and No1 way, Grez was his 
home, and Grez should have been his last resting place. The only thing that was 
right was that a few days later his wife should be buried with him.' 

Cecil Gray has written his own unique answer to this puzzle in asserting that 
the 'quintessential spirit of his best work has always seemed to me to be 
fundamenta lly Christian, and essentially English ... ' and proposes that perhaps 
Delius was after all 'at heart a Christian and an Englishman'. 

There is little real basis 
for a belief in this 'essential 
Englishness' in the best 
works of Delius. Apart from 
per haps Brigg Fair and No1 tli 
Country Sketches, surely such 
impressions, though keenly 
felt by English enthusiasts, 
arc in the eye of the 
beholder. Even 011 I lea1i11g 
Tiie first Cuckoo 111 Spring, is 
based substantially on a 
N01 wegian folksong. Also, 
there is simply not a shied of 
evidence to support a Inst 
minute conversion 01 long 

Strwart and ,, mumcnt of sunlit n'nl'C"tion 
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suppr t•ssed belief in Cht islianity. But pet haps Gray was half righl. Dui ing the 
latter part of his life Delius seems to have experienced an evct more closeness 
towards his English fr icnds and admirers, spurked perhaps by Lhat remarkable 
1929 Festival. On the ferry r ctur ning home to Grez for the lasl lime, though blind, 
he asked that his wheelchair be turned towards England, scene of his greatest 
triumph. Surely it is not beyond belief that Delius, who ever asserted himself as a 
cosmopolitan, as an 'ex pat' Englishman sensing his end was close, finally felt a 
deep nostalgia and longing for England, and believed that it was there he would 
be remembered most widely. 

I Lhink we who love his music in these modern times should feel fortunate with 
the situation as il turned oul. Those who have visited Crez since and at a time 
when 'spring and summer sang' must have felt a little of that magical atmosphere 
Delius assuredly experienced and even sensed that his spirit has there been 
<ibsorbed with those other creative minds who stayed then passed by before him. 
With the mortal remains of Delius resting in England, succeeding generations of 
'friends' arc able to visit and lay those wild flowers; more than perhaps otherwise 
would have been the case. Al St Peter's Church in Limpsfield there can be a no 
more beautiful or appropriate spot in accordance with Delius's wishes. 

Today music in Limpsficld flourishes. St Pcter's Church has two choirs; a junior 
one which sings for family services on Lhe firsl Sunday of Lhe month and a thriving 
adult choir, which in addition to church services, performs at least one concert 
annually usually as part of the Limpsfield Arts Festival. It is not too long ago, when 
Margaret Harrison was alive, and with the support of Delius Society members 
such as David Candlin and others, that annual visits and musical events were held 
at Limpsficld. I think the time is now right, with the 70th anniversary of Delius's 
death just a couple years away, to consider bringing back such enjoyable musicul 
remembrances. 

ReferC'nces: 
Eric Fenby: Delius As I knew IIim, Faber, 1981 
Stephen Lloyd (Ed): Fenby 011 Delius, Thames, 1996 
Eric Fenby: The Great Composers: Delius, Faber, 1971 
Lionel Carley: Delius: A Life 111Letters1909-1934, Scholar Press, 1988 
Christopher Redwood (Ed): A Delius Co111pa11io11, Calder, 1976 
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A FORGOTIEN BALLET ? 

Jane Armour Chelu 

Lasl ycru, following the menlion in the summc1 Newslcttc1 of the petf 01 mance of 
11ze Walk to the Pamdise Garden ballet at Birminghnm, I received a letlcr and a 
photocopy of a theatre programme fiom Edward Dax, a long lime American 
mcmbct of the Society. 

Mt Dax wrote: ' l am enclosing a copy of the 
program I attended in Scalllc Wnshington, July 24 
1944, when I was a I Tospital Ward Cot psman al the 
U.S. Naval llospilal in Seallle. Somehow, I saw the 
ad about the Ballet; I was able to purchase a tickel, 
and proceeded to enjoy a most wonderful evening. It 
was J\nthony 'ludor's choreogtaphy. Unfortunately 
my wife was back home in Milwaukee expecting our 
first child. The sm<:1ll notes arc my guesses as to whnt 
compositions wc1e used by Mt Tudor. Back in 1944 I 
knew very few of these pieces. i\11 I remember of thnt 
ballet performance was that I was entranced. I was 
probably the only one in a sailor uniform!' 

June and Edward Dax 
The ballt'l in question was Romeo and Juliet, 

performed by Ballet Theatte, lo the music of Delius as ananged by the conductor 
Antal Dorati. The tevelalion - to me at least - that this had ever happened was 
fascinating, and the enclosure of a copy of the actual programme was an omazing 
bonus. This has prompted me to investigate futlher. 

Those who have been in the Society longer than I, may recall mentions of this 
ballet in ]ounials 49, 50,51,53, 71 and 75 but to newer members this may come as 
a surprise. However, when I began to research the ballet in lhe USA and in 
particular at the NewYork Public Libtary and Ballet Rambe1t in England, I found 
that it was far from forgotten in ballet circles! 

A glance at the programme will reveal (even to those who know lillle of ballet) 
that this production hod a most prodigious cast including, Norn Kaye as Juliet, 
I Iugh Laing as Romeo, Jerome Robbins as Benvolio, and i\nlhony Tudor as 'lybalt. 
So, where did this production originate? Strongcly enough, although created 
initially in J\merica, it was the work of London born duncer and choreographer, 
i\n thony Tudor. 

'lltdor (born William Cook in 1907) had worked at Smithfield Meat Market 
whilst studying ballet with Matic Rambert and was given the job of stage manager 
by her in order to give him the financial security to complete his training. The 
foundation of his own company, London Ballet, was followed by an invitation to 
join BolletTheatre in New York in 1939 where he remained as staff chorcographet 
for ten years. It was in J\mcrica that he heard the first Ameticun performance of 
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Prokofiev's Romeo a11d ]11/il't concert suite, which was to have a profound effect on 
him. As he later recalled, 'When I heard it I thought, this is marwllous. I've got to 
use this music! Then, of course, the more l thought about the score, the less I 
wanted to use it. For me it didn't have Shakespeare as I saw Shakespeare. By 
then, however I wanted Lo do Romeo and Juliet, but l wanted to do it my way. I 
wanted it in the feel of the Shakespearean theatre - meaning, the feel of an open 
stage, like the Globe. Then, I had to look for music. I listened to all lhe other 
works on the subject Berlioz, Tchaikovsky. But, none of them fitted my concept. 
Then I felt that the gentle folk melodics that are sprinkled through the music of 
Delius were terribly reminiscent of a lot of Italian melodics, and I thought they also 
had the colours of the Italian painters of the period'. (1) 

That he should wish to use Shakespeare as inspiration was not surprising. In 
England he had been initiated into Shakespearean theatre as a member of St. 
Pancras Dramatic Society, and his first ballet had been based on 7tQrlfth Night. 

But, it was only the death in the summer of 1942 of the choreographer Fokinc, 
who had been engaged by Ballet Theatre to do the ballet, that opened the way fo1 
him to realise his dream. Tudor commented later that 'the music of an English 
landscapist should fit the mood of Shakespeare' (2), although it is surprising, 

Anthony Tudor in the 1930s 
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maybe, to discover that he 
had originally wanted sets 
and costumes designed by 
Salvador Dali. British born 
Alicia Mar kova, who 
appeared in the prcmiere as 
Juliet, remembered that Dali's 
proposed set for the balcony 
scene resembled 'a giant sel 
of false teeth supported by 
crutches .... Tu<lo1 recalled less 
sarcastically that Dali 
provided a balcony in the 
shape of the prow of a ship'. 
(3) Eventually the nco 
romantic designs of Eugene 
Bctman were decided to be 
more in keeping with Tudor's 
Shakespearean concept! 

I Iowcver, the major 
problem that had to be solved 
was the music notably the 
score. Because of the war, it 
was impossible to obtain full 
orchestral scores or 



instrnmcntal pm ts fiom England; a p1 obkm solveu by the conducto1 Antal Dorat i. 
He sat for hours listening to recordings with Tudor, and 'wrote out the music for 
eve1y instrument in the piece, transcribing each recorded note to paper. I le also 
wrnte and orchestrated musicnl bridges between the separate pieces, all in the 
style of Delius'. (4) So successful was Dorati, that when Su Thomas Beecham saw 
his work he pronounced it' Astounding! Perfectly astounding! It is precisely as 
written by my late friend'. 

The first performance by Ballet Theatre (now known as American Ballet 
Theatre) of Romeo and Juliet took place on 6 April 1943 at the (old) Metropolitan 
Opera House, despite the fact that the last two scenes were unfinished. Sol Hurok, 
the produce1~ insisted that the premiere go ahead, and Tudor went before the 
curtain to advise the audience of the fact. Sono Osato, who danced the role of 
Rosaline in the original production, later described how 'the stir caused by his 
unexpected nnnouncement died down quickly with the first notes of the 
music .... When the curtain fell, we held our breaths. At first there was total silence, 
then a burst of thunderous applause. Tudor stepped out again to thank the 
audience and offer his apologies for such an unusual opening'. (5) 

The first complete performance took on 10 April 1943 to critical acclaim. 
Undoubtedly the Renaissance inspired sets and costumes of Berman contributed 
greatly lo audience perceptions of the ballet. They were remarkably beautiful, 
three-dimensional and architecturally impressive. The designer's use of drapes 
and a wealth of rich, shiny fabrics contributed to the luxurious Botticellian imagery 
- this may have influenced Markova to wear the russet wig and have her hair 
loose. 

Tudor was a demanding choreographer and spent a great deal of time working 
with the dancers to achieve the correct movements and style of the era he was re
creating. Talking later about how he choreographed to the music, Tudor confessed, 
'I simply don't think of the rhythm of dance on a beat-for beat basis. I think of the 
phrase and the line, if the music breathes, the dance can breathe with it. And if 
the dance does nol coincide with the music at every point I am not concerned. 
There is a danger in using music that makes the hearer dance with it. In that case 
the dancers might as well not be there. Such strongly rhythmed music is useful 
only to cover up the lack of choreographic ideas'. (6) 

The ballet itself, which lasts for 55 minutes, opens with Rosaline and Romeo in 
a prologue, and continues with the arrival of the Montagues and Capulets, all to 
the music of Over the T Ii/ls and far Away which was described as having' a richness 
and pageantry that delicately supports the presentation of Shakespeare's 
characters and plot. The violins are soft, at limes lush, and do not ove1whelm the 
action'. (7) The balcony and betrothal scenes arc all performed to The Walk to the 
Paradise Garden, which is followed by the changed mood and increased tempo of 
f.ventyr for the fight scene in which Merculio and Tybalt ate killed. All accounts 
then recall Tudor's sensitive dealing of the farewell of Romeo to Juliet, but it is not 
clear what the score is at this point. This probably is where the Irmclin Prelude was 
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used? It is certainly followed by Brigg fair for the wedding preparations of Juliet 
and Paris and the remainder of the ballet. ·rudot, however did admit'! could never 
really find anything that really satisfied me for the last scene. I had Sir Thomas 
Beecham, look with me; but we couldn't find anything that was absolutely right'. 
(8) Interestingly, in his adaptation of Shakespenre, Tudor chose to awaken Juliet 
from her drugged sleep in the final scene to be for a few moments with Romeo, 
who has taken poison, before he collapses. Tudor's unconventional choice of 
Delius's music seems to have worked. The heaviness of the well known Prokofiev 
score was not suited to his creation, but'Delius's music hints and makes remarks 
and gives a sense of enveloping the movement. It Aoats through the piece, 
reinforcing our interest in the ballet'. (9) 

However, Delians' interest in Romeo and ji~lil't will be further increosed by the 
fact that 1 lurok was astute enough lo employ Sir Thomas Beecham to conduct 
some performances the following year at the Metropolitan Op\'Ia I louse in New 
York. The bill was shared with productions conducted by Antal Dornli, Mois 
Zlatkin and Leonard Bernstein. Perhaps it is worth noting that I Iumphrey Burton 
writing about Bernstein's Fancy Frl'e which was performed with Romeo and ]11/ict, 
recorded that attendances broke box office records. 'There were seats for 3,300 
people, yet stondees were three-deep every night.' (1 O) Bwton however, fails to 
mention that Sir Thomas was there conducting Romeo and ]11/iet, and that on at 
least one occasion the bill was also shared with Dorati conducting Petro11d1ka! 
Could this possibly have had something to do with the increased attendance 
figures? 

Although various critics described the ballet with phrases such as'sccnic beauty 
is unparalleled in our time', and 'living poehy', there were nevertheless problems 
faced by the dancers in the production. Tudor had a concise concept of the ballet 
and the music, but in performance the dancers did not always find Delius's score 
easy to empathise with. The ballet despite a run in 1943, consequently even in 
1944 had not 'settled in', and it was to take the arrival of Beecham to finally 
consolidate Tudor's vision. Even so, the change of conductor in itself was a 
problem. As one critic noted, the transition was confusing for the dancers who 
often seemed 'to find a very familiar score ringing with so different an emphasis. 
Sir Thomas' legato obliterated the landmarks they were used to'. (11) Another 
review of the production commented that, 'The Delius selections which serve as 
score don't by nature follow the logic of the oction; nor is their beat 01 even their 
rhythmic lilt cleorly distinguishable in the web of luxurious sonorities ..... the 
dancers have been lucky if they heard most of their cues, and they have had a good 
deal of trouble getting their complicated sequences and shifts of balance to flow 
with the music'. (12) 

Beecham was to conduct the ballet for nine out of the eleven performances in 
the Spring season at the Met in 1944; on Ap1 ii 13, 23, 25, 28 and May 6, 8, 12, 17, 
and 20. (13) (Lists in previous ]oumals seem to have omitted to include the 
performance of 6 May 1944 and incorrectly state that he conducted it eight times.) 
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Two photogrophs from the 01 iginal 1943 production in New York 
taken by Fred Fehl 

1 lugh Laing and Alida Markova as Romeo and Juliet 

The C11pulct Ball 
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It was on the last occasion that the sup1eme pet fo1 mance was arhit•ved. 'The 
audience saw throughout the most brilliant and the most exact per frn mance the 
ballet ever had. This time the orchestra was astonishingly trunsparent. One heard 
distinctly the variety of impetus the interwoven musical phrases have; theiI 
devious and delicate qualities of motion, as they 1 isc to the surface and shift and 
overlap and get lost again in a sort of harmonic undertow. The dancers not only 
recognised their cues, they could find in the musical phrase they were cued to the 
exact impetus which suited their momentary phrase of dancing. Tudor had 
counted on these correspondences of impetus from the first. But, only Sir Thomas 
understood completely on the stage and in the orchestra what aspect of the score 
it was that Tudor had counted on, and he made this aspect musically plausible and 
expressive. The result was a unique performance.' (14) It is worth noting as well, 
that the quartet of Markova, Laing, Tudor and Beecham took a joint bow and, 'the 
enthusiastic audience applauded our quartet of British genius with the sincerest 
enthusiasm'. (15) 

The touring production that Mr Dax saw in June 1944 was conducted by Antal 
Dorati, and the role of Juliet was then danced by Nora Kaye. Of Bcccham's nine 

performances, two had been with her in the 
lead; the remaining seven with Markova. 
Although er ilics seem to be unanimous in their 
acclaim for Beecham's influence on the 
production, there is no doubting the debt owed 
to Dorati in the establishment of the ballet in 
the repertoire of American Ballet Theatre. His 
arrangement of Delius's music was a true 
labour of love, and he remembered Romeo and 
Juliet along with other productions of Tudor's as 
'unforgettable ... permanent monuments to 
ballet at its best al that time'. (16) 

In the summer of 1946 Ballet Theatre 
paid their first visit to England and Romeo and 
Juliet was amongst the productions performed; 
Nora Kaye and Hugh Laing recreating their 
roles. In thei1 eight week season at the Royal 
Opera I louse Covent Carden, the company 

Antal Dorat! performed the ballet eight times; on 16, 18, 
(mat/eve) 20 July, and in August on 26, 

(mat/eve) 28, and 30. The critic of The Dancing Times had much to say about the 
use of Dclius's music. Although complimentary about its use for the balcony and 
bedroom scenes, he was less happy with the score for the remainder of the 
production. 'Dclius's Cvr11ty1~ Walk in tl1r Paradise Garden (sic), Brigg fair and the 
other excerpts chosen arc essentially lyrical. They speak of the English countryside 
not Florence, of delicate fairy tales, Folk songs and peaceful day dreams and arc 
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quill' inadcqu<Jlc as a background to Shake.,pea1e's full blooded tic.1gcdy'. (17) 
In 1950 Ballet Theatre did return to Covent Garden for a short two week 

season, and Romeo and ]11/1l't was performed on 6, 7, 8 and 9 September. The 
Musical Directo1 on this visit, as in 1946, w.is Max Goberman. Reviews that I have 
seen for this year seem lo be united in their dislike of Delius's music for the ballet. 
The Times described the music as 'a Delius hutch potch' and The Daily Telegraph 
commented that'the Delius pieces do not make such a good musical framewmk 
as Tchaikovsky's symphonic poem'. Perhaps the production was in need of some 
Beecham 'magic'? 

When Ballet Theatre performed it in New York in 1955, it was reviewed by 
Diana Menuhin (who as Diana Gould was one of Tudor's dancers at Rambert 
before marryingYehudi Menuhin) for Dance and Dancers. Markova and Laing had 
rec1 eJled their roles in a special 1udm evening, but although describing the 
production as 'impressive' Diana Menuhin nevertheless thought iL was 'period 
narrative operatic in effect rather than balletic', but did concede that it 'fulfils its 
pu1 pose in satisfying the romantic appetite and delighting the eye'. (18) 

Romeo a11d Juliet was also performed in Stockholm in December 1962 at the 
Royal Opera I louse, by Royal Swedish Ballet, and revived in New York at the New 
Ymk Stale Theatre in July 1971. In the latter production Marline Van Hamel, who 
11.idm cast as the nurse, remarked on his choice of music: 'I think that for him il 
wouldn't have been right to use the Prokofiev or the Tchaikovsky; it's just too 
obvious. And, he doesn't like obvious music. So for him it was right lo use the 
Delius, but it meanders along forever, and the phrases arc SO long. I think Tudor 
likes that because he loves to work inside the music. He likes to build rhythms 
inside the phrase so it makes sense once you know the music, and once you hear 
what he wants to do with it'. (19) Unfortunately, it docs appca1 that a great deal 
of the dancers working with Tudor, and his audiences did not always share his 
enthusiasm for the music of Delius; but he was a true champion of the composer. 
It is fortunate that the directors of Ballet Theatre had the perception to allow Tudor 
lo pursue his vision and create his masterpiece. 

Anthony Tudor and Nora Kaye both died in 1987, Hugh Laing the following 
year; but Alicia Markova celebrated her 90th birthday on the 1 December 2000. 

The sheer scale of the production would appear to be the reason that it is not 
pc1formed frequently; although perhaps the ballet-going public's deep affection 
for Prokofiev's musical selling of the sto1y of the star-crossed lovers, is always 
going lo mean lhal Tudor's choreography alone will not be sufficient reason to 
stage his version of the ballet. We can only hope that another revival in England 
will lake place, and that Delians will get the opportunity again to sec the valiant 
attempt by a very English choreographer, to set the most English of playwrights to 
quintessential English music. 
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DELIUS SOCIETY MEETINGS-------

DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING 
20 September 2000, BMIC, London 

'On the Trail of Delius in Europe and America' - Lionel Carley talking about his 
books and his work for the Delius Trust 

Introducing the evening, in his firsl appearance as our new Chairman, Roger 
Buckley reminded us that our speaker was a rare bird: an internationally famous 
Delius scholar and one of a very select group of members who make this Society 
so special and whom it should count itself exceedingly lucky to have "on lap". 
Bearing in mind that Lionel's first published book had been entitled Delius: the 
Paris Years, the Chairman speculated as to whether we were in for an evening of 
revelations along the lines of Carley: the Misspent Youth as quite clearly, Lionel's 
scholarly researches had been nothing but a pretext for globe-trotting! 

Dr. Carley himself greeted this affectionate banter with characteristic good 
humour and began by recalling that his very first talk for the Society, (in those days 
meeting at the Holbom Library), had been delivered over thirty years ago, on 18 
September 1969 - a somewhat traumatic occasion, in that the table bearing his 
lecture notes, plus a carafe of water, had the effrontery to collapse. (Incidentally, 
what a vintage season that was, boasting, in order of vocal appearance, Lionel 
himself; Richard Kitching; Rodney Meadows; John White; Charles Barnard; and 
Christopher Redwood.) 

Lionel, not only a scholar but a gentleman, then paid tribute to Rachel Lowe
Dugmore who'd mounted "a veritable assault" on the Delius Trust's documentary 
archive and whom Lionel, with his expertise as a linguist, had offered to help, 
by translating Delius's foreign correspondence. Initially this involved the 
communications between the composer and Hans Haym, the first significant 
conductor of Delius's music. It was effectively the start of a long line of invaluable 
service which Lionel has given to the Delius Tt·ust and it led to contacts with some 
of Heym's descendants, notably the conductor's son who wrote to thank Lionel in 
his idiosyncratic English: 'you inlcrposed lhe feeling lhat what you wrote, you did 
it with love in your heart, as you yourself had great pleasure in putting all events 
together like in a pussle game.' This seems aptly to sum up Lionel's modus 
operandi: solving that "pussle game" is, as he himself freely admitted, exactly what 
he's been doing with regard to Dclius's life, ever since. 

He once encountered a certain amount of Gallic obfuscation when researching 
the correspondence between Auguste Rodin and Jclka Delius the subject of his 
first published essay in 1970 - but it taught him an important lesson: don't take 
anything on trust from others but go and check the facts for yourself. We heard 
how a fair amount of literary "sleuthing" is par for the course and judging from 
what Lionel told us of his investigations in Paris and elsewhere, I can imagine that 
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he would have made a most efficient private detective. I also found it fascinating 
to heat that he'd drafted Vl'lius: T11r Pari~ Yrars originally intended to be an ess<1y 
but which grew into a book while living in a flat in Paris, mirroring Delius's own 
lifestyle some eighty years car licr. A diet of ga11/oiscs and bo11 vin muge gave him 
an "authentic fix" on the composer's own vir dr /Jolirmr. Anything fot a good 
cause ... 

just as you can always tely on the photographs in a Carley publication to be as 
fascinating as the text, so too this lecture had a selection of delightful illustrations, 
both in sound and vision. We he<:1rd first a preview of part of il new CD he's helped 
to mastermind and which includes his own translation of Paa Viddenze. Then,latcr, 
some 1emark<:1ble slides were shown from Lioncl's own collection, including such 
rntilies as Delius's chirpy chauffeur; the village policcm<in from Grez sur-Loing 
who was a pallbearer al Delius's French funeral; and a pot ltail bust of the 
composer, a cast of his hand and his death mask, oil of which Lionel "discove1ed" 
on a visit to Grcz and which were subsequently given to him, although with 
charncteristic generosity he's now donated such priceless artefacts lo the Trust. 
Other slides reflected Lioncl's trips to Nmway, on one of which he was told Lhe 
story of how Delius, while staying with Lhc Griegs, emerged stark naked from a dip 
in Lhe nearby fjord and had to be suitably" draped" by Mrs G. These slides were a 
real treat: it was a pity that we didn't have time for a furlhet selection later on in 
the evening as had been planned: if Lionel can be persuaded, I for one would love 
to sec more of them on a future occasion. 

Meanwhile, Lionel tilted his lance, with every justification, at"reviews" wr itlen 
by those who are totally out of symp<:1thy with the material they're supposed to be 
crilicising. I le cited a ludicrously biased, indeed incompetent, evaluation in the 
BBC Music Magazi11c of his book Grieg and Delius. Such inesponsible c1 iliques by a 
"market leader" can do an author a lot of damage. Equally infuriating, and I 
couldn't agree more with Lionel on this, arc the sorts of"reviews"which arc really 
nothing of the kind and arc, in fact, self-indulgent and largely irrelevant. Lionel 
recalled that even a distinguished man of lctte1 s like Anthony Burgess fell into this 
trap when he"reviewed" Delius: A Life in Letters. 

Lionel spoke wrumly of the Delius Ttusl and the beneficial changes in policy 
he's witnessed in recent yeors, reminding us firstly that il now encourages 
performances obroad, as well as at home; and th<:1t, secondly, il doesn't just react 
to exisling proposals but boldly initiates them itself, what Lionel called "setting 
Delian projects in motion." He himself has been at the forefront of this 
enlightened policy: for example, projects such as the Da11ish Masterworks CD (we 
heard an fine extract from the disc) have been very much his"baby". 

What came across to me most strongly in Lionel's talk, was how enviably 
versatile his career has been: we heard of his work with the Delius Archive, 
enlarging the picture collcclion; of his unique accumulation of the main literature 
on Delius, built up JS a private individual and now the largest dedicated Delius 
library in the world; of how he's represented the Trust at the Jacksonville Festival; 
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and of his numerous visits to Scandinavia on various research projects. He was 
even a witness at the re-marriage of Ella Grc:iinger. Ilow does he fit it all in? He 
h<Jd the nerve to describe his output as cxiguous:"only" one book every five years. 
Well I think most of us will happily settle for such a"slender" output; the one thing 
about Lionel's books you can be sure of, is thc:it they've been painstakingly 
researched and there's no wc:iy such scholarship can be rushed. 

Finc:illy Lionel talked of his fruitful association with the Three Choirs Festival -
something to remember when we gather in Gloucester Cathedral this summer to 
hea1 A Mass of Life. I le contrasted it with less happier times at Cheltenham where 
the music policy has now been hijacked by those who believe British music only 
started with Benjc:imin Britten. 

As Robert Threlfall perceptively pointed out in his vote of thanks, Lioncl's great 
talent is not just that he poys scrupulous attention to detail, bul that he also - c:ind 
this is a far rarer gift has an authoritative overview of his subject: in other words, 
it's the wood and not just the trees that y~Ju get with Lionel. As his vigour seems 
mercifully undimmed and his enthusiasm unquenchable, we can offer him not 
only affectionate congratulations on the past thirty- five years of impeccable 
scholc:11ship, but also our eager anticipation of more Carleyiana in the years to 
come. 

Paul Cuincry 

DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING 
19 October 2000, BMIC, London 
'Paris - An evocation and tribute to a great work' 
presented by Derck Cox and Paul Cuincry 

Members attending this meeting found themselves part of a fascinating 
presentation by Derck Cox who, in subdued lighting, successfully evoked the spirit 
of Paris in times past by means of a number of items of music, verse and other 
extracts. Starting with Dialogue du vent et de lamer, from Debussy's Lamer, he then 
read in effortlessly authentic French, part of Baudclairc's sonnet La Musique from 
the 'Limbo Cycle' of 1848-51 which begins 'Music often catTies me away like the 
sea, and under c:i canopy of misl or through the vast ether, I set sail for my faint 
slat'. An extract from Bill Evans's jazz-style piano improvisation based upon April 
in Pnris led into Debussy's 'fin de sicclc' cc:ifc piece J,a plus que lente, with its waltz 
rhythm. Originally a piano piece dating from 1910, we heard the later orchestral 
arrangement made by Debussy, featuring the unusual and evocc:itive use of the 
cimbalom, as performed by the Orchestrc Nalionalc de l'O.R.T.F. conducted by 
Jean Martinon. 
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This was followed by Debussy's song setting of Baudelaire'i.; 1861 poem 
Rec11eillr111r11t sensitively sung by Felicity Lott, Clccompanicd by Graham Johnson, 
evoking a Paris of limes past, with a text which, m a translation by Francis Scarfo 
(courtesy Penguin Poets) begins,'You longed for evening, and look, it is falling now. 
A dusky atmosphere enfolds the city, lo some men bringing pleasure, to others 
care'. 

All this was in preparation for some relevant extracts from the 1984 BBC Radio 
4 play Paradise Gardrn Attainrd written by Charles Slater and directed by Ian 
Cottrill. In an edited sequence of conversation pieces, it dealt with Delius's Paris 
years as a young man about town and the various characters he met in that 
period, including fellow musicians, ar lists and other notable characters, including 
Half dan Jebe, Daniel de Montfried, the Mollards and the Princcsse de Cystria, etc. 
The extracts brought out the realisation in Delius that he was wasting all his 
money and energies on that 'raw scene' and longed to be free of it, and its many 
inte1Tuptions1 so that he could really work on his music. Charles Dance took the 
pat t of Delius; Jclka was played by Anna Massey and Ida Gerhardi by Fiona Walker. 

Derck then read the following lines from Dclius's Idyll 

'Once I passed through a populous city 
Imprinting my brain with all its shows. 
Of that city I remember only a woman, 
A woman I casually met, 
Who detained me for love of me. 
Day by day and night by night we were together 

- all else has been forgotten by me' 

'lb end the first part of the meeting we heard a brief excerpt from Paris featuring 
the long, slow theme on the violas. 

Standing in for Lyndon Jenkins, who was regrettably unable to be there, Puul 
Guincry, who also chaired the evening, introduced the second half devoted lo the 
Delius work itself. I le reminded us that Paris was the very first wmk by Delius that 
Thomas Beecham ever conducted. Bowled over by a performance of Appalachia 
late in 1907, he mastered the score in six weeks of study, and gave the British 
premiere in January 1908 in Liverpool. Delius, wrote to Jelka, that 'Beecham played 
Paris very well indeed. It was not quite a finished performance and he was perhaps 
a bit nervous, but in London, no doubt, they will play it better'. 

Delius had moved lo I~r is in the summe1 of 1888, where he stayed for nearly a 
decade until he met Jclka nnd moved to Crez. Known there as'Le Grande Anglais,' 
artistic and social horizons were opened up to him, and he mixed with many of the 
lt•ading French musicians nnd artists as well as the Scandinavian community. I Tis 
work is not a pretty view of Paris but a highly subjective tribute; 'a corner of his 
own soul and a chapter of his own memory' as Philip Hcscltine put it. Then still a 
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young man, he was a1 rogant and wilful, but also possessed a great deal of charm, 
and was personable and gregarious with a wide circle of friends. 

Wi.!s h0 spoiled by Paris? No, it was where he matured and found himself. Eric 
Fenby wrote that 'the Delius of Paris was the handsome adventurer, the artist, 
Bohemian and man-about-town, though with something of the recluse in him 
even then. The music derives not, as would seem, from his isolation as an artist, 
or his cosmopolitan way of life, but from the secret adventures of his spirit' . Paris 
is really a watershed work in Delius's output, and in the opening and closing pages 
of the work he looks fmward to the sort of music he was about to wiite, such as A 
Village Romeo and Juliet. 

After the 1899 concert of his works at the St. Jamcs's Hall concert in London, 
paid for by himself, Fcnby recalled that Delius said that he was so conscious of his 
faults as a composer that he couldn't wait, and left London for Grez early the next 
morning, so cager was he to take up his sketches of Paris and apply the technical 
knowledge that he had just acquired. Dedicated to Hans Haym, the work was 
premiered by him two years after its completion on 14 December 1901 at the 
Elberfelder Konzertgesellschaft. The first version of the work was not well received 
by critics, nor indeed by Richard Strauss, to whom Delius sent a score, who 
rcfc1Ted to it as 'an imitation of Charpentier which has not quite succeeded' 
(referring to Gustave's opera Louise), although he later revised his opinion of the 
work, and a~er a performance of Paris and Lebenstanz by Julius Bulhs in 1903, the 
conductor wrote to Delius that 'the impression made on him (Strauss) was 
definitely in your favour'. 

Paul reminded us of Ferruccio Busoni's first performance of the work on 15 
November 1902, and that, years later Delius recalled the occasion to Eric Fenby, 
saying 'Busoni gave a performance of my Paris at the Beethoven-Saal in Berlin 
which was so disgraceful that I couldn't understand most of it. I couldn't believe 
that I'd written it. He didn't know the score. Sibelius, (whose tone-poem En Saga 
was also being performed) was there, commiserating with me'. 

Delius subsequently revised the score prior Lo Lhe British premiere conducted 
by Beecham, and publication the following year. I Iowevcr, there was no 
performance in Paris, the city it was dedicated lo, until 1990. 

The following lines were written by Delius as a prefix to the original score: 
'Mysterious city - city of pleasUl·cs, of gay music and dancing, of painted and 
beautiful women - wondrous city, unveiling but to those who, shunning day, live 
through the night and return home to the sound of awakening streets and the 
rising dawn' 

Delius himself described the work in a letter to of 1910 as follows: 'It is a 
Nocturne, and describes my impressions of night and early dawn, with its peculiar 
street cries and Pan's goatherd, etc'. 

Paul also reminded us of Delius's leller lo Sir Adrian Boult after he had heard 
a radio performance in February 1928, in which he wrote: 'My dear Bault, Your 
performance of 'Paris' last night, which I heard through the Radio, gave me the 
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gt ea test pleasure. I fell you well' in entire sympathy with the wo1 k and you1 tempi 
were all just as I want them'. 

A sad postscript was that the test pressings of Bcccham's 1934 1ecording of 
Paris which were sent off to Delius, and which he really longed to hear, were 
delayed by the intransigence of the French customs, and by the lime the precious 
discs arrived, it was too late: Delius had already passed away. 

After we had listened to the Norman dcl Mat recording, recorded under the 
auspices of the Delius Tt ust, Lionel Carley proposed a vote of thanks, commenting 
that that if ever there was an evening where two halves made a perfect whole, this 
was it. Derek's imaginative, enthusiastic, and as ever, highly 'Francophile' 
p1esentation was effective and highly praiseworthy; Paul's introduction to Paris 
itself could not have been better, and on behnlf of the Society thanked them both 
warmly. In response Derck thanked Roger Buckley for his work in producing the 
minutely cued mini disc recordings of the various musical extracts he had used. 

Brian Radford 

DELIUS SOCIETY (MIDLANDS BRANCH) MEETING 
4 November 2000 

'/\Bitter Truth - Some Hrilish composers and the Great War': a talk by Peter Hanis 

This fascinating and beautifully croftcd talk was given by Midlands Branch 
member, Peter Harris, at the home of Branch Chairman, Richard Kitching. I Jc 
incorporated many apposite musical and litc1 aiy illustrations. 

The aim of the talk was to examine the effect of the First Wrn ld War on the lives 
and music of British composers. We heard a wide ranging selection of readings 
from letters, poetry and other writings, many deeply moving. The words of the title 
came from a letter from Paul Nash, the wa1 artist, to his wife describing his 
personal experience of Passchendacle. The poets and writers quoted included 
Rupert Brooke, Wilfred Owen, Isaac Rosenberg, Siegfried Sassoon, Robert 
Nicholls, and Wilt I Iarvcy. Many of their poems had been set to music. 

Most of the composers experienced active service. Vaughan Williams trained 
and served as a wagon orderly in the RJ\MC and as an artillery officer before finally 
being appointed Directm of Music to the First l\tmy BEF. Those who were injured 
physically or mentally included Arthur Bliss and Ivor Gurney <1nd the impact on 
their musical output was noted. George Butterworth died on the Somme at the 
age of 31 yenrs after a very short but impressive period of creative activity. Thete 
was a brief mention of Fanar and Finzi, the l<1tter's Requiem dn Cn111em being a 
tribute to the former. 
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Edw .. uJ Elga1 had 1esponded to the W,11, following the occupation of Belgium, 
with his Ca111/011, a setting of the Belgian poet Cammaerts, and other patriotic 
milila1y pu:!ces. lt was also suggested th<.lt he provide a requiem fo1 the slain, 
selling Luurcnce Binyon's words, and afle1 a two year gestation pmduced The 
Spirit nf [11gla11d1 the third section of which is en lilied 'For the Fallen'. 

The war years were a prolific period of composition for Frederick Delius. 
Although living in France he only had lo evacuate from Crez for a short period. 
I le was effectively untroubled by the battles only 40 miles frnm his home and there 
is little evidence of any obvious impact on his musical output. 

Although Benjamin Britten was only seven months old when the Creat War 
commenced, Peter Hat 1 is mgued that his War Rcq11irm could be regarded as the 
ultimate musical comment on that event. It was a fusion of the Lalin Requiem and 
the poems of Wilfred Owen, a statement of both pacifism and 1econcilialion. There 
was a poignant reminder that the talk was given on 4 November, the anniversary 
of Owen's death in 1918 only seven days befo1e the First World War ended. The 
presentation ended most appropriately with the Dona 110/Jis paceni, the prayer for 
peace from Britten's work. 

Richard Kitching thanked Peter Harris most warmly for his thought provoking 
presentation; he also thanked Mary Bell and Jerry Rowe for providing the after· talk 
rcf1eshmenls. 

Graham Parsons 

DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING 
23 November 2000, BMIC, London 

'I Iuberl Pany: Pathfinder' a talk on the composer by Anthony Boden 

My knowledge of l lubert Pany was limited to I was glad and Jerusalem until I went 
to hear Anthony Boden speak about the 'still rather too neglected genius'. He 
confessed to being rather apprehensive aboul being in the company of Parry's 
grand-daughter Laura Ponsonby, but his audience eagetly awaited what we knew 
would be an authoritative talk. 

Anthony briefly outlined the history of English music; from the Tudor period to 
Purcell, I Iandel Gust), and into the nineteenth century in which, we were told, 
England had been described as'the land without music'. At a lime when England 
was in need of composers of stature to bring it back to world attention, one man 
restored the musical fortunes of Lhe countty; and that man was Charles llubctl 
I lastings P..lt ry. 

The research for his book The Parrys of tlie Golden Vale, had taken Anthony back 
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to 1014, although the book concentrates mainly on six genetillions of the family. 
I lube1 t's father, Thomas Gambier Parry, who hild inherited wealth, was able lo 
indulge his love of pain ling, as both collector and artist. He is per haps most 
fomous as the inventor of the spirit-fresco process; an example of his wot k can be 
seen on the ceiling of the nave of Ely Cathedral. 

Hubert was born on 27February1848 in Bournemouth and his mother died 12 
days later. He had a lonely childhood; boarding school was followed by Elon and 
Oxfo1d. 

Anthony played pat t of the last movement of Pany's Fourth Symphony (1889) 
to show his disagreement with Bax's statement that 'it is impossible lo expect 
much in the way of imagination from someone of Pany's backgtound'. I le also 
mentioned that Elgar (as yet unknown) was al the first performance and was 
impressed by the work. Jnlluenccs on Parry in his early life included Mendelssohn, 
I landel and S.S. Wesley, whose wo1 ks he had heard at the Three Choi1 s Festival at 
Gloucester in 1865. Eton also played a big pail in his development, where his 
music teacher, George Elvey, encouraged him in composition. Parry produced the 
cantata 0 Lord thou has cast us out and gained a BMus from Oxfotd whilst still at 
school! 

Anthony seemed relieved lo tell us, after that achievement, that Pany was also 
passionate about sport, especially the dangerous excitement of it including 
sailing and speeding in his car. Parry was one of the first to be fined for speeding 
in this country! 

A period of a few weeks in Germany with llenry H~aison concluded Party's 
formal music training and then, like so many others it seems, he had to fight the 
disapproval of his father to take up a musical career, and was sent to work al 
Lloyds of London. In London he met Edward Dannreuther, ardent champion of 
Wagner and the organiser of soirces and chamber concerts. What an opportunity 
for Parry - to be able compose for immediate performance. Anthony played part 
of the second movement of his Piano 1lio in E minot (1897) as an example of the 
large outpouring of chamber music that occurred at this time. 

I was very interested to hear that an old friend of mine from the days when we 
sha1cd a piano teacher (when we were six!), namely Anthony Goldstone, 
performed Party's Piano Concerto in the formidable key of F sharp major at the 
Gloucester Three Choirs Festival in 1998. We listened to an extract of Piers Lane's 
recording of this concerto, composed in 1880. 

1873 saw the beginning of Parry's 'musical love affair' with Wagner. He heard 
Meistersinger and became addicted. Happily, in 1875 he was asked by Grove to 
write at ticlcs for his Dictionary of Music a11d Musicimis, and this financial 
independence meant he could finally leave Lloyds. In August of 1876 P.:irry was 
able to allend the first complete performance of Wagner's Ring Cycle at Bayreuth. 

The Three Choirs Festival of 1880 was the venue for his 'Scenes' ftom Shelley's 
Pro111etheus Unbound, showing the influence of many composers from Handel and 
Mendelssohn to Wagner and Brahms, but being also vety English in style. We 
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listened to'Ftoll'l the Ends of the !forth', un extruct from the first half of Prcm1etheus 
U11/101111rl from u 1980 BBC recording. 

Anthony concluded the first half of his talk by mentioning Parry's interest in 
wtiling songs, the best of which arc collected in 12 volumes of'English Lyrics'. He 
influenced Curney and Ireland and he also taughtVaughan Williams. We enjoyed 
two of T\my's settings of Shakespeare: '0 Mistress Mine' (Janet Baker and Gerald 
Moore) and 'When Icicles liang by the Wall' (Robert Tear and Philip Ledger). 

Fortified by the usual glass of wine, we returned to consider Parry's enthusiasm 
for Wagner, the influence of Meistersinger for example. Anthony conside1ed lhnt 
there were hints of this work in the orchestral introductions to such well known 
works as Blest Pair of Sirens and Jerusalem. ln 1882 Purry attended performances of 
many Wagner operas, some twice or more! The fallowing year he went lo Bayreulh 
and saw all three petformance of Parsifal. However, although he admired 
Wagner's dramatic technique he did not consider that it was applicable to 
instrumental music. 

ln 1883, Stanford suggested that Parry should write the incidental music for a 
production of Aristophanes' The Birds; this was his first dramatic music. We 
listened lo an extract frnm lhe'Bridal March' from this piece, and Anthony pointed 
out that it sounds like a precursor of Elgar's Pomp and Circumstance Marches. 
l lowever, Purry's attempt al writing an opera based on the Arthurian legend of 
Guinevere never quite got off the ground, unlike the composition Blest Pair of 
Sirens, a setting of Milton, for Queen Victoria's Jubilee in 1887. Vaughan Williams 
and Elgar were both very enthusiastic about its 'Englishness' and 'nobility'. We 
listened to Sir Adrian Bault conducting the LPO in a short extract from this well
known piece, Anthony pointing out the similarity between the beginning and 
Meistersinger. In spite of Dclius's comment that, ' I le would have set the whole 
Bible to music had he lived long enough', we were informed that Parry also wrote 
several secular oratorios such as his setting of Tennyson's 1he Lotus Eaters. 

from 1883 Parry was a lecturer at the Royal College of Music; and became its 
Director in 1894. He was awarded a knighthood in 1898 and was appointed to the 
Chair of Music at Oxford in 1900. 

Anthony referred to Vaughan Williams's love of Parry's music, especially during 
his time as a student at the RCM. In 1902 Pany composed the piece I know best; 
1 was glad, written for the corona lion of Edward VII and played at every coronation 
since. We listened to this splendid work and gave a little sigh of pleasure as it 
faded away. 

Pany's later life produced some magnificent music including his Fifth 
Symphony, the setting of William Dunbar's Ode 011 the Nativity, and the familiar 
hymn tune to 'Dear Lord and Father of Mankind', which came from Judith. 

After listening to an extract from the Fifth Symphony, we heard Pany's 
expression of his deep faith; his unaccomp.-inicd Songs of farewell as exemplified by 
the setting of Peace by the poet Herny Vaughan: 'My Soul There is a Country'. 

Anthony summed up Parry's legacy by saying that when he began lo compose 
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Anthony Lindsey and Anthony Boden 
l'hotogm11l1 llnan Rndforrl 

it was not possible to be a gentleman and a composer; when he died, it was. Parry 
died on 7 October 1918. Elgar, Howells, Finzi, Bliss and Vaughan Williams arc just 
a few of the composers who have benefited from furry's influence. 

The evening ended with a talc about Elgar when he was a violinist in the 
orchestra at a Worcester performance in 1891 of Judith. Before Parry mounted the 
plalfot m, Elgar placed his own baton on the conductor's desk, later explaining: 'I 
wanted to make it immortal' . 

Lewis Foreman exp1essed sincere thanks to our speaker on behalf of all 
present. ll was a very enlightening evening; I know for more about Pai ry now, and 
shall certainly listen to his music with renewed interest. 

Ann Dixon 

fllrtl1rr Rradi11g 
Anthony Boden: 711C Panys of tl1r Goldrn Vall', ThJmcs, 1998 



DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING 
6 Fcbrn<HY 2001, BMIC, London 

1 Margot la Rouge a talk on Dclius's opera' by Roger Buckley 

After a brief introductory welcome from Brian Radford, Roger Buckley began his 
fascinJting talk on Mn1got la Rouge with a quote from Delius As I Knew 1Ti111, in 
which Eric Fenby describes returning to Grez and working with Delius on the 
preparation of the Idyll from his unpublished opera Margot la Rouge. 

In 1901 and 1902 Delius prepared the opera for entry in the 1904 Sonz:ogno 
Prize, the Concorso Melodi <Jmm<itico lnll't nazionolc. Il is not clear how frequently 
this C'ompelition was held 01 why Delius waited until 1904 to enter it. This is the 
fifth of Delius's six operas written al the height of his powers al the beginning of 
the lasl cenlu1y1 and Roger w<is keen to emph<1sise the importance of this music. 
Although Delius clearly loathed the verismo dramatic form required for the 
Sonzogno Prize, Elie Fenby sc.lid that he had been in need of the money. We were 
then played the Prelu<.le from the Idyll, and Roger contrasted this with the Prelude 
to Margot la Rouge to show how Delius had changed the spirit if not the substance 
of the music in the later work with its Whitman text. 

Aflet summarising the plot of the opera, Roger suggested that the real reason 
fat Delius's cnt1y for this competition was his hope for recognition and fame. 
llis need fm money was immediate in 1901 and would not wail until 1904. 
Delius seems to have chosen to write a melodramatic opera rather like Cavalleria 
R11stica11a of Mascagni, which had won an earlier Sonzogno Prize. I Iis librettist was 
Bet the Kahn-Rosenwald ('Rosenval'), who with her husband was a member of the 
circle of a1tists around William Molard in Paris. Lionel Carley has written of her 
connection with Delius in his Delius - The Paris Years. 

Another member of the Molard circle, Maurice Ravel, who was thirteen years 
younget than Delius, prepared a vocal score from the full score of Margot for him. 
Two cordial letters sutvivc from Ravel to Delius, discussing the work he had 
unde1 taken. It is not known what fee Ravel charged for the vocal score. However, 
despite the Frenchman's assistance, and an Italian translation of the libretto, the 
opera failed lo secure the Sonzogno Prize for Delius. 

Roger performed some extracts from Margot and Paris al the piano, to illustrate 
the similarities between the two scmes, and to illuminate ow unde1standing of the 
score of this opera. He told us that at the heart of the score is the long love duct 
between Margot and Thibault, the man she loved years ago when they were 
childhood sweethearts. In order to further describe the plot of the opera and its 
score Roger played various extracts of the recording made soon after the first 
pcrformanC'e in 1981, given by BBC forces conducted by Norman del Mar, in Eric 
Fenby's orchestration. This had become necessary because the original full score 
was pt csumcd lost, though it came to light after the BBC broadcast. Elie had 
prepared his orchestration from the vocal score prepared by Ravel and his memory 
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of his work with Delius, fifty years earlier, on the ldyll. Roger recounted how, after 
that broadcast, Lady Shir Icy Beecham told Norman Millar, who w<1s <1t that time 
Chairman of the Delius Tt ust, that Dclius's handwritten full score of the opera was 
in her possession, and speculated as lo what Eric Fcnby's reaction might have been 
to this news following his hard work on p1eparing a new fu ll score of Mr11xot. Eric 
Fen by conducted the first staged performance of Mmgot in SL. Louis, Missouri, in 
1983, using the newly discovered original full score. Subsequent performances 
were given at the Camden Festival in 1984. Roger then describt'd the most recent 
performances of this opera, which were given in Trier, Germany between 
December 2000 and February 2001. 

The second half of this meeting consisted of a performance of the 39 minute 
opera, following some fascinating open discussion of the work. The plot of the 
opera could be summed up briefly in Philip l leseltine's sarcastic dcscr iption: 'The 
story deals with a French soldier's discovery of his long lost swL•cthcart plying for 
hire in a disreputable Paris cafc. Knives arc drawn and the curtain descends upon 
a pile of corpses. It is all as 'dramatic' as you please and quite pointless', though 
Roger distanced himself from this evaluation. 

ln thanking Roger Buckley for a splendid talk, Robert Threlfall recalled Eric 
Fenby remarking how interesting it was lo hear how different the music sounds as 
a result of the way the young Delius sets the French words of Margot and the older 
Delius sets Whitman's wonderful poetry in the Idyll. For a strut, the music of 
Margot moves faster than that of the idyll. 

This was a fascinating talk, which gave us much information on what is one of 
Delius's lesser-known scores. The Delius Society is lucky indeed to have speakers 
who can provide such rewarding evenings. 

Paul Chennell 
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UNVEILING CEREMONY OF A MEMORIAL TO THE 
LATE SIR JOHN BARBIROLLI C.H. 

Brian Radford 

On the sunny and pleasant afternoon of 2 December 2000, a fitting tribute to the 
late Sir John Barbirolli, in the form of a most impressive large bronze head-and
shoulders sculpture mounted on a red sandstone base, was unveiled by I Iis Grace 
The Duke of Devonshi1e KG outside the magnificent Bridgewater Hall in Lower 
Mosley Street, Manchester, the new home of the Halle Orchestra. 

Before unveiling the bust, His Grace recalled how Sit John's associalion with 
the I l<illc 01chest1a had begun in 1943 and continued for 27 years until his de<ith 
on 29 July 1970, during which time he rebuilt the orchestra from a very low level 
to one held in very high esteem, and that he was in fact rehearsing it for a concert 
only the day before his death. "Memories of him will remain in my heart for ever, 
and also with his children of the orchestra and this city of Manchester" said His 
Grace. The unveiling was being held on what would have been his lOlsl birthday, 
and the Duke felt that Sir John would have been very happy with the occasion. 
Ivor Saxton and his friends had h<id a great battle to rnise the necessary money for 
the project, for which they deserved great credit. Saying that it was a rare tribute 
to be asked to perform the unveiling ceremony, His Crace then pulled away the 
Union flag over a white cloth to reveal a most impressive and powerfully evocative 
head and shoulders likeness to applause from an assembled company, comprising 
members of the family, representatives of the Halle Orchestra, the Barbirolli 
Society, the Vaughan Williams Society, our own and other musical societies. 
Through the kindness of Lady Barbirolli, Lyndon Jenkins, one of our Vice 
Presidents, attended by pe1sonal invitation, and Brian Radford accompanied by his 
wife Jo, represented The Delius Society. 

On the re<ir foce of the red sandstone column which supports the bust is 
inscribed the following: 

SIR JOHN BARBIROLLI C.H. 
1899-1970 

CONDUO'OR LAUREATE 
HALLE ORCHESTRA 
"Or walk with Kings -

n01 lose the common touch" 
Quoted from If by Rudyard Kipling. 

TI ITS MEMORIAL WAS PROMOTED 
BY 

IVOR SAXTON 
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Duke of Devonshire, lvor Saxton and 
Lady Barbirolli 

pl111togrupl1 8nim R111/fiirrl 

Sculptured by Byron l loward, and 
made in full foundry cast bronze in a 
Rodin Red finish to match the red 
sandstone base, the power fully 
modelled head of Sir John is 
surrounded by a raised collar, with his 
left arm placed a.cross his chest and the 
hand, with the thumb Jrching to the 
left in an open ge5lurc, indic<Jting that 
he 1s speaking from the heart; the 
composition as a whole thus effectively 
completing a circle, which carries the 
eye around the whole work. The 
sculptor's name is inscribed below the 
hand, and below the left thumb arc the 
Liltin w01ds 'Audio et gaudio' or 'I hear 
and rejoice,' reminding us that we arc 
still able to hear him through the legacy 
of his many recordings and rejoice in 
them. 
At the reception in the Barbirolli Room 
afterwards, Lady Barbirolli paid tribute 
to the sculptor, Byron T Toward, for his 

most imaginatively conceived work, which was such a good likeness and just as 
she, the family, and his many friends remembered him. She also paid tribute to 
lvor Saxton and his team for their considerable efforts in raising the money, and 
thanked the many contributors of both large and small amounts. 

Rex I Tilson, speaking on behalf of the Halle Orchestra, outlined the difficult 
task Sir John had been faced with, coming as he did from the thriving New York 
Philharmonic Orchestra to the Halle Orchestra, with its then diminished ranks 
and low fortunes after many players, faced with now having to make a. choice 
rather than playing for both as before, had elected lo play fo1 the BBC's Northern 
Orchestra. He also spoke of Sir John's common touch, referred to in the very apt 
quotation from Kipling on the back of the pedestal, and reminded everyone that 
the great conductor was equally at home with all classes of folk, ond could strike a 
chord with whomever he met of whatever class or creed. 

Also present was Cecilie Jaggard, a niece of Sir John and the daughter of his 
sister Rosa, who is now the sole surviving member of the Barbirolli side of the 
family. In a personal conversation with me she spoke warmly of him and of her 
very happy and lrcasurc<l memories of holidays spent together al Seaford in 
Sussex; of dining there with the rest of the family and frequently celebrated guests 
such os Kathleen Fen ier, and nlso of walking the nearby South Downs with Sir 
John in the company of family and friends. Cccilie was obviously very touched by 
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Brian Radford, Lady Barbirolll and 
Lyndon Jenkins 

photograph: Jo Radford 

the close likeness of the sculpture to he1 
beloved uncle, and the occasion 
obviously brought back many 
memories. 

It is worth noting that not only 
did Sir John progrnnune Delius's A Song 
of Summer as the second item in his 
very first Halle concert in the Prince's 
Theatre, Bradford on 5 July, 1943 (which 
coincidentally was also he and his wife 
Evclyn's first wedding anniversary (1)), 
but in fact had made his very first 
recording in the role of conductor on 
The National Gramophonic Society's 
early electric 78 rpm record of Delius's 
Summer Night 011 Uw River in January 
1927 with the Notional Gramaphonic 
Society Chamber Orchestra. (2) (3) Not 
only that, by another strange 
coincidence it was music by Delius 
which was the last that he ever 

recorded in sessions for HMV at the Kingsway Hall on 15 17 July 1970, the works 
being Appalachia and Brigg Fair. (4) In fact, he collapsed on the afternoon of lhe 
second day, but insisted on completing the task, and on being told that an 
ambulance had been sent for retorted, "Ambulance! I'm going on with the 
Delius". Less than two weeks later he was dead. (5) We all owe Sir John Barbirolli 
a great debt of gratitude for his considerable legacy of so many fine interpretations 
on record, not only of the music of Delius (he was a Vice President of the Society), 
but also that of such a great range of other composers. Thanks to modern 
technology through CD transfers, which enables them to be heard to best 
advantage, we can still enjoy them today, as will future generations. 

Referrnces 
1 Michael Kennedy: Barbirolli Conductor l.Aureate, MacGibbon & Kee, London, 1971 
2 R. Kinloch Anderson: Sir joh11 Barbirolli - personal reminiscences of a great musician, a 

lecture given in the presence of Lady t3arbirolli on 19 April 1972, (from the ) uly, 1973 
issue of). Reco,.ded So1111d 

3 Malcolm Walker: Delius and Barbirolli, The Delius Society Newsletter No 34, Easter 1972 
4 Lyndon Jenkins: Barbirolli's Last Recordi11g, The Delius Society Newsletter No 36, 

Autumn 1972 
5 Michael Kennedy: Barbirolli Conductor Laureate, MacGibbon & Kee, London, 1971 
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PRESENTATION EVENING AT THE 
ROYAL NORWEGIAN EMBASSY 

On a cold and wet January evening, o grnup of intrepid Delians gathered at 
Kensington's Palace Green to be greeted by the warmth and hospitality of the 
official 1esidence of the Norwegian Ambassador. TI1is historic building, facing 
Kensington Palace, had been leased lo the Royal Norwegian Government since 
the 1930s ond during the Second Wmld War it had been the scat of Nmway's 
Cabinet in exile. The occasion was to mark the gift by the Ddius Trust to the 
Norwegian National Music Collection of a set of the Complete Works of Frederick 
Delius. The evening also marked the launch by Classico Records and by Meridian 
Records of two new CDs of music by G1 ieg, Delius and Grainge1. 

Our hosts were His Excellency the Norwegian Ambassadm~ Mr Tarald 0 
Braulasel and Mrs Elisabeth Mohr 13rautaset, in co-operation with the Delius Trust. 
Guests included Delius Society President Felix Aprahamian, out I Ionorary Vice 
Presidents, Society Chairman Roger Buckley and Committee members, the 
Chairmen of the Midlands and West of England Branches, together with a number 
of olhet Society members prominent in the world of music and publishing. The 
Delius Trust was represented by the Chairman of the Trustees, Dovid Lloyd Jones 
and co-Trustees Martin Williams and Helen Faulkner (Musicians Benevolent 
Fund), Trust Secretary Mar joric Dickinson and specialist Advisors Felix 
Aprahamian, Robert Threlfall and Lionel Carley. 

Among other notable guests were Erling Dahl jr, Director of the Grieg Museum 
in Troldhaugen and also a director of the Bergen Festival, the operatic soprano 
Ragnhild TTciland-S01ensen and the former Minister-Counsellor al the Embassy, 
0ystein Braathen; all had flown over from Norway specially to attend the function; 
two formet British Ambassadors to Oslo, Sir John Robson and Mr Mark Elliott, 
Delius Society Vice President Tasmin Lillie and her husband Mike Hatch, Mat tin 
Lee Browne, Chairman of the Gloucester Three Choirs Festival and Ms Lone 
Christensen from the Royal Danish Embassy. 

In his welcoming address, Ambassador Brautaset commented that the 
ninetcen-yeor-old Delius hod first visited Nmway in 1881 and, as n close friend of 
Grieg, Sinding and llalvorsen, had developed a life long affection (01 the country 
and its music. He directed our attention to the fine original lithograph of Delius 
made in 1920 by Edvard Munch, which he had thoughtfully arranged to be 
displayed, beside an oil landscape by Otto Sinding, brother of Chi islian. Before 
introducing David Lloyd Jones, he said how proud the Norwegian National Music 
Collection would be to receive a copy of the Complete Works of Delius. 

On behalf of the Delius Trust, David Lloyd Jones, introduced his co tr ustccs 
and noted that Felix Ap1t1hami;rn was one of the last two people still living to have 
visited Delius at Grez. He reflected on Delius's long friendship with Gr icg and 
noted that despite the former's very cosmopolitan background, the influence of 
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Magne Scland, Director of the Norwegian Musk Collection, 
David Lloyd Jones and Robert Threlfall 

11hotogmp/1: /Jnan 11.adfanl 

Norway is clearly seen in so many of his compositions. The fifty-four bound 
volumes of the Complete Works of Delius were unique and such a monumental 
enterprise had never been replicated in the case of any other British composer. He 
paid a warm tribute to Robert Threlfall for all his devotion and hard work over 
twenty years on this project. David and Robert then presented a token Volume I 
(lnnelin) of this comprehensive work to Magne Seland, Director of the Norwegian 
Music Collection, a department of Norway's National Library. Mr Seland, also in 
London specially for the occasion, thanked The Trust for this generous gift and 
said that the Complete Works would make an important contribution to Norway's 
musical heritage collection. I ic then thanked the Ambassador and Mrs Brautasct 
for their kind hospitality and presented them with a facsimile edition of Grieg's A 
minor Piano Concerto. 

Representatives of Classico Records and Meridian Records then introduced 
their new CDs. Lewis Foreman told us that the Classico disc, Frederick Delius in 
Norway, included three world premiere recordings by The Royal Liverpool 
Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Douglas Bostock, with speaker Peter Hall 
and tenor Jan Lund: Paa Vidderne for speaker and orchestra, Grieg's Norwegian 
Bridal Procession as orchestrated by Delius and Seven Norwegian Songs with 
orchestra, two of which had been arranged by the distinguished composer 
Anthony Payne. Mr Payne and his wife, soprano Jane Manning, were also guests 
that evening. 

Speaking for Meridian Records, Gary Skyrmc said that Free Spirits included the 
Giieg Stt ing Quartet in G minor; Delius's 1916/17 String Quartet, together with 
the two extant movemenls of lhe much earlier String Quartet composed in 
1892/93 and finally Molly 011 the Shore, a work lhal Percy Grainger had dedicated 
to Grieg. Mr Skyrme introduced the recording artists the Bridge Quartet, Sue Lynn 
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(first violin) Catherine Schofield (violin), Michael Schofield (viola) and Lucy 
Wilding (cello). The Quat let then lt cated us to a tantalising extracts frnm their 
recording: the first movement of the Grieg Qum tet, Delius's Late Swallows and a 
spirited Molly 011 thr Shorr. 

Lionel Carley, representing the Trust and the J\nglo Norse Council, then 
eloquenlly drew the formal proceedings to a close by thanking the J\mbassador on 
behalf of all the guests for his genernus hospitality and by presenting Mts 
Elisabeth Brautaset with a beautiful bouquet of flowers. During the reception that 
followed, we were all given the opportunity to meet new friends from Norway, as 
wt•ll as from the J\nglo Norse Council and the Ct icg Society. It was also a privilege 
to be able to view the many magnificent paintings adorning the walls of that 
historic mansion. A fascinating evening that will live long in my mcmmy; and r 
am sure that the officers of the Society, who were able lo be ptescnt, would wish 
to thank the Delius Trust, the Ambassador, his staff and particulat ly I .ionel Car Icy, 
who had clearly worked so hard to pull all these complicated Scandinavian threads 
togcthe1. 

Anthony Lindsey 

M<'mbcrs ofThc Delius Society wilh th(• cast of A Swmnrr G11rdc11 
(sec Thl'iltrc Review) 

11lint11grr111l1 /uli11 711omp:1<m 
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THEATRE REVIEW---------- -

A SUMMER GARDEN 
J\n elegy in two acts by Steve Newman 

26-29 October 2000 
The Bird of Prey Theatre Company, The Shakespeare Institute, Stratford-upon
Avon 

A play about Frederick Delius is a rarity, but for Delians the mere sight of the 
poster must have caused alarm. The declaration that the play was based on the 
visit to Crez sur Loing by Sir Edward Elgar, was in itself sufficient to attract us; 
but, what on earth was George Bernard Shaw doing there? Surely, this must be a 
mistake. But no, there he was on the poster paying his 'friend a visit'. Rushing 
to Lionel Carlcy's two volume 'bible' I confirmed that I hadn't 
somehow missed this in the past. Elgar visited Grez in 1933 - but not Shaw. Not 
in 1933 or ever! So, there we were, a group of informed Delians, watching a play 
about something we knew didn't happen! How on earth could we possibly survive 
this travesty of the truth? Surprisingly well - as it happens. 

In the oak-panelled hall of the Shakespeare Institute the play was performed 
on a level floor, which aided by the subtle and successfully unobtrusive lighting, 
helped achieve an intimacy with the audience that contributed lo the ambience of 
the evening. Simple scenery; an unfinished canvas of Jclka's downstage right; a 
rostrum upstage with Elgar's piano; and tables and chairs on the left in front of a 
screen, served as the staging. Although set in Delius's garden the only plant in 
sight was a large potted palm which stood beside the screen ond unfortunately 
hod the tendency to'attack'the cast as they exited and entered the stage. 

The performance opened with Frederick Delius being pushed onstage in his 
bath chair, soon followed by the arrival of Elgar and Shaw, who landed at his feet 
as they fell off their scooters! Just what they were doing on these children's toys 
was not altogether clear to begin with; although as the play progressed we realised 
that what in effect we were seeing were the visualised reminiscences of Delius. In 
effect, all was happening in his head or was it? 

Christopher Briggs portrayed Frederick Delius and the casting was superb; he 
really looked as we have seen in those photographs at Grcz, and in fact the 
likeness was almost unnerving. The octors playing Edward Elgar and George 
Bernard Shaw, Philip Jarrett and Guy Adams, although very good were at on 
immediate disadvontoge becouse they were obviously so much younger. They also 
had to play the characters al a variety of ages; whereas Marcus Whall, who had an 
uncanny resemblance to Fritz of the 1880s, played Delius as a young man. Audrey 
Smith, as Jelka, was very competent, but did not to me 'ring true'. Although the 
production emphasized the artist's devotion to lhe composer, I thought that Jclka's 
portrayal could have been less brusque and more feminine. 
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Christoph1•r Briggs .1s 

Fn•dc>rick Delius 

plwt11xmpl1. Gm/111111 G""'lwrn 

The production although set on that 1933 aflernoon, revealed in flashback the 
past lives of the three main characters. It was interesting to see on stage the young 
Fritz Delius. We all rue imprinted with Max J\drian's haunting performance; but 
not familia1 with the sight of a virile Delius in his hey day. Slcve Newman, the 
author and director, strangely embodied all the women in Dclius's cruly life into 
one; unfortunately given the name Clai1e. I don't think the audience were at all 
prepared for the scene between Fritz, with a strong Yorkshire accent, and his 
'symbolic' lover; not so much because of the strong language, but for the way she 
refcned to him as'Frilzy'I 

Dealing as it did with more than just Delius's life, the play attempted to 
encompass the mood and situation in Europe from the tw-n of the centul)' to the 
yeru in question. In doing so, the director had included a number of songs, such 
as Coward's Mad Dogs a11d F.11glish111e11, which Elgar and Shaw performed. 
Although these gave some light relief, it made their transition back to the 
characters, both in their mid 70s and supposedly older than Delius, difficult to 
ochieve. Ilelen Wingate Marsh played both J\lice Elgar and Chatlollc Shaw, and 
was extremely good in both roles. The whole question of what Shaw was doing 
there was later revealed; evidently Delius imagined he was there with Elgru (and 
not Fred Gaisberg), although the1e were times when, in the constant lo and fro in 
time, I could not always work out just who was'dreaming'whom. 
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Wh<1t the pl<1y did achieve was a balance; it could so easily have just been a 
catalogue of 1egrets; after all, we all knew that Delius was dying. But, there was 
humour there us well; although I am not sure il was always intended. The 
wJile1/mansc1vanl, played by Clive Bardell, I found particularly amusing. Whether 
he was meant to be, I am not sure. But, his prolonged exits from the stage, 
together with his bad teeth, hunchback and limp, and following his sole recurring 
line of 'Mein T Terr', was lo me an indication that he had perhaps just recently 
finished reading T11e Art of Coarse Acting'. 

Perhaps the most confusing part of the play, especially in the light of Tasmin 
Littlc's investigations and Lhe acceptance that Delius fathered a son in Florida, was 
lhe inclusion of lhe arrival of his daughter in Grez. Just why the author chose to 
depart from the facts is unclear. It seemed unnecessary fictionalisation. 

The major strength of the production was Delius himself. Ch1istophc1 Briggs 
as the compose1, gave the whole evening a cohesion, which al times the script 
seemed destined lo destroy. His sheer stage 'presence' was magnetic; with the 
minimum of movement and with a lilting German tinge lo his accent he held the 
production together. The opening of Act 2, when he sat alone centre stage in his 
chair, lo the emerging strains of Daybreak from Florida Suite, provided an enduring 
image and a moment of sheer magic. Without the dignity and sensitivity that he 
b10ughl to the evening the production would not have been as successful. 
Christopher in fact had an increased perception into the portrayal of Delius, from 
his own personal experiences as a sufferer of MS. 

Steve Newman, undoubtedly picked a challenging subject to tackle on stage, 
and although the pace occasionally lapsed - perhaps a little less of the Elgar/Shaw 
comic duo would have helped - he successfully presented to those who knew little 
of his three protagonists, a brief outline of their lives. It was a very enjoyable 
evening. 

After the performance, those members of The Delius Society attending were 
invited by the directors of Lh<.! company lo meet the cast. It was interesting 
especially lo meet Christopher Briggs - almost like meeting FD himself. The 
company, who kindly agreed to have their photographs taken with us, made us all 
most welcome. 

The Bird of Prey Theatre Company hope to present II Summer Garden later this 
year at Cheltenham and Oxford. I would certainly recommend seeing the play; an 
opportunity to sec Delius portrayed on stage is a true rarity. As one Delian later 
remarked to me, 'it was an odd, but imaginative evening, and I'm glad r went'. 

Jane Armour-Chclu 
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CONCERT REVIEWS ----------

Thursday 12 October 2000, Royal Festival Hall, London 
London Choral Society (augmented), New London Orchestra 
conducted by Ronald Corp 
Soloists: Claire Rutter, Jean Rigby, Martyn Hill, Paul Whelan 

Frederick Delius: A Mass of Life 

Opportunities to hear Dclius's great nco romantic work/\ Mass of Life arc thin on 
the ground, although it is reassuring lo know that this massive choral work will 
f ealur e at the 'lhree Choirs Festival this year. The work is on a par with 
masterpieces such as Schoenberg's Curreliedcr, Vaughan Williamc;'s Sra Symphony, 
Elgar's Dream of Cero11ti11s and Mahler's 8lh Symphony. In fact it shares with 
Mahler's 3rd Symphony a lexl by Nietzsche; 'O Man Mark well! Whal tolls the 
solemn midnight bell?' 

Disappointingly, the chance to hear Delius's ecstatic masterpiece did not seem 
to have gieat public appeal. Fellow Delians turned up in force but there were many 
empty seals. The conductor Ronald Corp gave the work with his own orchestra, 
the New London. I le is best known for his delightful Hyperion CDs of Light 
Music, his work with choirs and as a composer. One would not normally associate 
him with Delius but after this performance we have a new and major Delian. The 
chorus was the London Choral Society, under strength in its male membe1s, 
nevertheless producing a resplendent burst of bright sound for the opening 
invocation to the power of the human will. Latc1 they did not quite keep up this 
standard and seemed to lack confidence in some of the difficult part writing. By 
the second half the whole work gained in diive and energy 1ising to a really 
glorious climax in the closing ode to joy. 

The orchestral playing produced some beautiful and limpid effects in the nature 
painting episodes in which Delius excels. The poetic echoing hot n calls depicting 
the mountains in the heal of the day were beautifully shaded and the following 
thrilling greeting scored for three soloists, choir and orchestra had us on the edge 
of our seals. Another exquisitely playe<l interlude for woodwind marked the 
passage of the noontide haze in the mountain pastures. Mr Corp even managed 
the, to my mind, slightly embarrassing la-la choral dancing of the episode where 
'maidens dance in the meadows'. The playing tactfully avoided the perils of 
sounding too precious. 

Three of the four soloists have little solo work; but the shining soprano of Claire 
Rutter made an impression, as did the well known tenor of Martyn I Iii!. The 
mezzo Jean Rigby looking and sounding very glamorous sang the 'Invocation to 
the Night' with her luscious dark tones. Most of the solo work falls to the baritone 
sung by the tall and striking Puul Whelan. He has a rich and burnished voice, but 
there were times when he had difficulty in sustaining the line and had a tendency 
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to 'swoop' up lo a nolc. Il was only lowa1ds lhe end of lhe work lhat he became 
fully idenlified with the thrusting, life-enhancing Zarathustra whom he was 
representing. With such persuasive advocates il seems strnnge that this melodic 
and thrilling score is nol bclle1 known. The audience that included the Duke and 
Duchess of Gloucester, Patrons of the London Choral Society, made up for their 
lack of numbers with an enthusiastic response. 

Ian McPherson and filly Little 

Saturday 24 February 2001, Philharmonic Hall, Liverpool 
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra 
conducted by Sir Charles Mackerras 
Soloist: Tasmin Little (violin) 

Ravel: 
Delius: 
Debussy: 

Rapsodie Espagnole 
Violin Concerto 
Images 

On a July night in 1933, sixteen years short of its centenary, the great Philharmonic 
Hall, situated on Mount Pleasant in Liverpool, burned to the ground. In its place 
was built a new hall in the prevailing Art Deco style to the design of local architect 
f Ierbert Rouse, which opened six years later. Re-furbishing and re-equipping took 
place in 1993-95 and, whilst some of the integrity of Rouse's design was inevitably 
lost, the Hall now aspires, acoustically and in terms of facilities, to standards set by 
some of the world's best known concert venues. 

One of the Philharmonic Hall's most celebrated properties is its pleasing 
acoustic. This was heard to particular advantage during the concert given on 24th 
February, which was allended by an enthusiastic audience, including a number of 
Delius Society members. All of the music played was written between the years 
1908 and 1916. Though in conception the Delius Violin Concerto is a world apart 
from the other two works, il, like them, contains much detail that one wishes to 
hear. The Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra acquitted itself splendidly, with 
fine solo woodwind playing (including a notably splendid, unapologetic cor 
anglais), and accomplished performances from the harps and the percussion 
section; however, it is probably unhelpful to praise individuals and sections, as a 
majot feature of this group of musicians is in fact its integrity. 

As he delightfully showed during Lhe afternoon's rehearsal, Sir Charles 
Mackcmis was a perfectly benign dictator of the rosh·um. Appreciative of the 
orchestra's efforts, he dealt sensitively with slips that occurred and listened to 
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Sir Charles Mackerrns and Tnsmin Little 
plrotogm11h Ann Dunn 

technical suggestions. The 
orchestra, as befits a group of 
serious professionals, absorbed 
all of Sir Charlcs's proposals and 
faithfully incor poralcd them in 
the evening's performance. 

The programme note 
mentioned Ravcl's indebtedness 
to Rimsky Korsakov's Capriccio 
Espagno/e, of which there arc 
echoes particularly in the first 
movement of his RnpsodiC' 
Cspagnole. Debussy, in tum, 
seems to acknowledge Ravcl's 
work in the substantial Iberia 
section of his Images. What 1s 
striking is thnt both Frenchmen 
were able to absorb the Spanish 
idiom so convincingly. Yet, 
though there arc moments al 
which the two scores uncannily 
resemble each other, their voices 
remain perfectly individual. The 
RLPO, directed with careful 
authority by Sir Charles, 

perfmmcd these impressionislic scores with sensitivity and distinction. 
As we know from ear licr performances including the one preserved on 

CD (which is currently unavailable; may that situation be soon rectified), Sir 
Charles is a sympathetic exponent of Dclius's Violin Concerto. Tasmin Littlc's 
performance is well known and seems only lo improve with time. She gives the 
work the seamless quality that the scme calls for and, despite the apparently free 
rhapsodic nature of the piece, her interpretation lends credence lo the 'hidden' 
formal structure, so memorably described by Dcryck Cooke. 

It was a great pleasure to hear two Vice Presidents of The Delius Society, 
namely Tasmin and Sir Char lcs, collaborating so successfully. The audience was 
very enthusiastic. Let us hope that some among them will have felt moved to 
respond to the advertisement for our Society that appeared in the programme. 

Rogc1 Buckley 
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RECORDING REVIEWS----------

FREDERICK DELIUS IN NORWAY 
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Douglas Bostock 
Norwegian Songs (Tenor: Jan Lund), Paa Vidderne (Narrator: Peter Hall), 
011 The Mou11tai11s, Norwegian Bridal Procession (Grieg orch. Delius) 
Classico: CLASSCD 364 

One can only wonder how it took so long for this CD to emerge, considering the 
vital importance of the years spent by the young Delius in both visits and longer 
slays in his beloved Norway. These two Paa Viddenies, separaled by less tha.n two 
years, illustrate the ama7.ing speed with which his highly individual style was 
developing. 

Much credit must go to Lewis Foreman, the guiding spirit tha.t made this 
recording possible and to his richly informative programme notes, setting the 
scene for the composer's 
love affair, culturally, 1111 e 1u 11 , 11 ,,.,1·1io•<1< ro1 111.110N 

polilically and socially with 
the Nmway of the 1880s. CJi1<0 

Not least among the 
treasures discovered on this 
recording arc the Seven 
Norwegian Songs for tenor 
and orchestra, known 
already to us in their 
originals for voice and piano, 
but never before heard in the 
context of an orchestral song 
cycle. Over the many years 

p·p_] I>£l)J CY. l.DJ]lil'lJS 

that followed their 
composition, Delius himself 
set two of these for 
orchestra; one was also set 
by Sondheimer, and another 
two by Beecham. As one 

l t I l I 011 W} :t -NOllWl!oli\l'I SONC\ 

l'.v. Vllll>lllN L ON Tttl M011NTA1NS 

N0Rwrc11AN lilllllAL l'Rol H~ION 

would have expected, Beecham sets them a little extravagantly. But most 
interesting arc two additional settings made by Anthony Payne to complete the set, 
and specially orchestrated for their appearance here. He has brought to Delius 
something of that care and authenticity that he brought to his remarkable 
reconstruction of the sketches of Elgar's Third Symphony. Nowhere is this more 
evident than in his sonorous scoring of the song'Hidden Love'. 

These haunting songs, necessarily tn:insposed by reason of their widely 
differing vocal ranges, might well have suggested some lack of unity, but for the 
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choiC(' of the young Danish 
!(•nor, Jan Lund. With his fresh 
and pleasing voice and 
importantly the lightish baritone 
quality he brings to his lower 
register, subtly colouring the 
texts, he almost convinces us 
that Delius might very well have 
intended to set all seven songs 
for the same voice. 

In 1887 Grieg's recently 
orchestrated melodrama Bergliot 
had been pet formed al Leipzig, 

"""' where Delius w.-is then studying 

The conductor Douglos Bostock, with Jon Lund (tenor) 
and Anthony Paynt• at tht• n•cording session for 

Dclius's Noro.J('g11m Songs, 
Liverpool Philharmonic l lall, 3 August 2000. 

plrolo/(l'llplr l.rwrs forr111an 

at the Conservatory of Music, 
and he may well have been 
present al that performance. 
It was in that same year that 
Delius made his acquaintance 
with Grieg, sharing the same 
love of everything Norwegian, its 
mountains, culture and the 

admiration for the poet and playwright Hcnrik Ibsen, and thus pmviding the spark 
for Delius lo begin his own melodrama, Paa Viddeme. In an early corTespondcnce 
Delius mentioned selling the work for tenor and orchestra, though this might 
equally have been a reference to the colour of the spoken voice he preferred. From 
the beginning of the Romantic movement, composers such as Weber (in The Powrr 
of Sound), Berlioz and Schumann, and later such British composers as Corder, 
Mackenzie, Bax, and during the First World War, Elgur, had all flirted with this 
medium, though few chose to repeat the experiment. Even the innovative 
Schoenberg was only partially successful with his compromise of a Sprachsa11ger. 
It is worth remembering that the acoustic required for public performance, dry for 
the spoken voice, but with some considerable resonance for the orchestra, arc both 
pulling towards opposite ends of the acoustical spectrum. Even so, the theatrical 
delivery of the declamatory actor rarely fo ils to fascinate in the concert hall. From 
my own cat liesl concert going days, in 1942 in the Philharmonic I lall, Liverpool, I 
will always remember hearing a performance of Bliss's much-neglected Morning 
l leroes for chorus, orator and orchestra, with John Gielgud as narrator, leaving an 
indelible impression on me to this day. Sadly I was never uble to bring a 
performance of the Bliss to fruition. 

At my own performance of the Paa Viddemr melodroma, in 1984, the speaker's 
voice was nol amplified. Delius's music, through composed for the orchestra, 
meant that many of the words were lost before they reached the back of the hall. 
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Nevertheless that performance represented Delius's intentions in an era before the 
invention of microphones. With the advent of modern broadcasting and recording 
techniques, the question of balance no longer arises, and we have on this occasion 
a speaker, Peter Hall, with a youthful clarity of diction and an expressive 
enunciation, who admirably gives wing to Lionel Carley's literate and idiomatic 
translation. The melodrama is set in nine scenes and follows the adventures of 
lbsen's young hero, knapsack and rifle in hand, as he forsakes his mother, hearlh 
and home, to walk the mountains through spring until cut off by lhe winter snows; 
in itself it is a statement of No1wegian manhood, and by implication Delius's also. 
Foreman astutely relates how Delius might well have mirrored himself on the 
young hero, drawing a parallel with his own self-exile from the land of his birth. 

The Norwegian Bridal Procession is the only example of Delius orchestrating 
unolher composer's music. Taken from a set of Grieg's short piano pieces, Delius 
hud himself watched Lhe passing of such a colourful procession in 1887, and 
intended it as a tribute to his friend though it was never published in his lifetime. 

For this reco1ding, it wus decided, in line with the Delius Collected Edition, lo 
rename the second Paa Viddenw, the orchestral overture or tone-poem, with its 
English title On the Mountains, to differentiate between the two works. Sketched 
on a walking-tour with Grieg and Sinding in Lhe Jotunhaim mountains in the 
summer of 1889 it was probably completed the following year, and first performed 
in 1891 in Christiania, now Oslo. It was forgotten and only came alive for us when 
it was heard at Bcccham's London Delius Festival in 1946. The work, also after 
Ibsen, was richly scored, including two cornets as well as two trumpets. But most 
remarkable of all is that, for the first time, Delius had an individuality of his own. 
Cone arc Lhc echoes of Grieg, all assimilated into the surge of his self-expression. 
Lillie sign here of the apprentice composer, if indeed there ever was one. Apart 
from his declared acknowledgement to Ibsen and the Norwegian mountains, only 
two things appear to connect the two works. One, as Foreman suggests is the 
characteristic rising-triplet figure which appears both in the melodrama and at the 
end of the symphonic poem - a springboard device often to be used by Delius to 
fire his inspiration ever upwards and onwards, especially noticeable in Appalachia. 
The second, Lhe caplion in Lhe composer's handwriting after Lhe very lasl bar of On 
the Mountains, 'Now I am steel' the same utterance as lbsen's young hero in the 
melodrama. It is not difficull Lo imagine Lhe young Delius, nol yet 30, wilh his arm 
outstretched and his fist clenched, shouting aloud with confident affirmalion that 
he had at last found his characlerislic musical voice. 

In the melodrama, Delius, probably one of the composers most spiritually 
attuned to nature and the cycle of the seasons, is sometimes content to allow the 
gentle lyricism of his score merely to heighten lbscn's poetry. At others it is the 
partnership of equals, and in his treatment of woodwinds and especially the horns, 
the music immediutcly becomes Delius's own. I Ic1e the RLPO under Bos lock's 
sympathetic direction seem to find a natural affinity with Dclius's intoxicating 
youthful invcnlion. 
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In all these works the conductor Douglas Bostock achieves rewarding and 
idiomatic performances, drawing from the Royal Liver pool Philharmonic 
Orchestra a beauty and sensualness of tone, transporting the listener to the very 
mountains for themselves. For all of us touched by the 'magic' of this grcnt and 
strangely appealing composer this CD, together with Lewis foreman's masterly 
programme notes, can only be a 'must'. Without it, these last vital pieces of 
Delius's musical jigsaw, the picture can never be complete. 

Leslie Head 

Editor's 11otr: Lrslir fknd conducted the modt'rn revival of On thr llrigl1ts (or Paa Virlcfrmc• 
0vl'rturl' as it was then billed) at the memorial concnt for John l loward Davies al St John's 
Smith Square on 5 March 1974, and the first British prrformnnce of tlw Paa Vidd1•1111• 
melodrama, also al St John's, on 7 February 1984. 

Ord1•1 Drtails 
Delius Society Members can order this CD al the special price of .CI0.50 plus 50p P&P 
directly from the UK distributor in the following ways: 

On the secure order facility on web site www.dimusic.co.uk. To take advantage of the special 
prier members should use order code DELJUSSOC 364 instead of CL/\SSCD 364 on the 
catalogue number line. 

In writing to: Disc Imports Ltd, 1sl & 2nd Flours, 7 l ligh Street, Cl IE/\DLE, Cheshire, SK8 
lAX enclosing cheque fur L1 l made out to Disc Imports Ltd 

By telephone on 0161 491 6655 quoting credit card details (Visa/Mastercard) 

By fox on 0161 491 6688 quoting credit card details 
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'FREE SPIRITS': String Quartets by Delius, Grieg and Grainger 
Biidge St11ng Qumtet, Meridian, CDE 84401, £12.99 

Delius: String Quo1tct 1916 (revised 1919) 

Grieg: 
Two movements from the 1888 String Quartet 
String Quartet in G minor (1877-8) 

Grainger: Molly 011 the Shore 

With such an attractive 
combination of works 
(including the first recording 
of the 1888 Delius quartet), 
this CD promises much - but 
regrettably docs not quite 
live up to expectations. 
The Bridge Quartet give 
impassioned performances 
and produce a wonderfully 
sonorous lower string sound 
but the performances arc 
marred throughout by a 
weak, rather harsh - toned 
first violin whose playing 
takes the edge off the overall 
sonority and fails to balance 
properly with the other 
players. This is particularly 
noticeable in Delius's later quartet where contrapuntal textures arc often unclear. 
I understand that there have been recent changes to the members of the quartet 
but this was after the present recordings were made. 

Having said this, the Delius quartets that form the centrepiece of the disc 
receive confident performances, and this first recording of the two extant 
movements of the 1888 quartet is especially welcome. The sleeve notes explain 
how the quartet's viola player discovered all that remains of this early work and 
how the Bridge Quartet gave the first performance two years ago in Jacksonville. 
Though incomplete and having something of the flavour of an 'apprenticeship' 
work, the 1888 quartet is nevertheless a successful example of Delius's early output 
and one hopes that more performances and recordings will follow. 

For Delius's later (1916) quartet one is inevitably drawn to moke compa1 isons 
with earlier recordings, particularly the recent recording by the Britten Quartet in 
1996. Apart from the second movement, where the Bridge's lively tempo and 
lightness of touch make the Britten seem heavy and plodding, one has to conclude 
that overall, Lhe Britten Quartet's cleaner textures, tighter performance and better 
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balance wm the day. Both quat lets make a good attempt al capturing the 
languomus nostalgic mood of 'Late Swallows' but the Hritten's slower tempo is 
prefer able, and in the Bridge performance there is a rather heavy handed moment 
that destroys the mood when the opening theme retwns forte after the middle 
section fades away. Neither quartet can covet up some of Delius's structural 
meandering in the last movement, but the Britten's much brisker tempo is more 
convincing. 

The Bridge Quartet seem mote comfmtable with Grieg's monumental and 
harmonically advanced quortet, a seminal work that influenced not only Delius's 
quartets but also those of Debussy and Ravel. It receives an intense, warm and 
glowing performance but there is occasional sloppiness in Gt aingc1 's'Molly on the 
Shore' - a piece which needs impeccable and stylish playing. One has the 
impression that it was a last minute fi ll up, but this quartet arrangement of one of 
Graingcr's most familiar works docs show how well his idiom transcribes into 
almost any instrumental combination! 

Sound quality on this CD is excellent and there is a full 75 minutes of music. 
One is grateful for any recordings of works as rarely performed as Delius's qua• lets 
and the availability of the first recording of the 1888 quartet is particularly valuable. 
However, is a pity that the performance of the later quartet docs not quite make 
the grade and it is to be hoped that the Bridge Quartet may record it again at some 
point. 

Tony Summers 

FREDERICK DELIUS: PIANO MUSIC 
Charles Abramovic (piano) 
Direct to Tape Recording Company, 0·00001 

Dance for T Tarpsichord; Three Preludes; Five Piano Pieces: Mawrka, Waltz for a little 
girl, Waltz, Lullaby for a Modem Baby (David Booth violin obbligato), Toccata; Z11111 

Caniival; Pcnsees Mclodieuses (No 2)"'; Badinage (Danse lentr)*; Presto leggiero*; 
Two piano pieces: Valse and Reverie*; Mari?ot In Rouge: Prelude and Durt (arr. Ravel); 
On hearing the first Cuckoo in Spring (an. Bunk)*; In a $11111111er Carden (an. 
Hcscltine)*; Florida Suite (selections Pla11tatio11 Dance>, Noct11me) (rur. Robert 
Threlfall)*. (* Premicrc recordings) 

We arc indebted lo the Philadelphia Branch ofTI1e Delius Society and to William 
Marsh for this recording which, as shown above, contains no less than seven 
previously unrecorded items. 

Notwithstanding an unsatisfactory recording of the Preludes and the Five Piano 
Pieces by Martin Jones in 1973 (1) the touchstone for items 1, 2 & 3 above is The 
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lklius Society sponso1cd 
di!ic by Evlyn I foward-Joncs 
(2). Compared with Charles 
Abramovic, it has to be said 
lhat Howard-Jones reveals 
more delicacy, expression 
and interpretative insight in 
these pieces. Nevertheless, 
the primitive sound of the 
l loward Jones recordings is 
a deterrent, and the present 
performances arc a great 
improvement on the 1973 
Argo disc. 

Of the other items, the 
P1cludc and Duel from 
Margot la Rouge have been 
recorded by Piers Lane 
(Rarities of Piano Music at 

, ,.r 
•tr.:.r11;J1N11/(\ ~ f/J}Jkf ~t 

ft{{!DQ. 

Schloss vor T Tusum (3) reviewed in OSJ 127). I feel that Charles Abrarnovic moves 
the music on in a more passionate and convincing way than Piers Lane who seems 
a little reticent in comparison. 

As to the hilherlo unrecorded pieces and Zum Camival, readers need have no 
reservations and it is amazing to us old-timers that unrecorded pieces are still 
appearing on disc (eg. the new Paa Viddeme). When I first joined the Society in 
1964 it was inconceivable that pieces such as Badinage would ever be recorded! 
With regard to Badinage, Robert Threlfall is of the opinion that it needs three hands 
to play and, for this reason, he very kindly made an arrangement for Graham 
Parsons and myself for piano duct. 1 have to say that Charles Abramovic seems to 
have no difficulties with the piece! Society members have had the privilege of 
hearing Robert Threlfall perform the excerpts from Florida Suite. Charles 
Abramovic gives excellent performances of these pieces, and I am sure Robert will 
not be disappointed. 

Richard Kitching 

Notes: 
1 Argo ZRG 727 (probably no longer available}. 
2 Dutton CDAX 8006 
3 Danacord DACOCD 519 
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Orcle1 deta 1 ls 
UK members can obtain this CD from Silver Service CDs, Brooklyn l lousl', Brook Strel't, 
Shcpshed, Leicester, LE12 9RG by sending a cheque puyable to 'S1lvcr Service ([)s' fur £9.99 
(includes P&P) or by telephoning 01509 829301 with credit card details. Special Offer: this 
CD plus The Longwood Gardens Organ DTR9801 for £:18.99 

This CD can be ordered on line from DTR through their web site at www.dtrmusic.com 
cost $16.98 plus postage. As a special offer to Delius Society members DTR2001 can be 
purchJscd along with DlR9801 'The Parndisc Garden Michael Stairs playing Delius on 
the Longwood Gardens OrgJn' for the price of $26.00 plus postage. 

THE BEECHAM COLLECTION: Frederick Delius 
London Philharmonic Orchestra, Royal Philharmonic Orcheslrn conducted by 
Sir Thomas Beecham, London Select Choir, BBC Chorus, Roy I Jenderson, 
Olga I Ialey, Dora Labbeltc, Nancy Evans, Redvers Llewellyn 
I\ Mass of Life - Prelude, 1\11 J\rabesk, Songs of Sunset, Songs. 
SOMM-BEECHAM 8 

After my reference in the Inst issue of the ]011111al (DS] 128, p 84) lo the two 1934 
Leeds Festival recordings thut otre the chief items of interest in thi!; new CD, /\11 
/\rabesk und So11gs of Su11sct, this might seem like an answe1 lo a prayer. Why they 
should have had to wait until now to be issued is something of a mystery though 
doubtless one of the factors weighing against their release was the missing last 
side to the Songs of Sunset. Fine transfers of both works were prepared some yea1 s 
ago bul never issued. Since then, however, a copy of the missing movement has 
turned up, a fact of which the compilers of this CD unfortunately were unaware, 
as they have attempted to complete the set with They are not long, the weeping and 
the laughter taken from Beccham's 1946 studio recording of Songs of Sunset, thut 
was neither completed nor approved and had its only release in 1979 in the second 
of Lhe splendid Wor Id Reem ds Beecham Delius LP boxed sets, SI IB54. Wisely, no 
attempt has been made here Lo join this to the 1934 sides, allowing a small break 
instead. 

A degree of mystery has surrounded the whole batch of so-c.illed Leeds 
Festival recordings, only some of which were issued commercially. Even Michuel 
Gray, in his indispensable Beccl1a111: A Centenary Discography (Duckworth 1979), 
writes thal'we will probably never know the full story'. They may have been taken 
during actual public performances, but it is the absence of applause and thal big 
give-away, the audience cough, that makes one wonder whether they were special 
recordings made in Leeds Town I Iall either before 01 after the Festival 
performnnce. Excerpts from Handel's Israel in £gypt (heard in the opening 
concert), parts of Mozart's Mass in C minor, sections of Sibelius's Tempest music, 
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and a thrilling rendering of 
Borodin's Po/ovstian Dances 
have all al one time or 
another been available either 
on 78, LP or CD. Although 
the sleeve note lo this 
SOMM CD does nothing lo 
unravel the mystery, these 
Delius items wc1 e in facl 
rehearsal 'takes' that have 
remained unissued until 
now. Various acelales of 
lhcsc rehearsals, some with 
Bcccham's voice clearly 
audible both talking and (?) 
singing, have survived in 
different hands. In the case 
of Songs of Sunset, each side 
would seem lo have been a 

rn I' I ,., 1 (' . p 

lnclucling ll11is.\111•d R<'rnrd111gs 

I t<I D1 H ( ~ '11 I 

A Mw;, of 1.ifr r1clud~ 

An Arabe•k 
Soni:~ Qf Suo!,~I 
So1111~ 

Lolld<Jn Philhatmome & 
1<11y11l l'bilha11nnnic 
Orchcstlll.\ 
Sit nwrM, lkt·chJm, 
Llart , t. 11 

Koy Hcndcr\1111, b<1nlnn,• 
l>ot.r I -11bhe11e. 
Olga Haley, 
~opranns 

continuous take of one of the eight songs that make up the set, and from these it 
has been possible lo assemble a 'performance'. 

The outstanding soloists arc Olga Haley and Roy Henderson (who sings in 
both works). Al lhe risk of labouring the point il is worth reslaling here what we 
now know about these Delius recordings. When I visited Roy I Ienderson in his 
home in August 1986 (he died in March last year) l asked him about them (sec DS] 
92, p 5), and his reply was most revealing: 'Yes, Beecham was naughty there. He 
said, "We've got the recording people here .. just a rehearsal." I didn't sing out. I 
wasn't going to sing out for the recording people unless we came to a financial 
agreement. ... We weren't paid a thing for it. It was done at a rehearsal, without 
any sort of announcement.' When I invited him to talk to the Delius Society in 
April 1989 (sec DS] 101, pp 12-13), he elaborated. The evening performances (on 
two successive evenings) were to have been recorded by Columbia, but there was 
some sort of row afteiwards which prevented that from taking p lace. (Whether it 
was because Henderson was a Decca artist or because the orchestra was not to 
receive any extra pay is not clear.) Fortunately there is little evidence of Henderson 
not singing out in these rehearsals. These arc matchless performances of An 
Arabesk and Songs of Sunset (all the more poignant because Delius had died as 
1ecently as June), and if indeed as il seems they ate rehearsals, one only wonders 
what the performances must have been like. The Yorkshire Observer critic wrote of 
'music making that will stay long in our memories.' The Yorkshire Evening Post 
wrote that 'the love duct, sung by Olga Haley and Roy Henderson with 
magnificent fervour, is fit to be compared with Tristan and Isolde for intensity of 
passion', while the Birmingham Post critic could not 'remember a more lovely 
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performance than this, with Beech<1m at his most inspired and Olga I Ialey and Roy 
l lcnderson as the nearest imaginable thing lo the idc<ll soloist ' These 
'pet fotmances' on this CD live up to everything that those critics wrnte. 

Olga l lalcy knew Songs of Sunsrl well, having alre<1dy sung the work four 
times with Beecham since the 1929 Delius Festival (she was not, it seems, to 
perform il again). She bt ings an affecting portamento to her phrasing, and it is 
interesting to note that for five bars after 22 in Exceeding Sorrow she sings the first 
violins' line instead of the printed solo passage (a practice not followed in 
Bcecham's two later recordings). For Roy Henderson this was the first and only 
Lime that he sang either work, but he never thelcss brings a strong feeling of 
conviction to both works, especially lo An Am/}('Sk. The choir, identified as the 
London Select Choir as distinct from the Leeds Festival Choir, is magnificent and 
seems to be ideally balanced in its placing in what one assumes to be the Leeds 
'lbwn Hall. 

It might be of interest to include here the programme for that Festival (and I 
am indebted to Maw ice Pat ker and Tony Benson for their most scholarly tesearch). 
Dclius's Paris was also performed during the Festival but not recorded as 13cecham 
had already committed it to disc in April (for the first of the Delius Society 
volumes). The orchestra throughout was the London Philharmonic Orchestra. 

October 3 

11 a.m. 

October 3 

7.30 p.m. 

October 4 

11 a,m . 

Handel Israel in Egi;pt (excerpts) * 
Beecham 
Vaughan Williams Br11rdintr 
Sargent 
Elgar C:nixma Variations 
Sargent 
Cyril Scutt La Belle Da11w sans Mcrci 
Beecham 
f. p. Roy Henderson 
Bcrthov('n Symphony Nu 7 
Beecham 

Verdi Rrquie111 
Beecham 
Delius A11 Arabesque (*] 
Beecham 
Mozart Symphony Nu 31 
Beecham 

Mozart Mass i11 C 11111101 • 
Jk('cham 
Brahms Symphony No 2 
Brrcham 
Dyson The Blacks111itl1 
Dyson 
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October 4 

7.30 p.m. 

October 5 
11 a.m. 

October 5 

7.30 p.m. 

October 6 

11 a.m. 

October 6 

7.30 p.m. 

S1lwhus Symphony No 2 
lkccham 

Brahms Sonx of the Fates 
Beecham 
l'arry Motet: Lord, let me know mine end 
Strafford 
Sibelius '11ie Tempest excerpts 
Beecham 
Delius Songs of S1mset [*] 
Beecham 
Mozart Violin Concerto No 4 
Beecham 
Strauss Tri/ failc11spicgel 
Sargent 

/\II-Bach concert 
Sargent 

Bach Cantata No 80 
Sargent 
Brahms Piano Concerto No 2 (Schnabel) 
Sargent 
Tchaikovsky Suite No 3 
Beecham 
Borodin Polovstian Dances * 
Beecham 

Liszt Cfiristus 
Sargent 
Delius Paris 
Beecham 
Haydn Symphony No 97 
Beecham 

Handel Chandos J\nthem No 5 
Sargent 
Bach Suite in C 
Sargent 
Mussorgsky Monologue from Boris Codw1ov 
Sargent 
Wagner Die Meistersinger and Lohr11grm (excerpts) 
Beecham 

• Recorded (mostly excerpts) and issued commercially 
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The CD unfor tunntcly gels off to a bad start. It opens with the pmcly orchestral 
Prelude Lo the third section (Part Two) of A Mass of l,ifr, a 1938 Abbey Road 
recording that was not released in Beecham's lifetime and had to wait for its 
appearance until the first of the World Records LP sets, SHB32, in 1976. Here 
something has gone very wrong indeed at the beginning of this CD transfer where 
the sound is oddly distorted. It fairly soon approaches the acceptable, but its LP 
issue had no such problems and is preferable. (Incidentally the sleeve note is 
inaccurate in st<1ting that Beecham recorded this prelude twice, in 1938 and 1948. 
The later recording was of the prelude 011 tile Mountains that opens lW-tTwo of the 
Mass. The annotator seems to have followed the euot in the Index Lo Michael 
Cray's Discography. Both preludes were issued in SI IB32) Fortunately, nothing like 
this occurs in the i\ralJesk or the Songs of Sunset and the best has been done to 
produce an acceptable sound from acetates th<1t, underst<1ndably, sound a lillle 
worn in places. 

The disc is completed with Len songs sung by the inimitable Dora Labbcllc (aka 
Lisa Perli), accompanied by Beecham either conducting (Wliiflll'r ?; The Violet; 1 
Brasil; Klein Ve11cv;Q or al the piano (Le ciel rst, pm~dessus le toit; 77w Violet; lrmelin 
Rose; 1iuilight Fancies; Cradle Song; The Nightingale). Dora Labbette was a singer 
with whom Beecham had not only a professional relationship but also a very dose 
personal one. I lcr beaulif ully pure tones suit her well to these songs. As for her 
piano accompanist, the critic Neville Cardus once good humouredly described 
Beecham as 'one of the four worst pianists in the world' (the others being Ernest 
Newman, Cardus himself and'a very famous pianist' he tactfully failed to identify). 
Fenby remembered Beecham bringing Dora to Crcz and accompanying her'just as 
badly as ever'. Beccham's style of playing is nothing if not idiosyncratic All these 
recordings of the songs wete once available in the first Wor lc.l Records boxed set 
SI IB32 (1976) anc.1 very welcome they arc here, neatly packaged on CD in very 
clean transfers. 

ln conclusion, one cannot help feeling that a great opportunity has been 
missed by not including, as an appendix, some of the Leeds rehearsal takes in 
which Beecham's commentary, brief though it may be, can be heard, even if in one 
or two cases Beecham's comments come al the end of a take that may have been 
used in the 'performance'. Here is an extremely rare chance of eavesdropping on 
music· making by Delius's acknowledged supreme interpreter. Ideally one hopes 
that this CD will be reissued with the correct conclusion to the So11gs of Sunset 
sequence. But in the meantime this is an issue that, for all its faults, every Delian 
will surely wish to add to his or her collection. Il is a 'must' containing rare 
pleasures. 

Stephen Lloyd 
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HERITAGE & LEGACY 
Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Douglas Bostock 
Frederick Austin: Overture The Sea Venturers, Mc:ickenzie: Prelude to Colo111ba, 
Stanford: Overture Seamus O'Brien, Vaughan Williams: Fantasia 011 a theme by 
Thomas 1al/is, Elgar: Enigma Variations. 
RLPO LNE RLCD301 

The juslificalion fat a review of Lhis CD appearing in the Delius Society jo11rnal lies 
in its opening work. None of the composers of the remaining works had any link 
with Delius, apart, thal is, from Elgar who made that memorable journey to Grez 
in 1933. (Perhaps one should add Vaughan Williams who once insisted on playing 
the whole of his Sea Sy111pho11y through to Delius.) Frederic Austin, besides being 
an occasional visitor lo Grez, was a noted singer in his day and the first interpreter 
in England of Sea Drift. Many members will remember Mortin Lee-Browne, the 
singer's grandson, talking to the Society at the BMIC in November 1999 (sl;!e 
joumal 127 pp.38-40) and introducing his biography, Nothing so Charming as 
Musick I The lifl' a11d ti1111's of Frl'deric /\.11sti11, singer; m111poser; teacher (Thames 1999, 
reviewed in joumal 126, 
pp.55 6). 

As a composer Austin's 
name will, of course, be ever 
associated with The Beggar's 
Opera, and il was his 
misfortune that his largest 
work, Peruigilium Ve11eris for 
choms and orchestra, had its 
first performance c:it the 
same Leeds Festival as 
Walton's Belshazzar's Feast 
and was consequently 
eclipsed. But his music has 
recently been enjoying a 
small revival. His charming 
suite of Danish sketches, 
Palsgaard, was performed in 
Denmark in June 1998 in c:i 
De Ii us-Ausli n-G rain ger 
concert conducted by Bo Holten (although this was an EBU Concert and therefore 
available to all European broadcasting authorities, BBC's Radio 3 declined Lo Lake 
ill), and in September Lhal same year the ever-enterprising Robert Tucker 
programmed The Sea Venturers Overture with the Windsor Sinfonia at Eton. There 
it emerged as a work of some substance, but Lhe College I !all's acoustics were too 
reverberant for any clear judgement to be made. 
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This CD amply demonstrates that it is a wotk well worth resU_rreding. 
Completed in June 1934, it was first heard the following year, with Stanford 
Robinson conducting the London Symphony Orchestra. It has a bold, bracing 
opening full of splash and spray before relaxing lo a broad contemplative section 
thot itself gives way loo reflective period in still waters, shot through with distant 
fanfare figures. The tranquil mood is broken by a call to oction and the overture is 
brought to a vigorous and breezy conclusion. While rooted in Lhe idiom of the best 
of his fellow composers on this CD, Stanford and Mackenzie, Austin's music is 
more adventurous and forward-looking, and there is every hope that his 
impressive Symphony, first conducted in 1913 by 13alfour Gardiner, will soon be 
performed and, one hopes, recorded. The olher works make up an attractive and 
highly enjoyable disc. 

Stephen Lloyd 
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VIDEO REVIEW------------

BEECHAM: CHICAGO SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA -
20 March 1960 
Warner Music Vision: 8573-84096-3 

The second of two colour videos 
recently released by Warner Music 
Vision in their 'NVC ARTS' series of 
Sir Thomas Beecham conducting the 
Chicago Symphony Orchestra on 20 
March 1960 in televised concert 
programmes is interesting in that it 
features him conducting Delius. The 
work in question is a slightly 
shortened version of Beecham's own 
arrangement o( the second 
movement of the f/orida Suite 
entitled 011 the River, which lasts just 
under five minutes. One can clearly 
see how Beecham shapes the 
performance of the work by the 
economical but very effective use of 
his body, hands and facial 
expressions. 

The other works on the 48 
minute video arc Mcndclssohn's 
l lebrides Overture, Saint-Saens' Le 
Rouet d'Omphale and Beccham's own arrangement of music by Handel - the Love 
i11 Bath Suite.' 

The first programme, recorded a week earlier, features Haydn's Symphony No 
102 and Mozart's Symphony No. 38, and these were recorded on his last concert 
tour of Canada and the USA just over a year before he died. Although the original 
Kinescope source tapes were lost, a second generation transfer has been used, the 
picture restoration being done by Jeff Booth of Soho Images and Paul Read and the 
sound restoration was carried out at Abbey Road Studios, London by Paul Baily. 
The sleeve features a fine study of Sir Thomas, courtesy of Shirley, Lady Beecham. 

Brian Radford 
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BOOK REVIEWS-----------

MENUHIN 
Humphrey Burton, Faber, 2000, ISBN 0-571-19311-0, pp 561 

Yehudi Menuhin, surely one of the 
greal musicians of lhe 20th century, 
deserves a great biography. Delius 
Society members who attend the 
London Branch meetings will 
remember Lyndon jenkins's 
anecdotes concerning meetings 
with Menuhin, and may be 
interested in this new biography. 
Lalet in his life, the greal violinist 
perfo1 med some of Dclius's music. 
Of course it must be admitted that 
for Menuhin, Delius was not a 
major influence, as were Enescu, 
Bartok and Elgar. Menuhin clearly 
admiled Eric Fenby, as can be seen 
from the tribute he paid in The 
Delius Society journal, on the 
occasion of Fenby's 80th birthday. 

Humphrey Burton tells us that 
Menuhin sailed for Europe in May 

I Ju111phn'} P.urton 

1933, to begin preparations for his performance of Elgar's Violin Concerto in Paris, 
with the composer conducting. Georges Enescu rehearsed the orchestra, in 
preparation for this performance on 31May1933. (How interesting it would have 
been to hear Encscu conducling Elgar's music in those rehearsals!) On 30 May, 
Elgar and Fred Caisbcrg lunched with the Menuhins, before - at lhe suggestion of 
Gaisberg- visiting Delius al Grez. Burton tells us that Menuhin 'Always regretted 
turning down the invitation to join thal expedition'. 

Menuhin did not perform any of Delius's music for another forty years. In June, 
1976 he recorded the Violin Concerto and the Ooublc Concerto (with Paul 
1brtelier). The Violin Sonatas were recorded with Eric Fenby in 1978, and nine 
years later Eric Fenby produced his book Me1111hi11's I louse Of Music, which 
described Menuhin's School for musically gifted children, in Surrey. Burton tells 
us that 'Fenby came away deeply impressed', aftet visiting the school when 
preparing the book. l ic quotes the impressions of former pupils of this school, 
including'lasmin Little, which fill out the picture of Menuhin as a humane teacher 
and mentor. 

lnlercslingly at the beginning of his career, on 12 March 1926 the ten~year-old 
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Menuhin performed in a San Francisco concert conducted by Alfred I lcrtz, who 
had conducted the first major concert of Delius's music in London on 30 May 1899. 
Burton Lelis us that Heitz became a good friend of the Menuhin family. 

This biography throws up many interesting aspects of Menuhin's musical 
activilies in England, though he had many olher international musical interests, 
and clearly was a cosmopolitan musician. This is not a great biography, but it 
allempls lo give an overall picture of him. Perhaps it is loo soon lo explore all the 
musical aspects of Menuhin's life; however the book is the firsl complete life of this 
great musician. 

Paul Chennell 

THE PAINTERS IN GREZ-SUR-LOING 
A catalogue of the recent exhibition in Japan 

Between 21 October 2000 and 3 June 2001 Lhe largesl-ever exhibition of paintings 
by artists working in Crez-sur-Loing is travelling to five major Japanese museums. 
Devised by Toni Arayashiki, Lhe exhibition comprises no less Lhan 146 paintings 
drawn from collections in seven different countries. Delius Society members who 
may have read Mr Arayashiki' s essay in Frederick Delius: Music, Art and Literature 
will know that beyond being an eminent art historian he is also a great Delius 
enthusiast. Simply leafing through the magnificent catalogue gives one cause for 
regret that the exhibilion will close in June without the possibility of it being kept 
intact and brought to Europe. However, in the almost-forlorn case of any member 
wishing to sec it in its final resting- place, it will be at the Sakura City Museum of 
Art from 28 April until the dale of closure. 

That said, the possibility of sampling the experience at second hand is always 
available. 

The body of the wide-ranging catalogue is in Japanese, but a full 60-page 
translation in English of the several illustrated essays that it contains is included. 

These comprise: 

1 'The Artists' Community of Crez sur· Loing: Its Preceding History, 
Geographical Features, and Relationship with Japan', by Toni Arayashiki 

2 '" ... the incomparable thrill of things ... ": British and Irish Artists at 
Crez-sur-Loing', by Kenneth McConkey 

3 'Swedish and Scandinavian Painters at Crez sur· Loing', by Tor stcn 
Cunnarsson 

4 'The American At list in Gn~z', by William I I. Gerdts 
5 'Grcz-sur-Loing, a"Holy Land" for Japanese Painters', by Maekawa 

Masahide. 
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/\ J I IC'scltine's oil of Grez, pJinte<l ln 1882 
('J<w' I lcsdtinc, l'h1hp's undc). The origin;il is included in the japanC'se exhibition. 

Then there arc a number of shorter entries by various Japanese contributors: 
'Postcards Made in Grez', 'Japanese Painters Who Visited Grez', 'Kojima Torajiro 
and Grcz', 'Painting Landscapes in Grcz' and 'The Introduction of Western 
European Painting into Japan: The Barbizon School anc.1 the Shirakaba-ha'. The 
whole is rounded off odmirably with biographical notes on each of the main 
painters featured in the exhibition. 

The soft· cover 303 page catalogue is superbly printed and illustrated, ond it 
includes full -colour reproductions of each of the paintings on exhibition. Beyond 
this the1e a1e well ove1 a hundred suppmtivc illuslralions - in the form of other 
paintings and photographs - in both monochrome and colour (one of the 
photographs, taken by Toru Arayashiki, is of Dclius's house). The wrap-around 
cover depicts a broad detail from John Lavery' s 1884 'On the Bridge at Grcz', and 
the frontispiece consists of a two-page-spread monochrome aerial photogroph of 
Grcz. 

There arc many references to Delius and his painter friends, and one can only 
say of this beautiful book that it gives an incompa1ablc insight into the milieu m 
which Delius found himself at the end of the nineteenth centu1y. 

Lionel Cat Icy 
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< >rdl'r Dl'lails 
The Painters in Grcz-sur-Loing can be ordered direct from Ms Chieko Okamoto, The 
Japan Association of Art Museums, at the following address: 

C/u The Yomiuri Shimbun 
l 2 1, Kiyosumi 
Koto hu 
'fokyo 135 8438 
Japan 

Tel: 00 81 3 5245 7078 
Fax: 00 81 3 3820 2936 
e mail: chie0156Cqlyominet.ne.jp 

Payment instructions are given as Cheque or Remittance (payment by credit card is 
apparently not available), and the postnge paid cost is given as approximately £22. 
Tf ml'mbers wished to club together lo place a single order, for example, of three volumes, 
post paid costs should reduce to the equivalent of little more than £20 per volume, and the 
cost of a money order would also reduce proportionately. Members should enquire of 
Ms Okamoto as to exact prices, since exchange rates inevitably vary. 
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NEWS FROM AMERICA----------

Late Autumn Concerts of special interest 

Delius Society member Nora Sirbaugh p1esented a concert of uncommon interest 
on 19 Nowmber 2000, in the Music Building Concert Ilall at The College of New 
Jersey in Ewing. Repeating the success she had in Englnnd and Denmark last May, 
Dr Sirbaugh repeated four of Dclius's Danish songs sung in Danish. These were 
(to give them theil English lilies): 'Wine Roses'; 'Summer Nights (On the 
Seashore)'; 'Through long, long yenrs'; and 'I hem in the night'. These songs 
opened the program and were sung beautifully and accompnnicd with great 
sensitivity by Stephen Peet who has worked f1cqucntly with Nora in the past. 
Helpful program notes with texts ond translntions Wl're provided and must have 
been especially meaningful for the m01ny students who were present and who may 
have nevt'r heard a note of any Delius before. 

The second half opened with Nora's first petfmmnnce of Schumann's 
'Frauenliebe und Leben' notable for excellent German diction. Then the last group 
pleased eve1yone: five American folks songs by various composers or arrangers. 
Once again Nora offered an unusual program, sung in foui languages (all from 
memory), and provided her own annotations. It was an exceptional afternoon. 

The Richardson Chamber Players of Princeton University, Princeton, NJ, presented 
a rare all English conccr t on 3 December 2000, in the massive Victorian Richardson 
Auditorium. Once used for University convocations, some years ago it was turned 
into a m<ijor concert venue. The primary piece of interest for Delians was Robert 
Threlfall's arrangement of the lntm11ezzo from fe1111i11101e and Gerda for flute, oboe 
and string quartet. This was most sensitively played by J<iyn Rosenfeld, flute; Mutt 
Sullivan, oboe; Anna Lim and Sean-Avram Carpenter, violins; Ryo Sasaki, viola; 
and Amy Levine, cello. About 2~ weeks befo1e the conceit, the University called 
me asking where they could get this music. Well, I had no idea that such a version 
existed, and when I saw the piece listed in the season's brochure, I had assumed it 
might have been the Fenby trio version published by Emerson Edition. 
Fortunately, I h<id the Boosey & Hawkes Delius catalogue available and told them 
the catalogue number. As usual, the New York offices ofB&H did not have it, and 
the music had to come from London. The parts did not at tive until the Wednesday 
bdort• the Sundny pt•rfor mance. Not to worry! They players perfmmed it as if lhey 
had known it for years. This could have been the US p1cmic1c in this version. 

The rest of the program featured Bt illen's Plia11tasy for Oboe, Violin, Viola, and 
Violoncello; l lolst's 'Jrrzrtto for Flute, Oboe, and Viola; and V.-iugh.rn Williams' 011 
Wenlork Cdgc'. Tenor Frederick Urrey of the Rutgers University faculty substituted 
for the designated tenor who was indisposed with one week's notice. Fortunately, 
Mr Urrey had sung the piece several limes before, but his small voice, while 
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sl•nsillvcly cxpr L'ssiw, diminished the many plc<1sur cs of this fine work. To theit 
credit, the st1 ing players mentioned above plus pianist Elizabeth Di Felice 
accompanied cxpe1 tly and neve1 covered the singer. The Britten and Holst had 
good readings also and were rarities indeed on these shores. The only mishap in 
the concert came du1 ing a planned performance of Narcissus for solo flute and 
digital delay by Thea Musgrave (a l 988 piece). Jayn Rosenfeld started out OK, but 
when it came lime for the monkey business with the 'digital delay' the electronics 
failed completely. Despite much fiddling with cables, etc., the equipment could 
not be resurrected and the piece was scrapped fot better or worse. We'll never 
know! 

T have been to several events in the Richardson Auditorium which seats 
perhaps 500. Each lime the house was neatly filled. But I had never been to one 
of these chambe1 concc1 ts before ;.1nd have no ideu how well they draw. There may 
have been 150 people thc1 c. Whether English music scared people awoy or 
whether it was Advent Sunday with many concet ls going on all ove1 the area, I 
cannot say. I hope it was the latter. 

Bill Marsh 

DELIUS SOCIETY (PHILADELPHIA BRANCH) MEETING 
9 February 200 I, Concert opening the 25th J\nnivcrsmy yca1 of the Branch 

The Philadelphia Branch of The Delius Society p1esented the professional St. 
Mark's Chamber Choir in a program of English rruities in St. Mark's Episcopal 
Chu1ch in Philadelphia on 9 February 2001. The 12 singers were under direction 
of Dr Donald Nally, Director of Music at St. Mark's as well as chorus master of the 
Opera Company of Philadelphia, Director of the Choral Arts Society of 
Philadelphia, and director of choruses at the Spoleto Festival in Italy. 

The occasion marked several anniversaries: the lOOth anniversary of the Lady 
Chapel which was the gift of Rodman Wanamaker, son of the famed department 
store magnate, John Wanamaker and also the centenary of the birth of Gerald 
Finzi. 

The evening opened with Finzi's Welcome sweet and sacred feast with Scott 
Dettra, organist of St. Mark's, at the console. It was an exceptional performance 
noted for tonal beauty and balance. Thanks to Roger Buckley who had sent me the 
music shortly after the Fcnby Memorial Concert, we had next the U.S. premiere of 
Eric Fcnby's ve1y lovely For Music on the f.ve of Palm S1111day. Dr. Nally commented 
that both he and the singers were particularly taken wilh this piece, and I hope 
that means othe1 pet fm mances in the future. following that came a rare live 
performance of l iowells' Sequence for St Michael. All of the shading was there, and 
the three sopranos here and throughout the concert sang as if with one voice. Any 
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choir in Britain would envy them. 
The Dl'lius Socit•ty commissioned Donald Nally to write a new piece for the 

occasion, and his Isaiah VJ proved to be quite extramdinary. It was a 'site-specific' 
work but one which could be done from any choir loft. The men were stretched 
across the front of the chancel facing the altar and Nally who conducted from a 
doorway leading from chancel to chapel. The chant like lines from the men were 
overlaid by the ethereal tones of the women placed in the chapel itself. The 
audience respondc.•d warmly. 

After the interval came Scott Dettra's solo organ pe1 formance of Michael Stairs' 
arrangement of La Cali11da which, if slightly on the slow side, was beautifully 
registered on the Aeolian Skinner organ. Following that was the second 
movement from Delius's Req11iem, 'Hallelujah/La ii Allah' the only time any of 
this piece has been heard in Philadelphia. Perhaps an odd choice, given the 
political situation in so many parts of the world these days it was mmc than 
appropriate. The baritone soloist, David Fogle, w<is very fine nnd would make an 
excellent Delius baritone. The concert closed on a lighter note with Finzi's White
floweri11g Days and My lovrly one, Moeran's frislt I:legy, Grainger's fris'1 1lme from 
County Deny (which Nally thinks to be deceptively difficult to bring off), and 
Stanford's lovely 771e Blue Bird. It was an evening of exceptional beauty and one 
that will be long 1emembered. A fine reception in the rectory hosted by Pt and Mrs 
Richard Alton closed out the evening. 

Bill Marsh 
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OBITUARIES--------------

John Bishop (4 June 1931 - 5 September 2000) 

The sudden death of John Bishop al Lhe age of 69, one of Lhe musical world's most 
aclive 'back room' men, has removed from us an idiosyncratic entrepreneur who 
was devoled Lo lhe pmmolion C>f Brilish music, and who in particular helped 
rescue the music of Frank Bridge from oblivion. A more self-effacing man Lhan 
most, his imprint, Thames Publishing, over thirty years documented a musical 
generation. 

The son of a tax office manager, John Bishop allendcd Trinily School, Croydon, 
but left after only one year in the sixth form, in 1947. He took a job working for 
Shell, and remained with them for twenty five years. Among John's papers were 
schoolboy magazine layouts which for their professional style and graphic freedom 
would have been considered pioneering in their day. Although not recruited by 
Shell for an editorial job, his literary flair, and his enthusiasm for music, were soon 
recognised and he was transferred to an editorial capacity as an in-house journalist 
on the company's international magazine, reviewing books and records, and he 
was the founder editor of the company's London staff newspaper London Shell. 

This was the first of many journals started by John Bishop, mostly wo1 king 
outside his formal daily working life. Others included Sir Robert Mayer's 
magazine Youth & Music, the London Philharmonic Choir Newsletter, the Peter 
Warlock Society Newsletter and the journal 
of the RVW [Vaughan Williams] Society, as 
well as journals and newspapers for Pearl 
Assurance. 

Shell was, in fact, John's university, 
where successively he worked in 
journalism and on the design and 
produclion of a wide variety of sales 
literature and advertising. ln a company 
the size of Shell, this encompassed 
relations with advertising agencies, 
recruitment advertising, film making and 
direcl mail. Inevitably John edited his 
division's publication~ including a 
quarterly magazine and a monthly 
newsletter. The story is lold that when it 
was felt that a women's fashion and 
beauty column was necessary, John, the 
least sartorially sensitive of men, adopted 
lhe persona of "Tlelen Crosby" nnd 
successfully carried off a fashion column 
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fo1 scvc1Jl years. In 1959 he was elected a full rm~mbe1 of the t\ssocialion of 
Industtinl Editors. 

During this lime John developed his wider, mainly musical interests, writing, 
organising, singing and accompanying. In his younger days he was a composer of 
revue songs, and he met his wife the composer and pianist Betty Roe in 1953, 
when they were both contributing to an amateur theatre group. John and Betty 
were married in 1954. 

Company reorganisation at Shell in 1972 resulted in 1edundancy, and John 
moved to the Pearl Assurance Company, where he was the founding editor of the 
compony's house journal. Even at that time, out· of office activilies wcte making 
significant demands on him, and I remember having lunch with him near the 
Pearl's imposing Holborn office, when, sensing he hod over-rcoched himself, he 
gloomi ly info1 med me he had been summoned lo sec the management nftcr 
lunch. Lalet he rang in tones of childlike disbelief: "lhey'w promoted me!" He 
thus subsequently become the first monagcr of the company's new Information 
Unit producing four newspapers and magazines and a wide iange of in- house 
publications. Inevitably the pressures of multiple deadlines coupled with an 
equally stJessful programme outside resulted in John doing too much and he 
suffered a stroke in 1988. Although he recovered his faculties and returned to 
work, it was not long before he retired from the Pear I, to work on Thames 
Publishing and his other musicol octivities full time. 

It was as if he had recognised how short was the lime was left lo him, and his 
single- handed activity was that of a man possessed. fur lhcr mor c as a non driver 
(due lo a serious eye injury in early life) everything was carried out over public 
transport and without the use of a computer, indeed mostly in a characteristic 
nowing longhand. 

Early on John had recognised the importance of active promotion in giving the 
British composers of the early twentieth century their due, and he was one of the 
pioneers of the movement which, in the nineteen seventies and eighties saw 
established various societies and trusts promoting specific composers. In his work 
for the Peter Warlock Society and the Frank Bridge Trust John was a notable 
pioneer, and he seemed to know everyone, booking a1 lists and record companies 
on first nomc terms, and with his son, Simon often appearing as producer. 
Companies with which he was associated included Unicorn, Pearl and 
Continuum. 

Always a poet, writing in a wospish autobiographical vein, he eventually 
selected some four dozen from a lifetime's output of verse and they appeared in a 
slim volume, I from my small comer, in 1998. In a characle1 istically self deprecating 
introduction he remarked that he was "a little nervous to be 'coming out' as a 
heterosexual". In fact Bishop's comer was far from small, but his title underlines 
the unexpected complexity of his personality. Dwing our thirty years friendship I 
had no sense of someone with a chip on his shoulder, rother a source of greal 
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enc1gy lo whom a wide consl1lucncy o( (1iends always turned. Now looking back 
one c;;in sense that his inlolc1 Jnce o( ac;;idemi.;i possibly masked a sense of 
infctimity that he had not attended university. During his illness he wrote a last 
poem 'Outer Perspective' in which he a1 liculated this insecurity, best seen in the 
first verse: 

Spent a busy lifetime working, talking, loving 
just an average scattering of sin; 

came the realisation all too late, I fear - that I was 
always on the outside looking in. 

He seemed not to see the John Bishop all his friends and associates saw, of the 
spide1 al the centre of his wide-ranging musical web. 

Thames Publishing operated two distinct lists, one publishing music, the other 
books on music. Both concentrated on British music largely of the twentieth 
century. The music publications tended to be practical performing editions, often 
returning to print music long out of dale and unavailable. Thus there were series 
of piano music and songs by Frank Bridge, Peter Warlock, Percy Turnbull, Herbert 
I Iowells, E J Moeran, and last but far from least his wife Betty Roe. The Thames 
edition of Madeleine Dring brought most of her output to print, while Donald 
Swann's serious settings reflected a collaboration from their earliest days. The 
Dyson edition, a more recent preoccupation, had reached ten volumes when he 
died. The distinguished pianist Peter Jacob's three-volume edition of selected 
British piano music, and a six-volume collection of English song reflected other 
Bishop enthusiasms. Bishop became highly skilled at sourcing artwork for these 
reissues, creating pra.ctical working relationships with their former publishers and 
acting as the focus of a skilled network of freelance editors and typesetters. 

John Bishop recognised at an early date the importance of composer trusts in 
promoting the music of British composers of the early twentieth century. His first 
such involvement was as administrator of the Frank Bridge Trust, in partnership 
with the Royal College of Music, and il is true lo say that single-handedly he 
seized the opportunity generated by Benjamin Brillcn's championship ofBridgc in 
the late 1960s, and working with various record companies and publishers was 
responsible for the return of the music of Bridge to an active place in the repertoire 
today. Later he also became the non-voting administrative secretary of the Sir 
Arnold Bax Trust. 

In the late 1980s he worked with the late Christopher Palmer. Bush's practical 
editorial skills helped Palmer articulate the mass of mate1ial that became one of 
Thames's most distinguished publications, his Herbert Howells: a ccntentary 
celebration. I laving previously published Palmer's anthology of Sir George Dyson's 
writings and talks on music, Dyson's Delight, after Palmer's death in January 1995 
Thames issued his short study, George Dyson man and music. A constant visitor to 
the ailing Palmer during his last illness he was with him until his premature death. 
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By now John 13ishop had assumed Palmer's active mantle in prnmoling thl' music 
of Sir George Dyson, becoming the Adminisltato1 of the Dyson 'II ust, nnd quickly 
organising the issue of CDs, the re-public'1tion of out of print music, the 
promotion of the man and his music. 

In parallel with the music, Autolycus Publicntions was estnblished to publish 
poetry, stimulated by an early success when his edition of AS J '!Cssimond's poems 
Not lovr prthaps ... received an extended eulogy from Bernard Levin in 77U' Ttmes 
which generated an active and enthusiastic audience. Unfortunately this was not 
always the case with slim volumes of poetry. 

John was a distinguished anthologist in his own right, his first collection Wise, 
Wa11to11, Wo111a11/y appearing from John Bakc1 in 1967 who wc1c so plc'1sed with it 
they published a second anthology Music & Swrrt Portry the following year. This 
has been since been twice re issued by other publishers. Later, with Virginia 
Broadbent, came an anthology of verse about London Lo11do11 Brtwre11 the Lines 
- and in 1998 he collaborated with Emma Marshall in one final collection Nocturne: 
a verse anthology about 11igf1t which, with a dedication to"Benjamin Britten and his 
'Nocturne"', was issued by Autolycus Press bringing full circle a lifetime's 
fascination with English verse and its setting to music. 

It is not possible to mention even an adequate selection of Thames publication, 
but they included autobiographies and personal memoirs of figures as varied as Sir 
'lhomas Armstrong, James Blades, Thomas Dunhill, Sir Keith Faulkner, Howard 
Ferguson, Cecil Gray, Inglis Gundry, E J Mocnm, Robin On and Thomas Pitfield. 
Generally these appeared in paperback, but one of his first hardback successes was 
Dawn Redwood's flrckrr and Delius, her pioneering study of the making of I lassan, 
in 1978. Other notable recent Thames achievements include a four volume 
collected cdilion of Pete1 Wai lock's w1 ilings about music, Stephen Lloyd's edition 
of Eric Fcnby's writings about Delius and, probably Thames's most handsome 
book Anthony Baden's study of the Parry family The Parrys of t/1c Goldc11 Vale. 

Although he long confessed to having no religious belief, John Bishop's musical 
activilies were focused on St James Church, Norlands, W 14, where his wife Betty 
Roe was long organist; where they were married in 1954; where they produced 
innumerable musical events over nearly 50 years; and, where over 250 people 
attended his funeral on 18 September 2000. Characteristic of John, the punctilious 
editor, he had thought to send us a message written and signed by him a fortnight 
before he died, ending"Please enjoy your lives after I have gone, and know l was 
the better for knowing you." 

John Bishop's illness came at the climax of his most active period and from his 
hospital bed he supervised the publication of his last titles the late Nancy Bush's 
memoirs of her husband the composer Alan Bush, Stephen Varcoe's practical 
handbook Sing [nglish Song, another substantial practical performer's manual Thr 
Choral Singer's Companion by Ronald Corp, Richard l\lston's pioneering biography 
of the conduct01 Norman de! Mar, and Living With Voices, the autobiography of the 
composer and choir trainer Arthur Oldham. 
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I altcndcd a Dyson Trust meeting with him on 27 June when he remarked on 
some stomach problems; soon he was in hospital, colon cancer diagnosed, the 
ope1alion finding il had spread. I le ncve1 rcally recovered und literally faded away 
in a matter of wceks. By pure serendipity, on the day John Bishop died, his latest 
catalogue was received by those on the Thames mailing list; a remarkable tribute 
Lo his vision. John would surely have approved. The London Choral Society 
dedicated to his memory their performance of Delius's A Mass of Life, last October, 
in which he had hoped to sing. 

Lewis Foreman 

Lewis Furcm;.in's obituary of John Bishop first appeared in 71rr /11drpend('11t on 29 September 
2000. We are grateful Lo The Independent for permission to use it here and lo Lewis for 
revising it for the jmmwl. 

Eusebius Fredrick Weaver (1927 - 2000) 

Music to Dad was his life and the most complete form of communication. A gifted 
pianist; he studied piano and played every day of his life exploring all types of 
music and building an extensive collection of recordings. 

He was a lover of modern jazz and never found any difficulty in moving 
between classics and jazz; in fact he found so many links. He didn't draw lines 
between his music, so Bax, Shostakovitch or Debussy tracks often followed Jarrett, 
Hersch and Miles Davis. However, the key inspirations in his private world of 
music were always Bill Evans, the legendary Jazz pianist, and Delius. Il is not a 
coincidence that there arc two pictures on the wall above his piano, those of Delius 
and Bill Evans. 

Dad met Evans on a number of occasions at Ronnie Scott's in London and in 
America at various concerts. He collected all his recordings and became an 
authority on his life and music. Evans, regarded as one of the greatest jazz 
pianists, became a leading exponent of tonal and chromatic jazz improvisation and 
always admilled to the influence of modern classic composers, including Debussy 
and Delius. Evans wrote to Dad not long before his death in the 1970s. The letter 
was with him always. 

Many people in The Delius Society may nol have known my father. I Ic was a 
private man who adored Lhe music of Delius, and whilst he enjoyed talking to 
people about music, listening and playing moved him into a private world he so 
enjoyed. Many times during u concert he would look at me and smile; he was 
sharing that special experience. I Ie first did that with me when he asked me to 
listen to his music when l was eight years old and he was doing it 40 years later in 
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the concert we attended a week before his death. 
During a trip awny from home last year Dad sent me a postcaid depicting'ln a 

summer garden' - Delius's house in Grcz-sur· Loing in the 1920's from a painting 
by Ray Osborne, on which he wrote 'Maybe you think like me, isn't this one 
beautiful painting? Love Dad'. 

During one visit last year when I went upstairs to his music room he was sitting 
as usual with his earphones on and eyes closed. I put my hand on his shoulder 
and he looked up and said, "Listen to this". It was the Delius 'Composer of the 
Week' recmdings he had made from Radio 3. 

Dad passed away suddenly on 4 November. We played Delius at his funeral 
and it wasn't difficult to pick out recordings since he loved so much of his music. 
It seemed so fitting that much of what we wanted to say nbout Dad, his life and 
our love for him was done through the music that became part of him. 

I have taken on his membetship ofThe Delius Society. 

Nick Weaver 
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THE DELIUS SOCIETY AND 
THE FEDERATION OF RECORDED MUSIC SOCIETIES LTD 

l11c Fcdcralton of Recor dcd Music Societies Ltd (FRMS) is the central organisation 
that administers lo the many recorded music societies that are established 
throughout Great Britain. The Delius Society is an affiliated member of the FRMS, 
for which we pay an annual affiliation fee. One of the main benefits of this 
n1rnngcmcnt is that the Society can play recordings at public gatherings of our 
members, which might be subject to copyright (cg. the majority of commercial 
recordings), without having to pay specific royalties via an individual licence for 
each meeting. This is done under an ag1eemcnl with the Performing Rights 
Society, whereby the FRMS pays a group fee which covers any copyright liabilities 
fo1 its affiliates. Although we arc already covered fo1 ou1 London meetings at the 
BMIC by a scpmatc anangemenl, our affiliation is an important asset as far as the 
Midlands, the West of England, or for any other Delius Society Branches that might 
be established in the future are concerned. 

The FRMS P1csident is Edward Greenfield OBE and al their recent AGM 
at Durham, a new Board of Directors was elected under the chairmanship of Mr 
Allan Child of the Derby RMS; the new Secretary is Peter Lerew replacing Marjorie 
Williamson, who has been appointed a Vice President. We are kept in regular 
contact with FRMS affairs, via their twice yearly Bulletin and occasionally 
published News Sheets. Should any member wish to know more, please write to 
me, as I have recently taken over as the Society's FRMS Liaison Officer from Derek 
Cox. My address is at the front of the foumal. The Chairman, Roger Buckley, felt 
Lhal you should all know why we arc affiliated to the fRMS, hence the purpose of 
this brief mticle. 

Anthony Lindsey 
I Tono1 ary Secretary 
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'Delius near the Alhambra' 
Last summer long standing member Alex McLaren who lives in Tasmania sent a 
cutting from ABC Magazine, which includes radio listings for ABC Radio in 
Australia. On the schedule for 4 July was an interesting item: Graeme Koehne, 
Nocturne 2 'Delius near the Alhambra'. Fortunately, Paul Guinery managed to get 
me a copy of this track, which is taken from a CD of orchestral music by the same 
composer. A search on the Internet provided more in for ma lion, and revealed the 
popularity of this piece of music in Australia. limn in 1956, Koehne won the 1982 
Australian Composers Award, and his current projects include a children's opera, 
and new wrnks for Sydney Symphony Orchestra, Austrnlian String Quartet, and 
Australian Ballet. 

The subtitle 'Delius near the Alhambra' evidently comes from a critic's 
disparaging rematk describing one of Koehne's earlier wmks; which we can only 
assume he took as a compliment! The nocturne itself is just over six minutes long 
and is hauntingly beautiful. The reference to the Alhambra is interesting as well -
obviously owing more to the Moorish feel of the music rather than the Alhambra 
(T'heatre) in Bradford! I have written to Mr Koehne but as yet have not had a reply; 
when I do I will be able to tell members more. 

The track can be found on the CD 'POWERHOUSE': Graeme Koehne -
Adelaide Symphony Orchestra conducted by Janos foist ABC 442 349-2. I have 
tried to order this from Tower Records but it appears lo be out of stock with the 
distr ibulor. If any member has more success in finding a copy perhaps they could 
let me know. It is well worth listening to. 

Fen by Gardens 
/\s reported in the last Newsletter, Mike Lester has told us that Scarborough 
Council have decided to name a street in honour of our late President Eric Fenby. 
Fcnby Gardens is on the site of the demolished Lisvane School, where Roger 
Fenby taught for a while. Al present the site is under construction and we will 
inform members when the street has been officially named. 

Mike also tells me that he was recently interviewed on BBC Radio York about 
local history for a magazine type progr<"tmme, and as his music request at the close 
of the broadcast chose The Walk to tlie Pamdic;e Garden. 

Delius on 'Songs of Praise'! 
Difficult to believe but true. On Sunday t\ rebru<11y 2001, 'Songs of Praise' on 
Bl3C1 came from Bradford, and on a link between hymns, mention was made of 
the Life Force Exhibition in the city which had a section entitled 'Bradford Firsts' 
featuring local born celebrities such as J B Priestley and Frederick Delius. I Jowever 
strange it was to hear FD mentioned on a religious programme, later investigation 
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p1 owd llw Lifl' Frncc link to bl' L'VL'n mrn c odd. Sc.;11rhing on the Inlcrncl I 
discovered that Life force was the user f1 iendly name of The National Millennium 
Faith Experience created by Bradford Cathedral wilh funding from the National 
Lottery. What would fD have made of his inclusion in this? 

T Iowcvcr, we will not all be ublc lo rush lo sec his lifc-sizc'staluc' there. Thanks 
to Bradford member, Derck Bell, about to investigate further, who spotted Lhe 
information in The Guardian on 14 February; we have discovered lhat the 
exhibition is now closed because of lack of visitors. Evidently only 62 people went 
for lhe'failh' experience and lo see Delius, Priestley et al during the opening week! 

Great Recordings of the Century 
EMT have recently reissued on CD the stereo 
recordings made in London in 1956 and 
1957 of Sir Thomas Beecham conducting 
some of Delius's best-loved works. Tracks 
on the disc include Brigg Fair, Dance 
Rhapsody No 2, and 011 Ileari11g the First 
Cuckoo in Spri11g, and the excellent insert 
notes have been written by Vice President 
Lyndon Jenkins. Our Presidenl Felix I! 
Aprahamian, who is perhaps lhe only 
person left to have met both Delius and ~ 
Beecham, has very kindly offered to review 
this for the next issue of the journal. 
A recent review by The Guardia11 
recommended lhis CD with the comment that, 'anyone who wants just a single 
disc of Delius in lheir collection need look no further'. 
CDM 5 67552 2 (USA: CDM 5 67553 2) EMI Classics: Great Recordings of the 
Century: Delius: Orchestral Works: Beecham) 

Fenby's father 
Mike Lester of Scarborough has interestingly informed the Editor that on recently 
being given some old Melhodist magazines he discovered a reference to Eric 
Fenby's father in a copy dating to 1906 (the year that Eric was born). Evidently, on 
the 7 November 1906, Herbert Fcnby is mentioned in the review of a Sacred 
Concert given al the Wesleyan Chapel in Cayton. Mr Fcnby performed the songs 
'Overwhelmed in depths of woe' and 'Flight of ages'. 

Sisley painting ? 
Ray lnkster, whose article on Lhe paintet Alfred Sisley and Frederick Delius 
appears in this Journal, would be very pleased to hear from anyone who may know 
which painting of Sisley's was owned by Delius. If any membc1 can help with this 
enquiry, could they let me know and I will pass on the information to Ray. 
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Delius the 'friend and admirer'? 
Richard Kitching, Chairman of the Midlands Branch, came ,moss the following 
reference to lJelius in the book, The Swgro11 of Crowthomr by Simon Winchester (p 
35/6): 
' .... one of the most amazing men ofVictorian England: the half mad scholar-gypsy 
who was secretary of the Philological Society, Frederick Furnivall ..... among his 
friends and admirers he could count Alfred Lord Tennyson, Charles Kingsley, 
William Mo11is, John Ruskin ...... and the Yorkshire boin composer Frederick 
Delius'. 

Can anyone throw any light on this? 

Delius Sculpture 
Artist, sculptor and Society member, Rolf Jordan has produced a number of small, 
solid busts of various composers such as Elgar, Vaughan Williams etc. and during 
this winter has been working on a bust of Delius. These busts rue sculpted and 
cast entirely by hand and finished to an excellent quality. They arc approximately 
160 x 70 x 70 mm and will be ideal for placing on CD shelves or bookends and of 
course will make an excellent gift! They normally retail around £40 however if 
there is sufficient interest from our membership they will be offered at a 
substantial discount. The finished sculpture will be available in early summer but 
if you feel you will be interested please contact Stcwurt Winstanley by letter or 
email now and make a reservation. (address details at front of foumaQ. 

Working model of the Delius bust (to be finished in Bronze effect) 
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President 'in conversation' 
On the 16 Dcccmbc1 2000, ou1 P1csidcnt Felix Aprahamian was ' in conversation' 
wilh Michael Berkeley in a pre-concert talk at the Wigmore Hall, London. I le 
spoke about his personal memories of the many concerts he has attended there. 
The programme lhat followed (which sold out) consisted of pieces premiered there 
by the composers Finzi, Britten and Elgai~ and the performers were the Nash 
Ensemble. 

'New' Delius works ! 
l expect there were many members who, having consulted the Radio Times, 
listened attentively to Radio 3 on Sunday 7 January to hear the premiere of Songs 
of a Summer Night 011 the River ! Congratulations to Stephen Lloyd for being the 
first member to contact me <ibout this - I should have arranged for it to be 
reviewed! 

And, Stewart Winstanley recently had an email query from someone asking 
about a recording of On Tlearing the first Kookoo in Spring!! 

Delius relation? 
Amongst the numerous emails that our Treasurer and Membership Secretary, 
Stewart Winstanley, received recently was one from an American lady who 
researching her own family history had come across the name Delius in a 
telephone directory dated 1890. Searching for her own relatives, called Dempsey, 
she had found a reference to a George Delius on the same page, listed in Spokane 
City Directory, Washington, USA. What had caught her attention though was lhe 
information with regard lo his profession. George Delius was listed as' Instructor 
violin and string instruments, Spokane Conservatory of Music, res 908 S Madison'. 
Any relation? 

Ornithological tributes to Delius and Harrison 
Brian Radford, who with his wife Jo recently visited Delius's grave at Limpsfield, 
has sent in this photograph of two of the kneelers from St Peter's Church. One is 
dedicated to Delius - with the'First Cuckoo' of course! - and the second to Beatrice 
Harrison with cello, nightingale and reference to Staffhurst Wood, presumably 
where they could be heard locally ? 
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'Chloe' - on record, and in the book 
George Little in his last Newsletter drew attention to the song composed by Gus 
Kahn/Neil Moret sharing his new granddaughter's name. The coincidence of the 
lyrics is fascinating, but further investigation has made the whole subject even 
more intriguing. 

The song was composed in 1927, and I have discovered that amongst the 
earliest, and possibly the first recording, was made by Paul Whiteman on Monday 
27 February 1928 in New York. The vocalist was Austin Young, but perhaps more 
inte1estingly, the a1range1 was Ferde Crnfe, who as George points out in his 
'American Connections' article in DS] 127 was 1 esponsible for the orchestration of 
Cershwin's Rhapsody in Blue and was enthusiastic about the music of Delius. The 
recording was r eleascd on the Victor label on 29 June 1928. 

This, of course, docs mean that it is perfectly possible that Delius in fact heard 
Whiteman's 'Chloe', either on record or the radio. The pmbability of this to me, 
was increased when on recently re reading John Bird's Gmi11ge1, I discovered that 
Crainger'had expressed a g1eat liking for the sophisticated jnzz produced by such 
men ns Paul Whiteman, Ben Pollack and Duke Ellington'. (p 240) Could he have 
acquainted Delius with the song and the recording? Duke Ellington did record 
'Chloe' as well but not until 1940. Jazz enthusiasts may be interested to know that 
the Whiteman recording featured Bix Beidcrbecke. (It was possible nt the time of 
writing lo downlond this track from the Internet, but this may not now be possible) 

And the puzzle ns to where Ilarry T Moore acquired the inf01 mation on Chloe 
to include in his biography of D H Lawrence continues. Members, who may have 
tried to check this f ot themselves, will have found that the reference to Chloe docs 
not appear in the early edition under the title The Tnt£'/ligent I lea rt published in 
1955; but by the lime of the reprint in 1974 as Tiu.> Priest of Love, the information is 
there. Docs this mean that Moore discovered the information in the intctVcning 
years - and if so where, or from whom? Unfm tunately, as he docs not write with 
specific references we do not know at the moment. 

'If you like that, you'll like this' 
Members who happened to be tuned in to Classic FM at midday on Sunday 18 
February, will have been fortunate lo discover il two hour long programme 
presented by David Mellor devoted totally to the music of Delius. Mr Mcllor's 
adlib style of presentation made this Classic FM tribute to the composer infinitely 
more enjoyable and informative thnn last year's effort in the 'Great Composers' 
series. It is just unfortunate that it was not listed in the Radio Times, <:1nd so was 
probably missed by a great deal of Dclians. 

'Madder Music, Stronger Wine' 
Several members including Brian Radford and Bill Marsh, have drawn my 
attention to the recent biography of Ernest Dowson entitled Madder Music, 
Stronger Wine: The Life of £mest Dowson, Poet and Decadent by Jad Adams. The book 
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has had t•xcdlt.'nt tt.'Vit.'ws on both sides of tlw Atl.mt1c, .md in vit.'w of the fact that 
Delius was inspired by the words of this poet, may well be worth tracking down. 
(published by LB. Taurus: available in paperback from May 2001) 

And, whilst on the subject of Dowson, Alan Gout has written lo point out that 
Dowson's Jine,'T have been faithful to thee, Cynara, in my fashion' as well as being 
used by Delius may also have influenced Cole Porter. In the musical Kiss me Kate, 
Lois Lane excuses herself to Bill Calhoun with 'but, I Jm alwoys true to you, darlin', 
in my fashion'. 

Presentation to Robert Threfall 
Al the London meeting held al Lhe BMJC on 6 Februa1y 2001, Lionel Carley on 
behalf of the Nmwegian National Music Collection presented Robert Threlfall 
with a facsimile manuscript of Grieg's Piano Concerto. This was in recognition of 
his work on Lhe Complete Wotks of Frederick Delius, which had been presented 
by the Delius Trust to the Norwegian Ambassador on 22 January 2001. 

Danish Songs at the Guildhall School 
Raymond Rogers writes: it was a delight to hear recently at the Guildhall School 
of Music and Drama a member, Ilelen Withers, perform Delius's 'Five Songs from 
Lhe Danish'wilh Magnus Gilljam at the piano. She introduced each song (sung in 
German) with a few appropriate words setting the scene. Her delivery with full 
voice range and graceful confidence promises a not-to-be-missed performance 
with Olli Chairman as pianist at the Three Choirs Festival. 

George Shearing in Australia 
On a recent visit to Australia, our member and celebrated jazz pianist, George 
Shearing, accompanied by his wife Ellie, paid an impromptu visit to the Grainger 
Museum. Spending an hour and a half there, he enthralled the small audience 
with his interpretation of works by Delius, Rachmaninoff, Cyril Scott and Grainger, 
played on the Bliithner baby grand piano and the Kaps upright that was Percy 
Crainger's childhood piano. Thanks to Lionel Carley for this information. 

Delius in Hell 
Dennis Middlebrooks of Brooklyn, N.Y., writes: It may interest you to know that 
Frederick Delius has a prominent entry in Warren A Smith's recently released 
tome, Who's Who in I Tell (Barricade Books, 2000, USA). He is described as a non
believer. The book lists famous freethinkers of various stripes, past and present. 
Inclusion is not meant as an insult, but a compliment! Many other composers arc 
listed, e.g. Verdi, Wagner, R. Strauss, Brahms, and Mahler. I h<ive always liked 
Delius and his music...now I like him even morel 
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Dclius's music at Limpsfield Music Millennium Fair 
On 23 June the Committee of St Peter's Church in I 1mpsficld, where Delius 1s 
buried, arc holding a special music event at which the theme will be his music. 
Celebrations will take place in the village near the church, and the organisers 
would welcome hearing from any music groups or individuJls who might be 
interested in taking part. 
Email address: john.bilcs@lgrcenstrcctgrccn.bromley.sch.uk 

Special Offer from Somm Recordings 
Enclosed with this Journal is the current catalogue for SOMM recordings. Delius 
Society members can order any CD from it fo1 the discount price of £10 each 
including P&P (overseas £12) by sending a cheque payable to 'Somm Recordings' 
to: Somm Recordings, 13 Rivcrsdale Road, Thames Ditton, Surrey, KT7 OQL Tel: 
0208 398 1586 Fax: 0208 339 0981 (credit cards not accepted) Overseas members 
arc recommended to send either a cheque in pounds sterling, international money 
order, or to order on the web site. 
Email: sales@lsomm-recordings.demon.co. uk 
Website:www.somrnrccmdings.dcmon.co.uk 

Newsletter No 12 - July 2001 
Please can members send all items for inclusion in the above to George Little, 
Newsleller Edilor. The latest dale for receipt of copy is 1 June 2001. 

The Delius Society Journal No 130 
The next edition of the Journal is due lo be published in October 2001. The last 
dale for receipt of copy will be 1 September. 

STOP PRESS 
Video release of 'Song of Summer' 
As we go to press, Anthony Lindsey tells me that the British Film Institute will 
release the 1968 BBCIV film Song of Su111111er directed by Ken Russell, on video and 
DVD at the beginning of September. This film, which was shown originally in the 
Omnibus series, stars Max Adrian as Delius, and Chi is top her Gable as Eric Fenby. 
Also due to be released at the same time is the other Ken Russell classic film about 
Edward Elgai. We can only wonder why it has taken so long fur this to happen. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR--------

From Robert Matthew Walker: 
Tn Lhe Sp1 ing 2000 issue of The Delius Society joumal, George Little asks if it were 
possible that Gershwin had heard Dclius's Piano Concerto prior lo writing the 
Rhapsody in Blue, commenting on possages in both works which ore similar. 

George mentions the performance of Dclius's Concerto by Percy Grainger on I:! 
January 1922, with the New York Symphony Orchestra. The conductor on that 
occasion was Albert Coates and the performance took place in New York's Aeolian 
I fall; but George is incorrect in claiming this as the American premierc of the 
work. 

Grainger had already given the American premiere of Delius's Piano Concerto, 
at Carnegie Hall with the New York Philharmonic under Josef Stransky, on 26 
November 1915. 

Therefore, with two performances of the Concerto having taken place in New 
York in just over six years, both played by Grainger, it is more than probable that 
Gershwin heard either one, or both, of them. We know that he attended many 
concerts in the 1910s, and he was 17 al the time of the Philharmonic performance. 
It is less likely that Grafe had heard the earlier performance, for at that time (aged 
23) he was working for much of the time in Los Angeles. However, his family lived 
in New York, where Grafe was born, so it is possible that he and Gershwin heard 
Grainger play the work twice before the Rhapsody Tn Blue wos written. 

From Tony Watts: 
Paul Guinery in his letter (Delius Society journal No 128), suggests that a certain 
Cole Porter song is 'probably the only instance of Delius being mentioned in the 
lyrics of a popular song!' In fact there is a song !Jy Kate Bush, which not only 
mentions Delius but also actually takes the Delius Fenby partnership as its 
unlikely theme. I've forgotten the title, but have a clear memory of Kate Bush, on 
television, telling how she had wanted to write this song about her "favourite 
composer, Frederick Delius". 

Another rare appearance of a Delius reference in populist culture, which other 
Dclians may have missed, was in Victoria Wood's 1V show'The Dinner Ladies'. I 
couldn't make oul what dinner ladies were doing discussing the myth of the blind 
paralysed composer, but a rather contrived joke emerged hinging on the pun 
"Delius myth" (Delia Smith). Groan! 

On the subject of broadcasting, I'd like to join Christopher Redwood in his 
criticism of Classic FM. Particularly irritating is the cuncnt commercial in which 
the opening of the first Cuckoo mutates into one of Salie's Gymnopodies (both 
beautiful pieces in themselves, of course). Regarding Classic PM's 'The Great 
Composers: Delius' (inferior in every way to Paul Guinery's recent Radio 3 
programme), Christopher might also have mentioned the fact that they somehow 
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managed lo play La Cali11da twice in succession first as part of the florida Suite 
and, immediately after the break, as the dance from Koa11ga apparently not 
having realized that it wus the same piece of music! 

From E Michael Jackson: 
1 was interested to read James McCarthy's review of the three recent Naxos re
issues of all the pre war Beechnm 78s and was surprised that he made no mention 
of the previous CD re issues by the Beechnm 11 ust (2 discs) and Dutton 
Laboratories (1 disc). I feel sure most members will have these three earlier CDs 
and, like me, will have now made comparisons with the latest Naxos 
reincarnations. 

I have to repmt after looking forward to possible further improvements 1 found 
them very disappointing; in fact a travesty would not be loo strong a word. The 
first Cuckoo is the only common work to all three formats and to play the three 
versions one after the other is quite illuminating. The first re issue was by Anthony 
Griffith for the Beecham Trust and is more or less a straight trnnsfc1 complete with 
surface noise and a minimum of tinkering with the old masters. The same item 
appears on the Dutton disc, which was remastered using the CEDAR process, and 
is considerably clearer with less surface noise but retaining the original sound 
characteristics. In the Naxos, however, which also uses the CEDAR technique, the 
sound appears out of focus as though the various strands of music have been 
separated out, reworked on the computer and rcassemblcc.l giving a disjointed 
effect, and very disconcerting it is too. The bass is muffled and the total very one 
dimensional. Also there arc peculiar effects, which can only be described as sudden 
swges alternating with recessions. In place of the usual shellac surface hiss there 
arc rumbling noises akin lo distant underground trains. 

One of the most puzzling things about these new discs is the fact that the 
timings of some of the works vary markedly from the older discs, e.g. the Naxos 
Brigg fair is 13.45 whilst the Beecham Tt ust Brigg fair is 14.46 a full minute less! 
I know computers can do ma1vellous things but lhis is ridiculous. It is not a 
misprint on the notes and I have checked the timings on a stopwatch. Several 
other items arc also out; Paris is half a minute less for instance. I do not think 
Delius and Beecham have been best served by Naxos on this occasion. 
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DELIUS RADIO LISTINGS---------

FOR SEPTEMBER 2000 lo FEBRUARY 2001 

Scplembc1 

October 

December 

January 

Thursday 7, Radio 3 
Violin Sonata No 2 
Tasmin Lillie (violin), Piers Lane (piano) 

Saturday 9, Radio 3 
Last Night of lhe Proms 
The Walk to tlte Paradise Garden 
BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by Sir Andrew Davis 

Thursday 19, Radio 3 
Brigg Fair 
North Cou11t1y Sketches 
BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by Sir Andrew Davis 

Friday 27, Radio 3 
l11ter111ezzo 
Ju lists not listed 

Monday 11, Radio 3 
The Walk to the Paradise Garden 
BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by Sir Andrew Davis 

Thursday 21, Radio 3 
Violin Sonata No 2 
Arlisls nol listed 

Sunday 24, Radio 3 
Sleigh Ride (Winter Night) 
Artists not listed 

Sunday 7, Radio 3 
A DancP Rhapsody 
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra conducted by Richard 
Hickox 
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February 

Sunduy 7, Rudio 3 
J\it 1111d Dance 
Songs of a S11111111t'r Night 011 the> Rivc>1 (sic) 
New London Orchestra conducted by Ronald Corp 

Monday 15, Radio 3 
Violin Concerto 
Stephen B1yant (violin), 
BBC Symphony 01chestra conducted by Vernon I landley 

Monday 29 January, Classic l"M 
In a S1m1111rr Garden 
LSO conducted by Barry Wordsw01 lh 
Violi 11 Sonata in B 
Tasmin Little (violin), Piers Lime (piano) 
North Coimtty Sketches 
Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra conducted by Richard 
f Iickox 

Monday 12 Februa1y, Radio 3 
Brigg Fair 
BBC Symphony Orchestra conducted by Sir Andrew Davis 

Sunday 25, Classic FM 
'The Great Composers' -Anne-Marie Min hall celebrates the 
genius of Delius 
(artists not listed in Radio Times repeal from 13 August 2000 
for details sec DSJ 128) 
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THE DELIUS SOCIETY AGM 
AND SOCIAL GATHERING 2001 

The 2001 Society ACM and Social Gathering will be held in conjunction with'The 
Three Choirs Festival' al Gloucester, during the weekend 18 to 20 August 2001. 
The focal point will be an opportunity to attend a performance of A Mass of Life 
given by the Philharmonia Orchestra, together with the Choirs of Gloucester, 
Hereford ond Worcester Cathedrals, conducted by Richard Hickox. Our social 
events will be based at The Hatherley Manor Hotel, Gloucester. You will all have 
seen my descriptive article in the last journal and full coverage of our plans, 
together with the appropriate booking forms were published in Newsletter 11. 

Your reservolions have been flooding in and it looks like being another very 
successful weekend. If you have not yet responded and arc keen to come, do 
please write lo me as soon as you can; my address is in the front of this journal. 
I have already responded to all of you who have nlready booked and full details of 
the events we have planned, together with menu choices and other general 
information will be included in your ACM Weekend Brochure, which I will be 
sending out in late May. Do not delay - if you wish to nttend, please let me know 
as soon as possible. 

Anthony Lindsey 
Honorary Secretary 
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS~~~~~~~~-

The Edilot is graleful lo Miss Marjmie Dickinson, Secretary Lo the Delius Ti ust, for 
assistance in compiling the following listing. She would be grateful lo heor from 
any member who knows of an event suitable for future inclusion in this column. 
(email: Janei\rmourChelu@>aol.com) Please note that some of the events htive 
already taken place; they are included for the sake of establishing as complete a 
record as possible. 

2000 

Wednesday 4 October at 1.00 pm 
Town Hall, Kendal, Cumbria 
Kendal Midday Concert C'lub 
Quartet 1888 
The Bridge Qurutel 

Saturday 25 November at 7.30 pm 
St Paul's Church, Sale, Cheshire 
Aqua relies 
Sale Chamber Orchestra conducted by Jonathan Brett 

2001 

Saturday 27 January at 8.00 pm 
The Pump Room, Bath 
The Balh Recital Artists Trusl 
The Real Millennium Concerl 
Sonata No 2 for violin and piano (arranged fo1 viola by 1htis) 
Juliet Joplin (viola) 

Saturday 24 February 
Philharmonic Hall, Liverpool 
Violin Concerto 
Tasmin Little (violin), RLPO conducted by Sir Chailcs Mackerras 
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l"hursd..iy 1 lo S.1lu1duy 3 Match 
The 41st Annual Delius Festival 
Delius Association of flmida 
Jacksonville, flmida 
Thursday Opening Event: ln11eli11 Prd11de, 011 I /caring the First Ct4rkoo in Sp1i11g, 
'fivo Aquafflll's, The Walk to the ParadiSi' Garden, A Song Before Sunrise played on 
the organ. 
Friday concert includes piano transcription of Dance Rhapsody No 2 and Fantastic 
Dance plus the premicre of Delius FanctJ by Gary Smatl for flute, horn, cello and 
piano 

Thursday 15 March ot 7.15 pm 
DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING 
British Music Information Centre, 10 Stratford Place, London Wl 
/\Ian Rowlands presents a programme of piano l1anscriplions of 3 Delius works 
and also w01 ks by John Ireland 

Saturday 17 March at 6.30 pm 
DELIUS SOCIETY (MIDLANDS BRANCH) MEETING 
Sue and Roger Cotton, 50 Broadgatc, Beeston, Nollinghom 
Thul Guincry presents more historic items from the BBC archives 

Saturday 17 March at 2.30 pm 
DELIUS SOCIETY (WEST OF ENGLAND BRANCH) MEETING 
Archbishop Cranmer School, Cranmer Road, Taunton 
'Good Friends Bantock and Delius' - a Lalk by Ron Bleach. Joint meeting with 
lhe Elgor Society, South West Branch 

Sunday 18 March at 7.30 pm 
Caslle Manor School, Eastern Avenue, Haverhill, Suffolk 
Maud 
Haverhill Sinfonia conducted by Kevin Hill 
Soloist: David Curry 

Sunday 18 March at 7.30 pm 
Jacksons Lane Theatre, Jacksons Lane Community Centre, Highgate, London N6 
SAA 
Music Past & Present, Chagall Trio 
Sonata No 2 for Violin and Piano 
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'H.tesday 20 March 
DELIUS SOCIETY (PHILDELPHIA BRANCI I) MEETING 
Cosmopolitan Club, Latimer Street, Philadelphia 
Guest of honour: Sil Andrew Davis 

Sunday 8 April at 4.30 pm 
DELIUS SOCIETY (WEST OF ENGLAND BRANCH) MEETING 
Winswood House, Crcditon, Devon 
Sakuntala and other songs - performed by Christopher Redwood and Robert 
Threlfall 
Members wishing to attend must contact Chi istopht•r on 01823 432734 for 
availability and directions 

Saturday 21 April al 6.30pm 
DELIUS SOCIETY (MIDLANDS BRANCH) MEETING 
Gwen and Graham Patsons, 'Derwent Ridge', Bulhurst Lane, Weston 
Underwood, Derby 
'Carl Nielsen Delius's Danish Contemporary' - a talk by Graham Parsons 

Tuesday 24 April al 7.15pm 
DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING 
British Music Information Centre, 10 Stratford Place, London W1 
'My compositional involvement with Delius' - a Lalk by the composer Anthony 
Payne 

Thursday 10 May al 8.00 pm 
The Pump Room, Bath 
The Bath Recital Artists 11ust 
Five Piano Pieces 
Piano recital by Roderick Chadwick 

Saturday 12 May at 2.30 pm 
DELIUS SOCIETY (WEST OF ENGLAND BRANCH) MEETING 
Archbishop Cranmer School, Cranmer Road, Taunton 
'The Life and Thintings of Ida Gerhardi' a talk by jerry Rowe 
(postponed from 16 September 2000) 

Saturday 23 June at 7.00 pm 
DELIUS SOCIETY (MIDLANDS BRANCH) MEETING 
'Ravensdalc', 41 Bulhursl Lane, Weston Underwood, Derby 
Piano recital by 14 year old Czech virtuoso Lukas Vomacck 
Tickets £10 numbers limited. Please apply to Richard Kitching, Midlands 
Branch Chairman 
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Salut day 23 June 
St P<.:tcr's Chwch, Limpsficld 
Music Millennium fair 
(lime, artists and details lo be advised) 

Saturday 30 June at 8.00 pm 
Hinchingbrook Performing Arts Centre, Brampton Road, Huntingdon 
A Song of Su111111n 
A Late Lark 
Songs of Farc>well 
Norwegian Bridal Procession (Grieg, orch. Delius) 
Huntingdonshire Philhormonic Choir and Orchestro conducted by Marcus 
PJshley 
Soloist: Richard Edgar Wilson 

Friday 13 to Sunday 15 July 
'The music of Frederick Delius Poetry in Sound' with Cwyn Parry Jones 
The Old Rectmy Adult Education College, fittleworth, Pulborough, West Sussex 
RH20 lHU 
A weekend course exploring Delius's music. Cost from £141-£159 (£110 non
resident) 
Details - Tel: 01798 865306 Email: oldrcctmy@mistral.co.uk -
www.oldrcctory.mistrnl.co.uk 

Saturday 18 to Monday 20 August 
DELIUS SOCIETY AGM WEEKEND 
Hatherley Manor Hotel, near Gloucester 
ACM at 3.00 pm on Saturday 18 August 

Sunday 19 August al 4.00 pm 
GLOUCESTER THREE CHOIRS FESTIVAL 
St Maty de Lode Church, Gloucester 
Helen Withers (mezzo-soprano) and Roger Buckley (piano) 
Recital, including songs by Delius 

Sunday 19 August at 7.30 pm 
GLOUCESTER THREE CHOIRS FESTIVAL 
Gloucester Cathedral 
A Mass of Life 
Gloucester Three Choirs Festival Chorus and the Cathedral Choirs of Gloucester, 
T Icreford and Worcester; Philharmonia Orchestra conducted by Richard I fickox 
Soloists: Susan Gritton, Catherine Wynne Rogers, John Mark Ainsley, Gerald 
Finlay 
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'Iucsday 21 August at 2 30 pm 
GLOUCESTER THREE CHOIRS FESTfVAL 
St Mary de Lode Church, Gloucester 
Paul Silverstone and John Constable 
Recital including Violin Sonata No 3 arranged for Viola by Lionel Terlis 

Thursday 20 September al 7.15pm 
DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING 
British Music Information Centre, 10 Strutford Place, London Wl 
'Balfou1 Gardiner friend of Delius', a talk by Stephen Lloyd 

Saturday 29 September al 8.00 pm 
The Pump Room, Bath 
The Bath Recital Artists Ti ust 
Sonata No 3 for violin and piano 
Tom Pigott-Smith (v1ohn) 

Sunday 21 October at 8.00 pm 
The Pump Room, Bath 
The Bath Recital Artists 'Trust 
The Trclawn Quartet 
String Quartet (1916) 

Tuesday 23 October ut 7.1 Spm 
DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING 
Br ilish Music Information Centre, 10 Stratford Place, London Wl 
Paul Guinery presents more historic Delius material from the archive 

Friday 16 November al 7.30 pm 
The Theatre, Truro College 
Truro 3 Arts 
Three Preludes for Piano 
Piano recital by Christopher Langdon 

Thu1sday 22 November at 7.15pm 
DELIUS SOCIETY MEETING 
British Music Information Centre, 10 Stratford Place, London Wl 
'Delius's songs: no longer neglected' an exploration on disc by Vice President 
Lyndon Jenkins 
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2002 

10 March 
lkclhovcnhalle, Bonn 
I\ Mass of Life 
Bonn Philharmonic Choir 
Conductor: Thomos Neuhoff 
(further details lo follow) 

15 March at 7.30 pm 
The Theatre, Truro College 
Brigg fair 
Truro 3 Arts 
John Gough and Sally Bottomley (two pianos) 

17 March 
Castle Manor School, Eastern Avenue, Havcrhill, Suffolk 
Poe111 of Life and Love 
Haverhill Sinfonia 
Conductor: Kevin Hill 
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Please note that further details of Delius Society events (London only) may be 
obtained from Programme Secretary Brian Radford, 
21 Cobthorne Drive, Alleslree, Derby D822 2SY 
(telephone: 01332 552019) 

Details of Delius Society (Midland Branch) events may be obtained from 
Midlands Branch Chairman Richard Kitching, 
Ravensdalc, 41 Bullhurst Lane, Weston Underwood, Ashbourne, Derby DE6 4PA 
(telephone: 01335 3t'i0798) 

Details of Delius Society (West of Englond Branch) events may be obtained from 
West of England Branch Chairman Ronald Prentice, 
The Mill, Ash Priors, 'faunton, Somerset, TA4 3NQ 
(telephone: 01823 432734, email: ron@the mill.dircon.co.uk) 
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